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ABSTRACT – Rational. The concept of epilepsy syndromes, introduced in
1989, was defined as “clusters of signs and symptoms customarily occurring
together”. Definition of epilepsy syndromes based on electro-clinical fea-
tures facilitated clinical practice and, whenever possible, clinical research
in homogeneous groups of patients with epilepsies. Progress in the fields
of neuroimaging and genetics made it rapidly clear that, although crucial,
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the electro-clinical description of epilepsy syndromes was not sufficient to
allow much needed development of targeted therapies and a better under-
standing of the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms of seizures. The
2017 ILAE position paper on Classification of the Epilepsies recognized that
“as a critical tool for the practicing clinician, epilepsy classification must
be relevant and dynamic to changes in thinking”. The concept of “epilepsy
syndromes” evolved, incorporating issues related to aetiologies and comor-
bidities. A comprehensive update (and revision where necessary) of the EEG
diagnostic criteria in the light of the 2017 revised terminology and concepts
was deemed necessary.
Methods. The work was commissioned by the Neurophysiology Task Force
of the ILAE Committee on the Diagnostic Methods. Diagnostic criteria
and recording procedures were developed by group consensus, reached
through an “informal”, internal decision-making process. Each working
group member was allocated a number of syndromes, and a standard struc-
tured template was used. International literature was extensively reviewed.
Results. We developed a simple diagnostic system that is applicable to all
epilepsy syndromes which allows the physician (i) to rate the strength of
EEG diagnosis (degree of diagnostic certainty) by weighting EEG findings in
relation to the available clinical information or the specific clinical question,
and ii) to suggest further EEG diagnostics where conclusive diagnostic evi-
dence is lacking. We also propose a system of syndrome-specific recording
protocols that, used with the relevant clinical presentation or specific clini-
cal question, may maximize activation of epileptic discharges and ultimately
help with standardization of EEG recording across departments, worldwide.
Because recording methodology also depends on available resources, a
two-tier system was developed to embrace clinical EEG services in resource-
limited and industrialized countries. A clinical practice statement for each of
the epilepsy syndromes discussed underscores the crucial role of the clini-
cal information with regards to both the optimization of the EEG recording
and mainly its meaningful interpretation. Part I covers Genetic (Idiopathic)
generalized epilepsies and syndromes, Reflex epilepsies, structural and
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. Introduction

he EEG is the most dependable “laboratory” inves-
igation for epilepsy as it allows us to study its

ost relevant functional markers: the interictal and
ctal epileptic discharges (ED). Furthermore, as cer-
ain clusters of abnormal graphoelements are strongly
ssociated with (and sometimes specific to) distinct
linical epilepsy phenotypes, the EEG has been a deci-
ive tool for the classification of seizures and epilepsies
Gastaut, 1970; Commission, 1981, 1985, 1989).

ur understanding of the epilepsies has progressed
34

hrough clinical-EEG, imaging, genetic, and molecular
iology research, and further approaches to classifi-
ation have been attempted (Engel et al., 2001; Engel,
006), culminating with the latest ILAE position paper
n revised terminology and concepts of seizures and
pilepsies (Scheffer et al., 2017). Despite substantial
dvances, the clinical and electroencephalographic
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syndromes and Progressive Myoclonus Epilepsies
ational EEG plates on www.epilepticdisorders.com].

yndromes, EEG and epilepsy diagnosis, EEG protocols

lassification of epileptic seizures of 1981 marked the
ast official attempt of the ILAE to define EEG crite-
ia, which are duly in keeping with the dichotomous
pproach of the 1981/1989 ILAE classification frame-
ork (Commission, 1981, 1985, 1989). A comprehensive
pdate (and revision where necessary) of the EEG dia-
nostic criteria in the light of the revised terminology
nd concepts was deemed necessary and the work
as commissioned by the Neurophysiology Task Force
f the ILAE Committee on the Diagnostic Methods.
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

working group of EEG/clinical epileptology experts
as formed to comprehensively cover the main pae-
iatric and adult syndromes and epilepsies; Chair
nd Memberships were agreed after consultation with
he ILAE Executive Committee (Liaison Prof Wiebe)
nd the ILAE Classification Committee (Liaison Prof
irsch).
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Abbreviations
ADNFLE: autosomal dominant frontal lobe epilepsy JAE: juvenile absence epilepsy
ADPEAF: autosomal dominant partial epilepsy with JME: juvenile myoclonic epilepsy
auditory features LEV: levetiracetam
AED: antiepileptic drug LTG: lamotrigine
AM: action myoclonus MELAS: mitochondrial encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis
ASE: absence status epilepsy MS: myoclonic seizures
BZD: benzodiazepines mTLE: mesial temporal lobe epilepsy
CAE: childhood absence epilepsy MTS: mesial temporal sclerosis
CAP: cyclical alternating pattern NREM: non-rapid eye movement
CBM: carbamazepine nTLE: neo-cortical (lateral) temporal lobe epilepsy
CLZ: clonazepam OIRDA: occipital intermittent rhythmic delta activity
DnASLO: de novo absence status of late onset OLE: occipital lobe epilepsy
ED: epileptic discharges OPM: orbitofrontal photo myoclonus
ELMA: eyelid myoclonia with absences PNES: psychogenic non-epileptic seizure
E-PA: epilepsy with phantom absences PPR: photoparoxysmal response
ESX: ethosuximide RBD: REM behavioural disorder
fmTLE: familial mesial temporal lobe epilepsy REM: rapid eye movement
FOS: fixation-off sensitivity SBS: secondary bilateral synchrony
FS: febrile seizures SD: sleep deprivation
GCTC: generalized clonic-tonic-clonic seizures SDEEG: EEG after partial sleep deprivation
GGE: genetic generalized epilepsy sec-GTC: secondary generalized tonic-clonic
GPSWD: GSWD with a polyspike component SI: self-induction
GSWD: generalized spike-wave discharge SOZ: seizure onset zone
GTCS: generalized tonic-clonic seizures SSEPs: somatosensory evoked potentials
GTCSa: generalized tonic-clonic seizures alone TA: typical absences
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HFO: interictal high-frequency oscillations
HV: hyperventilation
IGE: idiopathic generalized epilepsy
IoC: impairment of consciousness
IPS: intermittent photic stimulation

.1 Aims

his report intends to propose:
(1) A simple diagnostic system that is applicable to

ll epilepsy syndromes and could enable electroen-
ephalographers:
• i) to rate the strength of EEG diagnosis (degree of
diagnostic certainty) by weighting EEG findings in
relation to the available clinical information or the
specific clinical question;
• ii) to suggest further EEG diagnostics where
conclusive diagnostic evidence is lacking.

t is anticipated that an effective and easy-to-use dia-
nostic rating system could also improve homogeneity

n EEG interpretation and reporting.
he default rating system is organized at three levels of
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

iagnostic certainty and explained below (section 1.3).
he principles of the diagnostic EEG from the planning
f the recording to its interpretation and reporting are
ttingly discussed below in section 1.4.
(2) A system of syndrome-specific recording pro-

ocols that, used in the relevant clinical presentation
r the specific clinical question, may maximize

c
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D
d

IRDA: temporal interictal rhythmic delta activity
LD: Unverricht-Lundborg disease
G: video games
PA: valproic acid

ctivation of ED and ultimately help with standardiza-
ion of EEG recording across departments, worldwide.
ecause recording methodology also depends on
vailable resources, a two-tier system was developed
o embrace clinical EEG services in the resource-
imited and the industrialized countries; the system is
escribed in section 1.5.
he transition from the 1989 to the 2010-2017 termi-
ology and concepts did not encounter significant
ifficulties because both clinical taxonomies are based
n epilepsy syndromes. Particular concepts and terms

hat connote aetiology but are not directly adaptable
o the 2010 proposal, such as that of “idiopathy”, are
iscussed in section 1.6.

t is very much hoped that this work becomes a useful
ducational tool for all EEG technologists and physi-
ians who see people with epilepsy, report EEGs, or
235

oth, particularly outside tertiary epilepsy centres.

.2 Methodology

iagnostic criteria and recording procedures were
eveloped by group consensus, reached through
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informal”, internal decision-making process (Fink et
l., 1984; Qaseem et al., 2012). Each working group
ember was allocated a number of syndromes, and
standard structured template was used.
formal systematic search was not performed. How-

ver, the literature was extensively reviewed (no
estrictions regarding language or type of publica-
ion) and, to adhere to the practical and far-reaching
ducational character of this work, bibliography for
ach chapter is limited to a few most important recent
nd best accessible references and also to seminal
apers describing the pertinent EEG characteristics
f the syndromes, irrespective of their publication
ate. Widely accepted glossaries and guidelines, and
orking group consensus statements were taken into

ccount (Chatrian et al., 1974; Noachtar et al., 1999;
lume et al., 2001; Flink et al., 2002), and EEG vocabulary
as the same used by SCORE, the ILAE-endorsed com-
uterized EEG reporting system (Beniczky et al., 2013);
hen deemed useful, additional adequately explained

erms were used according to authors’ individual
references.

nitial drafts of the chapters covering individual syn-
romes were discussed between smaller “paediatric”
nd “adult” groups and the chairperson. Interpreta-
ion of evidence, development of diagnostic certainty
ating (including further diagnostics when evidence
s lacking), and statements on recording protocols
volved for each syndrome through a series of iter-
tions and critiques with any differences resolved by
onsensus.
he working group plans periodic revision and update
f diagnostic criteria depending on new evidence and
olleagues’ feedback.

.3 Layout of the chapters-syndromes

standard format was uniformly used, consisting of
he following sections:

(1) Overview: contains a short description of the syn-
rome or the epilepsy type, including its nosological
o-ordinates.
(2) Seizures: symptoms and semiology: provides a

rief description of all associated seizure types and
heir important characteristics, including their relation
o state of vigilance and other modulators and possible
riggers. The section contains essential information for
lectroencephalographers to direct and interpret EEG
ecordings and for EEG technologists to collect impor-
ant clinical data and to further develop their recording
36

trategies (figure 1.01).
(3) EEG section: contains pertinent information

bout background rhythms and the typical interictal
nd ictal paroxysmal findings in wakefulness and sleep,
ncluding the effects of possible activators and triggers.
t also provides the rationale behind the proposed

t
t
p
s
A
t

ecording protocols that follow. In some syndromes, a
ubsection of atypical findings contains EEG patterns
hat may be compatible with the class, in which the
yndrome in question belongs, but are not suggestive
f the particular syndrome.
(4) Recording protocols: summarize the methodol-

gy and techniques that are more likely to activate
D and other EEG characteristics of the particular syn-
rome or epilepsy type to maximize diagnostic yield.
his section aims to set up minimum recording stan-
ards and homogenize diagnostic EEG methodology
cross EEG departments, and to propose further dia-
nostic techniques and strategies depending on the
vailable resources.

(5) Levels of EEG diagnosis: the section essen-
ially rates diagnostic confidence, assuming newly
resented patients and available essential clinical

nformation through sound medical referrals, data col-
ection by the EEG technologist, or both. Because
owadays brain imaging may be available at the time
f the recording, relevant information may be taken

nto account, particularly when focal syndromes and
pilepsies are concerned.
ollowing successive rounds of internal deliberations
nd critiques, and a number of trials, diagnostic
onfidence for a particular working clinical hypoth-
sis/question was simply, clearly and conveniently
raded, from highest to lowest, into the following

evels:
A) Confirmatory of clinical diagnosis. The EEG con-

ains: i) typical seizure(s); ii) typical interictal epileptic
ctivity; iii) no atypical features.
B) High diagnostic certainty (probable). No seizure

s recorded, but the EEG contains: i) typical interictal
pileptic activity; ii) no atypical features.
ote: In many syndromes levels A and B are essen-

ially of similar diagnostic value. With the exception
f mainly paediatric syndromes and epilepsies, which
ften manifest with frequent seizures or clusters of
eizures (such as epileptic spasms), syndromes with
ypical absences (TA), and reflex epilepsies, a seizure is
either expected nor pursued during a waking or sleep
EG recording (for instance, in a patient with a work-
ng hypothesis of temporal lobe epilepsy and monthly
eizures). In such cases, both levels A (when a temporal
obe seizure is recorded by chance) and B (unilateral
emporal spikes) are sufficiently diagnostic.

C) Lower diagnostic certainty (possible). When no
eizure is recorded, but the EEG contains: i) typical
nterictal epileptic activity and ii) some atypical fea-
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ures. In this scenario, findings are diagnostic of the
ype (class) of epilepsy (for instance, genetic [idio-
athic] generalized or structural focal), but not strictly
uggestive of the particular syndrome in question.
t this level of confidence, other possibilities within

he given class of epilepsy remain open and further
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Referring physician

EEG request

Specific tasks
and
requirements

Principal
EEG
objectives

Diagnostic hypothesis
or clinical question(s)

Pertinent clinical
Information

EEG recording

Additional clinical
information

Analysis & synthesis of
results, including conditions
of recording, background
rhythms, ED and their
behavior in different states
of vigilance and activations

Formation of a diagnostic
hypothesis that “fits ” the
clinical presentation

Collection of past
EEG recordings

Factual report

Individualization
of the recording-
    Sleep,
    Polygraphy,
    Activation etc.

EEG technologist Electroencephalographer

EEG reporting

Normal or abnormal
results

Clinical correlations of
the findings / EEG
diagnosis

In case of uncertainty
1. Explain rationale
2. Indicate diagnostic
    possibilities
3. Suggest further
    EEG tests
    (ambulatory,
    telemetry etc.)

EEG interpretation

Form working hypo-
thesis for expected
EEG abnormality

Assist planning of
recording

Compile available
electro-clinical
information
&
ensure technical
adequacy

Contribution to clinical
diagnosis & Taxonomy
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numbers (Binnie and Stefan, 1999), particularly after
sleep deprivation (SD) (Rowan et al., 1982) and vari-
igure 1.01. EEG diagnostic pathway; from the initial referral to
asks and requirements in each stage of the orderly EEG process
ontribution. For example, individualization of the recording reli
hysician and the provided clinical information on the request
ologist (see section 1.4 in the text). The grey boxes in the low
ulminating in the important role of the EEG in clinical diagnosis

iagnostic EEG strategies are recommended, depend-
ng on objectives (for instance possible presurgical
valuation) and available resources. This level is still
linically significant because it can guide treatment
ith specific antiepileptic agents, and is also important

or clinical or epidemiological research.
ote 1: When the EEG findings are abnormal,
ut different to those expected from the referral,
lectroencephalographers need to inform referring
hysicians that findings do not support the working
iagnosis/suspicion; instead, they may suggest a dif-

erent class of epilepsy (for instance, focal instead of
eneralized), or the overall EEG/clinical evidence may
e insufficient for confident classification.
ote 2: A normal EEG does not have the same mean-

ng in all suspected syndromes. Although it does not
xclude the diagnosis of most (Fowle and Binnie,
000; Koutroumanidis and Smith, 2005), it does ren-
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

er unlikely the diagnosis of a few syndromes when
he EEG recording is adequately performed, such as
hildhood absence epilepsy (CAE) in an untreated
hild with reported daily pyknoleptic “absences”, who
yperventilated correctly during the EEG.

a
u
e
o

final report. The white boxes in the upper row show the main
the initial request to the final report to maximize its diagnostic
the completeness of the diagnostic hypothesis of the referring

, but also on additional information obtained by the EEG tech-
w show the main objectives of each stage of the EEG process,
taxonomy.

.4 Overview of clinical EEG practice: from the
nitial request to the final report (figure 1.01)

lanning and recording the EEG
he occurrence and behaviour of diagnostic EEG
raphoelements is dynamic, subject to a plethora of

nterplaying modulators that include the following:
ge of the patient, stage of the natural course of the
iven syndrome, time of day, state of arousal and
leep adequacy, antiepileptic and other medications,
nd possibly other environmental factors. The full EEG
haracterization of an epilepsy syndrome may not be
ossible from a standard “interictal” recording dur-

ng wakefulness or even sleep; waking EEGs may show
o ED in substantial numbers of people with known
pilepsy (Pedley et al., 2003; Pillai and Sperling, 2006),
hile sleep EEGs may recover ED in much higher
237

bly across epilepsy syndromes with the highest yield
pon awakening in generalized epilepsies (Degen
t al., 1987). Moreover, the occurrence of defining ED
r even seizures may depend on standard activation
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such as hyperventilation [HV] that can elicit gener-
lized spike-wave discharges [GSWD] or absences) or
pecific activation (such as reading), the effect of which
an be tested on suspicion under controlled condi-
ions in the EEG laboratory. Therefore, EEG recordings
an be “personalized” according to the diagnostic
ypothesis and the available clinical information, max-

mizing diagnostic yield.
espite some published guidance about the structure
f the EEG referral (Noachtar et al., 1999; Beniczky et al.,
013), experience from both resource-limited (Birbeck
t al., 2011) and developed countries (Nicolaides et al.,
995; Smith et al., 2001) indicates that EEG requests may
ot contain pertinent clinical information or a working
ypothesis, while (not infrequently) the clinical ques-

ion is misguided (“is it epilepsy?”/“rule out epilepsy”)
Fowle and Binnie, 2000; Koutroumanidis and Smith,
005). Important information may be obtained dur-
ng electrode application, when the EEG technologist
trained in basic epileptology) has ample time to dis-
uss key clinical aspects, including seizure symptoms
nd semiology (as patients are frequently escorted),
requency, timing, and possible triggers with the view
o test during the recording (figure 1.01).
he relevant information can be entered in a struc-
ured template, together with the standard personal
nd referral data, detailed recording conditions, and
he factual report (for a comprehensive list of entries,
eaders are referred to SCORE [Beniczky et al., 2013]).

nterpreting and reporting the EEG
EG interpretation is based on expert visual analysis
f the ED and other non-epileptiform abnormalities,

ncluding their response to activation and behaviour
n different states of vigilance, and then their synthe-
is into a plausible diagnostic hypothesis, taking into
ccount the available clinical information and possi-
le previous EEG results. Early recordings can help,
s robust patterns during childhood and adolescence
ay become subtle and ambiguous in adulthood.

he final clinical EEG report “translates” the EEG find-
ngs into clinically useful information and may suggest
n epilepsy type or syndrome, implicitly with some
eference to the possible aetiology and with varying
egree of diagnostic certainty (section 1.3.5). Impor-

antly, this business end of the EEG process also feeds
axonomy. The EEG report should be clear in content
sing common clinical terminology without special
38

EG terms (Noachtar et al., 1999; Kaplan and Benbadis,
013; Tatum et al., 2016).
EG interpretation is not always straightforward. In
he process of EEG “reading”, simple and unequiv-
cal in their clinical significance, but also complex
nd potentially ambiguous patterns of ED will have
o be “rephrased” using standard widely accepted

d
i
r
t
t
T
E

erminology (Noachtar et al., 1999; Beniczky et al.,
013), or, if this is not possible, a finite gamut of
EG descriptors; both may have important semantic
onnotations. For example, a spike-and-wave dis-
harge that occupies all scalp electrodes but has a
egional lead-in can be interpreted as either focal with
ast generalization (implying focal epileptogenesis),
r as generalized with an incompletely generalized
nset (suggesting genetically determined generalized
pilepsy). Similarly, a lateralized spike-and-wave dis-
harge that occupies several adjacent scalp electrodes
an only be interpreted as either regional (Noachtar et
l., 1999), or as incompletely generalized (Browne et al.,
974). Although the fundamental distinction between
focal” and “generalized” has been partially addressed
with respect to seizure onset) in the 2010 ILAE report
Berg et al., 2010), EEG interpretation of phenomeno-
ogically ambiguous interictal ED remains unresolved.
herefore, this dichotomy is implicitly liable to sub-

ective expert opinions that account for the moderate
nter-observer agreement (van Donselaar et al., 1992),
otentially leading to double taxonomy standards.
hen the available EEG evidence is insufficient for

lectroencephalographers to suggest a diagnosis with-
ut being overly subjective in their opinion, it is
ecommended that the rationale and the EEG evidence
re fully explained in the report, all diagnostic pos-
ibilities are included and further testing is advised
epending on the available resources (for instance,
leep or ambulatory EEG, video telemetry, etc.). Dif-
erentiation between genetic (idiopathic) generalized
pilepsies and secondary bilateral synchrony (SBS) is
typical example of such limitations (see relevant dia-
nostic criteria in section 2.2). The roles of the referring
hysician, the EEG technologist, and the electroen-
ephalographer in the optimal diagnostic clinical EEG
rocess are summarized in figure 1.01. It is emphasized

hat the diagnostic and taxonomic value of the EEG
eport depends on the competence of each contribu-
ion. Although the roles and their weightings in the
EG process are different, each stage feeds the next
nd any deficiency in this flow will affect the clinical
sefulness of the final report.

.5 Levels of EEG recording

or best patient care and farthest reach, a com-
rehensive EEG recording-reporting methodological

ramework should be versatile and adaptable to the
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

iverse levels of clinical EEG service worldwide, tak-
ng into account the available material and human
esources, including the variable training and exper-
ise of the clinicians who interpret EEG and the EEG
echnologists alike.
here is substantial variability in the provision of the
EG service worldwide, reflecting the large gap in the
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pilepsy care between resource-limited countries and
he industrialized countries of Europe, North America,
nd East Asia. In the former, mainly located in Latin
merica, Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean, epilepsy is
ot amongst the first public health priorities despite

ts high annual incidence that ranges from 92.7 to 190
er 100,000, mostly in relation to preventable parasitic
nd infectious diseases and under-resourced perinatal
are (Carpio and Hauser, 2009); neurologists are very
ew and practice in major cities (Mani, 1998), referral
ervices are frequently poor and people with epilepsy
re often managed by primary-care physicians, or
emain untreated (de Bittencourt et al., 1996). EEG ser-
ices are variably available in only three quarters of
esource-poor countries (Dua et al., 2006), operating
ithout minimum standards by untrained laboratory

echnologists (Radhakrishnan, 2009; Birbeck et al.,
011). Digital video-EEG equipment is scarce, usually
oncentrated in the private sector and only in major
ities and hence inaccessible to the majority of the
opulation (WHO, 2004, 2005; PAHO, 2011). When
vailable in the public sector, waiting times may be
xtremely long (Caraballo and Fejerman, 2015) and
rief recordings are common (Birbeck et al., 2011).

n Africa, although EEG services are becoming more
vailable than neuroimaging (Wilmshurst et al., 2011),
EG is still not routinely performed in patients hospi-
alized with convulsive epilepsy (Kariuki et al., 2015a),
hysicians trained to basic EEG interpretation are few,
nd educational guidelines for the EEG interpretation
re lacking (Kander and Wilmshurst, 2015). Well-
onducted EEG studies on children and adults (Igwe
t al., 2014; Lagunju et al., 2015; Kariuki et al., 2015b)
re still scarce and mostly concern routine recordings
n patients with convulsive seizures. Electroclinical
iagnosis primarily focuses on the distinction between

ocal and generalized epilepsy, pragmatically reflecting
undamental clinical needs.
ecording and reporting standards vary also amongst

he industrialized countries of Europe, North Amer-
ca, and the Far East, where digital video-EEG is readily
vailable. The proportion of abnormal EEGs may dif-
er between hospital- and community-based samples
Binnie and Stefan, 2003), while training of tech-
ologists and recording protocols vary across EEG
epartments. In some district hospitals, EEGs may
e reported by clinical neurophysiologists primarily

nterested in electromyography, while at epilepsy cen-
res and university hospitals, inter-observer agreement
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ay only be moderate (van Donselaar et al., 1992).

e have pragmatically distinguished two levels of
EG recording, according to the available depart-
ental facilities and material resources (including

apability for lengthy and sleep recordings and spe-
ific activation, multiple channels, and availability

E
T
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or polygraphy, synchronized video) and the skills
nd trained expertise of the EEG technologist: a)
asic, suitable for most district general hospitals and

or tertiary/university hospitals in resource-limited
ountries, and b) advanced, with the minimum
equirements expected for tertiary epilepsy centres
nd university hospitals in developed countries (box 1).
he requirements for the basic level may appear
ore complex and demanding than those currently

mployed by many EEG departments in district general
ospitals, but our primary aim is to gradually raise the
tandards of practice at this level. It can be sensibly
nferred that for the majority of the epilepsy syn-
romes, notwithstanding some differences in material
esources, basic EEG may diagnostically offer almost as

uch as the advanced when recorded by skilled EEG
echnologists with appropriate training in epileptology
sections 1.1 and 1.4).
o provide EEG technologists/nurses with the ratio-
ale for the syndrome-specific recording protocols,
e have included information about the behaviours of

D in different states of vigilance and their response
o specific and non-specific activation.

.6 EEG diagnostic and taxonomic criteria within
he context of the revised terminology and
oncepts for the organization of seizures and
pilepsies (Berg et al., 2010; Scheffer et al., 2017)

he purpose of the diagnostic process in epilepsies is
wofold: i) to identify the full clinical semiology and
efine the epilepsy type or syndrome, and ii) to find

he underlying cause. The EEG directly contributes to
he clinical, but not to the aetiological diagnosis. A dis-
inctive EEG pattern (such as a focal spike-wave) may
ranscend different aetiologies, while epilepsies within
given class of aetiology may have different EEG char-
cteristics; for instance, CAE, Dravet syndrome and
utosomal dominant nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy
re genetically determined and yet exhibit distinctively
ifferent EEG profiles.
o fulfil its diagnostic and taxonomic role within the
ew framework, the EEG and essentially its effective
linical contribution, the EEG report, should be in com-
liance with the new concepts, though ensuring that
eplacement of the 1989 concepts and terms will not
mpact on its clinical usefulness.
239

EG and clinical classification
he syndrome approach remains the backbone of the
linical classification (Scheffer et al., 2017) and the
evision of the EEG criteria at this level needs no partic-
lar amendments when officially recognized epilepsy
yndromes are concerned.
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Box 1. The two levels of EEG recording.
A. Basic:
HV and IPS (standard activating procedures).
Basic EMG polygraphy (unless channels are limited).
Digital machines and video (may be variably available in resource-limited countries).
Recording during sleep (when difficult to schedule, encourage drowsiness/light sleep, if possible).

B. Advanced:
l pol
nts)
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HV, IPS, other specific activation, video, multichanne
Sleep EEG after partial (or 24-hour in some departme
pharmaceutically-induced.
Prolonged daytime video or overnight recordings, vid
Note that all recordings can be individualized accord

EG and aetiological classification
he 2017 ILAE position paper (Scheffer et al. 2017)
n Classification of the Epilepsies recognizes a range
f aetiological groups, with emphasis on those that
ave implications for treatment: structural (in the pres-
nce of an MRI lesion), genetic, infectious, metabolic,
nd immune, as well as an unknown group. It also
ecognizes the fact that aetiologies are not mutu-
lly exclusive, a patient’s epilepsy may be classified
nto more than one aetiologic category; the aetiolo-
ies are not hierarchical, and the importance given to
he patient’s aetiological group may depend on the
ircumstance. For instance, a patient with tuberous
clerosis has both a structural and a genetic aetiology;
he structural aetiology is critical for epilepsy surgery,
hereas the genetic aetiology is key for genetic coun-

elling and consideration of novel therapies such as
ammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitors.

he EEG per se may suggest a certain class of aeti-
logy only indirectly; as a rule, such suggestion is
on-specific, although some EEG patterns may imply

hat a certain aetiology is more likely than another,
ntroducing a degree of probability. For instance, the
ombination of interictal spikes and slow wave activity
ver one temporal lobe in a patient with focal seizures
uggests a structural cause, although it may also occur
n the rare familial temporal lobe epilepsy (Crompton
t al., 2010). Similar EEG features also occur in patients
ithout family history or an identifiable cause, as for

nstance, in those with normal imaging or non-specific
istopathological findings and good seizure outcome
fter ipsilateral temporal lobectomy (Koutroumanidis
t al., 2004). In this example, the good one-to-one cor-
elation between the 1989 and the 2017 aetiological
40

axonomies (structural vs. symptomatic, unknown vs.
ryptogenic or probably symptomatic, and genetic)
oes not influence the clinical usefulness of the EEG
eport.
owever, associations between the two aetiological

axonomies can be more complex when certain types
f idiopathic generalized epilepsy (IGE) are concerned

o
c
w
c
e
e

ygraphy.
sleep deprivation (SDEEG) or

telemetry, etc., as indicated.
to clinical information/questions.

ith potentially significant clinical impact on the EEG
eport. While reporting on officially recognized syn-
romes of genetic generalized epilepsy (GGE), such as
hildhood Absence Epilepsy (CAE), juvenile absence
pilepsy (JAE), juvenile myoclonic epilepsy (JME),
nd epilepsy with generalized tonic-clonic seizures
lone (GTCSa), communicates exactly the same clin-
cal information in either taxonomy (see EEG and
linical classification above), there may be potentially
ignificant pitfalls when patients with clinical pheno-
ypes, previously understood within the spectrum of
GE, but not officially recognized as distinctive syn-
romes and therefore not currently featuring within

he GGE, are concerned. Examples include the syn-
romes of eyelid myoclonia with absences (ELMA)

Jeavons, 1977), absence status epilepsy (ASE) (Genton
t al., 2008), epilepsy with phantom absences (E-PA)
Panayiotopoulos et al., 1997), and also a number
f unclassifiable clinical phenotypes (Valentin et al.,
007). They all share with the recognized genetic
eneralized syndromes of CAE, JAE, JME, and GTCSa
he characteristic GSWD, a genetic marker par excel-
ence, and also defining seizure symptoms, such as
As, but with little evidence of substantial genetic
ontribution to their aetiology (as in epilepsy with PA
Koutroumanidis et al., 2008]) or no evidence at all (as in
SE [Genton et al., 2008]), at least according to our cur-

ent knowledge. From the EEG perspective, it would be
isleading to classify some of the non officially recog-

ized IGE syndromes as of “unknown aetiology”. For
his reason we classified them as “possibly genetic”
table 1).
similar adjustment was felt necessary for the group of

diopathic (self-limited) focal epilepsies of childhood,
or which conclusive evidence for primary genetic aeti-
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

logy is still elusive (Vadlamudi et al., 2014). Again, the
linical usefulness of the EEG report is not affected
hen typical electroclinical forms of the three offi-

ially recognized main syndromes (benign Rolandic
pilepsy, Panayiotopoulos syndrome, and occipital
pilepsy of Gastaut) are concerned, but intermediate

CB
Kiemelés
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Table 1. Main EEG patterns in the 2017 aetiological taxonomy of the epilepsy syndromes and epilepsies.

Genetic Possibly Genetic† Unknown Structural and Other††

EPILEPSIES WITH GENERALIZED SEIZURES*

– GSWD >2.5 Hz
(variations across
sub-syndromes)
– Non-localizing
focal spikes
– Normal
background

– CAE
– JAE
– JME
– GTCSa
– Reflex
(photosensitive)

– Absence epilepsy
< 3 years
– Eyelid myoclonia
– Myoclonic-atonic
– Epilepsy with
phantom absences
– Absence status
epilepsy
– Unclassified
phenotypes

– GSWD < 2.5 Hz &
gen. bursts of
polyspikes/fast in
sleep
– Diffusely slow
background

Lennox-Gastaut
syndrome

Lennox-Gastaut
syndrome

Lennox-Gastaut
syndrome

Lennox-Gastaut
syndrome

– GSWD of variable
frequencies
– Focal/multifocal
spikes
– Diffusely slow
background

– Former
symptomatic
generalized
epilepsies/epileptic
encephalopathies,
including most cases
of Lennox-Gastaut
syndrome
– Progressive
myoclonic
epilepsies**

EPILEPSIES WITH FOCAL SEIZURES*

– Focal spikes of
syndrome
or lobe specific
topography
– Normal
background

– BFIS
– ADNFLE
– Familial mesial TLE
– Familial lateral TLE

– Reflex (hot water)

– Focal spikes of
syndrome specific
topography
– GSWD >2.5 Hz may
occur
– Normal
background

– Gastaut (&
photosensitive) OLE
– Panayiotopoulos
syndrome
– Rolandic epilepsy
– Intermediate
phenotypes
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

– Atypical benig
focal epilepsy
241
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Table 1. Main EEG patterns in the 2017 aetiological taxonomy of the epilepsy syndromes and epilepsies.

Genetic Possibly Genetic† Unknown Structural and Other††

– Focal spikes ± focal
slowing of syndrome
(lobe) specific
topography
– Normal or
abnormal
background

– Focal (former
cryptogenic)
epilepsies

– Spikes ± focal
slowing of lesion
related topography
– Rarely SBS
Background normal
or abnormal

– Mesial TLE
– Post-trauma,
infection, stroke,
neoplasms,
autoimmune
– Cortical
malformations***
– Tuberous
sclerosis**

EPILEPSIES WITH FOCAL AND GENERALIZED SEIZURES

– Syndrome-
dependent patterns
of spike-wave

– Dravet syndrome – Reflex
(photosensitivity,
reading,
FOS, video games)

– Normal
background

– FS+ phenotypes

The syndromes presented are examples for each major diagnostic EEG pattern and by no means form a comprehensive list.
†“expanded” genetic group for the purpose of the EEG report to retain its clinical usefulness when not recognized syndromes or
unclassifiable clinical-EEG phenotypes of idiopathic generalized epilepsy (IGE) are concerned (discussed in the last section of the
Introduction); †† including infectious, metabolic and immune aetiologies; *focal ictal symptoms/signs and rarely focal seizures may
occur in the group of the genetic (idiopathic) generalized epilepsies, while absences may occasionally occur in the group of possibly
genetic self-limited focal epilepsies of childhood; **epilepsies part of a genetic disorder; ***polymicrogyria may also be secondary to
g
C sy; G
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e sy; F
b
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ene mutations.
AE: childhood absence epilepsy; JAE: juvenile absence epilep
SWD: generalized spike-wave discharge; BFIS: benign familial in
pilepsy; TLE: temporal lobe epilepsy; OLE: occipital lobe epilep
ilateral synchrony.

henotypes of similar aetiology that cannot be clas-
ified in any of the three main syndromes do exist
Covanis et al., 2003). From the EEG perspective, a
enetic substrate was suspected 50 years ago (Bray
nd Wiser, 1964, 1965) and is supported by evidence
rom linkage and association analysis of centrotempo-
al spikes (Neubauer et al., 1998; Strug et al., 2009; Pal et
l., 2010) and the close association between these focal
pikes and GSWD in many of these children. The rel-
42

vant proportions of GSWD reach a third of children
ith idiopathic occipital epilepsy of Gastaut (Gastaut

nd Zifkin, 1987; Caraballo et al., 2008), up to a quarter
f those with Panayiotopoulos syndrome (Ohtsu et al.,
003; Specchio et al., 2010) with some children showing
nly GSWD at seizure onset (Caraballo et al., 2015), and

T
e
u
i
d
p

TCSa: generalized epilepsy with tonic clonic seizures alone;
le seizures; ADNFLE: autosomal dominant nocturnal frontal lobe
OS: fixation-off sensitivity; FS: febrile seizures; SBS: secondary

p to 15% of children with benign rolandic epilepsy
Beydoun et al., 1992); a few of these children may even
ave absences (Gastaut and Zifkin, 1987; Caraballo et
l., 2004).
n “expansion” of the genetic group to include all the

diopathic focal epilepsies and the IGE syndromes that
re not officially recognized was deemed the only sat-
sfactory way to maintain the clinical-taxonomic role of
he EEG.
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

able 1 shows examples of epilepsy syndromes and
pilepsies for each major diagnostic EEG pattern, tab-
lated according to the main aetiologies, with the

mportant caveat that aetiological classification is a
ynamic process and that future research is antici-
ated to demonstrate varying genetic contribution in
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major measurable constituent of consciousness) to
number of epilepsies and syndromes currently con-
idered of unknown aetiology. In table 1, the idiopathic
ocal epilepsies of childhood and adolescence and
he non-recognized IGE syndromes and phenotypes
eature under the subheading of “possibly genetic”,
tressing their EEG links to the four major syndromes of
GE. We emphasize that this organization serves EEG
urposes and is in keeping with the freedom of orga-
izing epilepsies according to a defining feature that

s useful for a particular purpose (Berg and Scheffer,
011), in this case the GSWD. Accordingly, ELMA,
pilepsy with PA, ASE, patients with unclassifiable IGE,
nd at least a subset of children with absences before
he age of three years or with epilepsy with myoclonic
bsences are possibly genetic with mainly general-
zed seizures and EEG abnormalities; the idiopathic
ocal epilepsies of childhood are possibly genetic, self-
imited epilepsies with mainly focal seizures and EEG
bnormalities; and the idiopathic reflex epilepsies are
enetic (photosensitive epilepsy) or possibly genetic
reading/language-induced epilepsy) with generalized
nd focal seizures and EEG abnormalities (table 1). To
void confusion, and also to limit the social stigma
nd consequences that may exist in different coun-
ries and cultures (Scheffer et al., 2017), both terms
genetic generalized epilepsy” (GGE) that include the
expanded” possibly genetic epilepsies and IGE will be
sed together as GGE/IGE throughout this document.

. Genetic (idiopathic) generalized
pilepsies (GGE/IGE)

.1. Typical EEG features - attributes and dynamics

he generalized spike-wave discharge (GSWD)
t >2.5 Hz
he interictal EEG hallmark of the GGE/IGEs is the
SWD at >2.5 Hz, occurring against normal back-
round activity. Incomplete GSWD and non-localizing
ocal spikes may variably occur.

he GSWD: morphology and distribution.
he GSWD consists of regular or almost regular
equences of bilateral synchronous spike-and-wave
omplexes at the classic frequency of 3-3.5 Hz (mea-
ured after the first second of the discharge), or faster
t 4-5 Hz. Frequency may be faster and irregular at
ts very onset (within the first 500 ms-1 sec), gradu-
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

lly slowing down towards its termination, although
ntra-discharge irregularities may occur. The spike
omponent, prominent at onset, may become incon-
picuous towards the end of the paroxysm. The
mplitude of the spike-wave complexes is typically
aximal over the frontal areas and displays an

p
i
l
r
P
c
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nterior to posterior gradient, frequently fading over
he occipital areas.
he term “generalized” indicates that the paroxysm
ccupies all areas of the cerebrum (visible over all
EG leads), while the term “incompletely generalized”
Browne et al., 1974) describes discharges that occupy
t least two lobes on each side.
oltage asymmetries between the hemispheres or any
egional (anterior, posterior, or lateral, lateralized or
ot) lead-in may occur; when lateralized, the regional

ead-in typically switches sides in the same or succes-
ive recordings. A lead-in consistently lateralized to the
ame side is not necessarily an exclusion diagnostic
riterion for GGE/IGE in its own right (Lombroso, 1997)
see also section on SBS [2.2]).

ffect of sleep and other activation.
low (non-REM) sleep, mainly Stages 3 and 2 and to a

esser degree Stage 1, activates GSWD, although Stage
is rarely reached in outpatient sleep EEG recordings;
ischarge activation is particularly enhanced when
leep is achieved by SD (Degen et al., 1987). GSWD
end to acquire a polyspike component (GPSWD)
nd become shorter in duration, incomplete or frag-
ented (figure 2.01). GSWD usually attenuate or are

nhibited during REM sleep. GSWD are typically acti-
ated after awakening, irrespective of the time of the
ay. HV usually provokes GSWD for the period of the
xercise and shortly after, although the effect varies
cross GGE/IGE syndromes and may not be evident in
ll patients. Specific triggers may include photic stim-
lation (and eye closure), reading and other linguistic
ctivities, thinking, and elimination of central vision
nd fixation (see sections on reflex seizures and epilep-
ies in chapter 4).

eneralized spike-wave discharges and typical
bsences.
SWD/GPSWD may occur in association with demon-

trable behavioural changes, such as impairment of
onsciousness (IoC), motor and autonomic manifes-
ations on video and polygraphy, or be subclinical.
he length of the GSWD is not relevant to the degree
f IoC (Shimazono et al., 1953), although the latter

s easier to appreciate by simple clinical observa-
ion in lengthier absences. Elegant early experiments
ave shown that impairment of responsiveness (as a
243

aroxysm-controlled auditory stimuli occurs and max-
mizes within the initial 0.5 sec of the GSWD in at
east 80% of the discharges, while starts to gradually
ecover after 1.5 sec from discharge onset (Porter and
enry, 1973; Browne et al., 1974; Blumenfeld, 2012); on
areful clinical assessment, mild IoC or mild but clear
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Box 2. Assessment of consciousness during GSWD

Clinical basic: Explain the procedure before starting the recording. Give simple commands and auditory stim-
uli (numbers or words) clearly and loudly as soon as possible after the onset of the discharge and repeat
during the absence, depending on its length. Check for possible direct responses during the discharge and,
immediately after its offset, ask patients to repeat what they were told. The method is sensitive only for
absences associated with severe IoC/responsiveness. Recommended first-line assessment of spontaneous
and HV-induced discharges longer than 3-4 seconds (shorter discharges may already be fading by the time of
the first stimulation).

Clinical advanced: Ask the patient to perform a simple motor task - counting breaths during HV or tapping -
repetitively and at a comfortable rate (Giannakodimos et al., 1995). The method aims to demonstrate defective
concentration or motor execution (hesitations, delays, repetition of the same number) in very brief (∼1.5-2-sec)
GSWD (figure 2.03) or longer but mild absences, in which clinical basic assessment has been unremarkable
(figure 3.20 and figures 3.36 and 3.37). This can be performed in all subjects older than five years of age,
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irrespective of their level of education. Although vide
closely observe patients and accurately annotate the

Clinical research: Continuous Performance Tests (C
reception of information, and motor output. CPT is a

otor hesitancy can be identified in GSWD of just 2 sec
Koutroumanidis et al., 2008; Sadleir et al., 2009). Ictal
oC is milder when the associated GSWD is incom-
lete (Browne et al., 1974), or asymmetric. There is
mpirical evidence that IoC may also depend on the
requency and regularity of the GSWD; it is typically
evere in association with the regular 3-Hz GSWD in
AE and JAE and appears milder in association with

he faster GSWD as in JME, or the slower frequency
n atypical absences (table 1). Motor manifestations
nclude head and eye retropulsion, regional (eyelid,
acial, and upper limb) myoclonus, facial (typically peri-
ral/oroalimentary) and limb automatisms, and less

requently automatic speech.
here is no universally agreed definition of the TA
eizure, as IoC, its sine qua non element, can vary
idely not only in terms of severity, but also in terms
f the constituents of consciousness that are involved

i.e. attention or memory), the detection of which
epends on the method used (simple observation of

he patient “blinking and staring”, unresponsiveness
o verbal stimuli given during the discharge or no recall
fter the end of the discharge, discontinuation or fal-
ering in breath counting during HV or other simple
epetitive motor tasks, continuous performance tests,
tc.) (box 2).

ormal background
44

ormal background is expected by default. In the
resence of GSWD, as defined above, diffusely slow
ackground activity may still be compatible with
GE/IGE when a reversible cause for such slowing

an be demonstrated or assumed, including toxicity
ith antiepileptic or other drugs (such as neuroleptics,

ithium, MAO inhibitors, and tricyclics) and coexisting

G
G
a
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onitoring is desirable, trained EEG technologists can
rformance on basic digital or paper recordings.

use visual or auditory stimuli to assess attention,
cable only in fully co-operative patients.

onditions (such as metabolic derangements or
ypothyroidism, postictal suppression, etc.). In such
ases, background normalizes after the removal of the
ffensive factor.

on-localizing focal or multifocal spikes
hese may occur variably over anterior, posterior, or

ateral temporal regions (Seneviratne et al., 2014). The
erm “non-localizing” distinguishes them from the
D of stable (“localizing”) epileptic foci that relate
o structural causes. Typically, topography is frontal
supplementary figure 2.01) or occipital, but unstable,
witching sides in the same or successive recordings,
r multifocal. A stable topography, even in succes-
ive recordings, may still be compatible with GGE/IGE
Lombroso, 1997) when not associated with regional
ackground disturbance (supplementary figure 2.02)

for section on SBS [2.2]).

linical Practice Statement: in the appropriate clinical
ontext, these EEG features can indicate the diagnosis
f GGE/IGE with the highest degree of certainty. The
EG report may further suggest a particular age-related
ub-syndrome according to particular EEG/video-EEG
ndings (see specific GGE/IGE syndromes).

.2. EEG features that, in the presence of >2.5-Hz
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

SWD/GPSWD, may indicate coexistence of
GE/IGE and focal epilepsy of structural or other

etiology, or secondary bilateral synchrony (SBS)

consistent (stable) focus of spike or sharp wave activ-
ty, associated with regional background disturbance
i.e. irregular slowing with or without some attenuation
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f fast rhythms). Such consistent focal abnormalities
hould not be attributable to other causes, such as
oncurrent cerebrovascular (vertebrobasilar) insuffi-
iency (Niedermeyer, 1963), or other lately acquired
rain insults. Focal epileptic abnormalities of such
orphology and consistency raise the possibilities of

) SBS, or b) concurrent structural epilepsy with focal
eizures (supplementary figure 2.04).
SWD against an otherwise unexplained diffusely

low background raise the suspicion of epileptic
ncephalopathy, particularly when associated with
ubnormal cognitive function and their frequency is
t, or close to, the lower end of the GGE/IGE spectrum
≤2.5 Hz).

GE/IGE vs. Secondary Bilateral Synchrony (SBS)
lthough frequently referred to, SBS has rarely

eceived critical analysis, and defining neurophysi-
logical evidence is conspicuously absent. For the
urpose of the present revision the clinical-EEG phe-
omenon of SBS is operationally defined as a bilateral
ynchronous (generalized) spike-wave discharge (SBS-
SWD) that appears to be triggered by a stable
pileptogenic focal abnormality (as defined above);
uch causal association can be reasonably assumed
hen the stable focal abnormality has consistently the

ame topography with the lateralized/regional lead-
n of the GSWD (spatial constraint), or when focal
harp activity leads in a SBS-GSWD (temporal con-
traint). With regard to the spatial constraint, it is the
ersistence of the topographic concordance between

he focal discharge and the lead-in of the GSWD that
istinguishes SBS from the typically variable associa-

ion between focal discharges and “onsets” of GSWD
n GGE/IGEs. With regard to the temporal constraint,
lume and Pillay (1985) required sequential ED lead-

ng to SBS-GSWD to occur for at least 2 seconds, and
he morphology of the focal triggering ED to clearly
iffer from that of the bisynchronous paroxysm, and

o resemble that of other focal spikes from the same
egion (supplementary figures 2.05, 2.06 and 2.07). In
heir study, SBS-GSWDs were slower than 3 Hz in three
uarters of the patients, most of whom had frontal

obe foci.
uch obvious EEG evidence may be lacking in some
ases of presumed SBS; cortical foci may lie within
eep sulci impeding recording of the triggering focal
D, or secondary generalization may be rapid. Corrob-
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

rative clinical features for SBS may include frequent
r predominating nocturnal seizures, focal seizures,
nd sub-normal cognitive state, while brain imaging
ay provide important diagnostic clues (supplemen-

ary figure 2.08).
ccasionally, tumours may underlie regular 3-Hz SW

Ajmone-Marsan and Lewis, 1960; Raymond et al.,
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995). In such cases, the overall association between
SWD (and sometimes TA) with focal brain pathol-
gy is uncertain; a lack of clear EEG evidence of SBS
ay be either coincidental, reflecting mere coexis-

ence of symptomatic focal epilepsies with IGE, or
e due to the strategic position of the lesion in

he midline (Tükel and Jasper, 1952; Bancaud et al.,
974), perhaps in some association with a genetic
redisposition. Caution is needed to avoid confu-
ion between SBS and the diffuse discharge from

single parasagittal generator whose field extends
cross the midline. Distinction of SBS requires the
emonstration of two independent but synchronously
ring foci that occupy homologous brain areas, shown

n coronal montages that employ midline electrodes
Daly, 1997).

linical Practice Statement: in the presence of the
bove temporal and spatial EEG constraints and within
he appropriate clinical context, the EEG report should
xplain the evidence and indicate the high probability
f SBS, particularly when there are suggestive imag-

ng findings. Depending on the available resources,
lectroencephalographers may also recommend fur-
her EEG diagnostics, including ambulatory EEG and
ideo telemetry (to record focal seizures), or referral
o a tertiary epilepsy centre and for brain imaging.

t is acknowledged that confident EEG differentiation
etween GGE/IGE and SBS may be impossible in a
umber of patients with “intermediate” EEG findings
nd complex/atypical (or unknown) clinical features. In
uch cases, it is recommended that electroencephalo-
raphers recognize the diagnostic limits of the EEG
nd strive to avoid unduly subjective opinions; instead,
he EEG report should present the evidence and dis-
uss the diagnostic possibilities, and advise further
EG/imaging diagnostics, as above.

oexistence of genetic generalized and focal
pilepsy of structural/metabolic aetiology
uch coexistence is expected to produce a complex
icture with the relevant clinical and EEG characteris-

ics being recognizable when sought (Koutroumanidis
t al., 1999; Radhakrishnan et al., 2011). From the
EG viewpoint, subclinical GSWD or TAs and/or
yoclonic seizures (MS), with or without non-

ocalizing focal or multifocal spikes, should occur
245

ogether with a stable focus over a cerebral lobe
ithout consistent temporal or spatial associations
etween them.

linical Practice Statement: In the appropriate clinical
ontext, the EEG report should indicate the possibility
f coexistent focal epilepsy, explain the evidence, and
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uggest video telemetry to record focal seizures and
rain imaging, or referral to epilepsy centres with such

acilities (see sections on focal epilepsies).

. Syndromes of Genetic Generalized
idiopathic) Epilepsies

his section includes the four main and officially rec-
gnized syndromes of GGE (Scheffer et al., 2017),
amely, CAE, JAE, JME, and epilepsy with GTCS-a. It
lso contains a number of distinctive electroclinical
henotypes that, over the last few decades, have
een well documented in the peer reviewed literature
ithin the IGE spectrum. These are also characterized
y the “genetic EEG marker” of GSWD and herein com-
lement the four main syndromes as possibly genetic
eneralized epilepsies (see introduction).

.1. CHILDHOOD ABSENCE EPILEPSY (CAE)

verview
AE is the archetype GGE/IGE syndrome of child-
ood onset absences, associated with the “classic”
-4-Hz GSWD on the EEG. It affects neurologically
ormal children, the majority of which are girls. TAs
tart between 4 and 10 years of age, with a peak
t 5-7 years, and in most children, remit in early
dolescence. Infrequent GTCS may occur later in ado-
escence or adulthood, but not before or during the
ctive phase of absences. MS are not a feature of CAE.
heir early occurrence in a child newly diagnosed with
bsences may instead indicate JME of pre-adolescence
nset, with absences as the first seizure type; a

ater occurrence may denote transition of CAE to
ME, although the timing for this transition remains
o be ascertained. Other absence GGE/IGE pheno-
ypes during childhood, such as absences before
he age of three years and photosensitive epilepsy
ith photically-induced absences are not included

n this section; these are discussed in the respective
hapters.

eizures: symptoms and semiology
ypical absences (TA). In untreated children, TA occur
aily with a tendency to cluster in great numbers

hence the classic term “pyknolepsy” from ����ó�
eaning “dense” and ��	
�́���� meaning “take hold

f”); they are typically provoked by HV without dif-
46

culty. Indeed, the diagnosis of CAE is seriously
oubted in an untreated child with reported frequent
lank spells, who does not have absences during
ell-performed HV. Onset is sudden with arrest of

oluntary activities, although perseveration of some
emi-voluntary preictal behaviours may linger for a
ew seconds into the absence. Most TA last up to

o
s
E
n
o
O
u

0 seconds and are typically associated with severe
oC/responsiveness; eyes become vacant, staring or
rifting upwards, and eyelids may blink. Such TA are
ommonly referred to as simple, as opposed to those
ssociated with automatisms that are commonly called
omplex. De novo automatisms occur in the majority
f TA and relate to the duration of seizures, and are
resent in up to 95% of those longer than 16 seconds

Penry et al., 1975); automatisms are oroalimentary,
anual or speech, usually in this order of frequency

nd time of occurrence after seizure onset, and may be
ateralized but not stereotyped. Bilateral clonic move-

ents of the eyelids or face, head turning, autonomic
hanges, and reduction of muscle tone can occur, but
re mild and do not persist throughout the seizure.
udden and sufficiently loud auditory stimuli (calling
child’s name or clapping of hands) may interrupt

he absence. Offset is also sudden with resumption of
he preictal activities as though the latter were never
nterrupted. There are no postictal symptoms.

eneralized tonic-clonic seizures (GTCS) are not
xpected early in the active absence phase. Their early
ccurrence may indicate a poor prognosis (Trinka et
l., 2004).

EG section
ackground. Normal; occipital intermittent rhythmic
elta activity (OIRDA) can occur (see below).

nterictal paroxysmal abnormalities.
uring wakefulness
iven that HV can reliably provoke TA in untreated

hildren with CAE, the diagnostic significance of inter-
ctal ED is commonly superfluous. Subclinical 3-3.5-Hz

SWD are brief (although as already mentioned in
he introductory section on GGE/IGE, some distur-
ance of cognition can be shown in GSWD as short as
sec) showing frontal-central or less frequently pos-

erior dominance. Onset is bilateral synchronous, but
egional (usually frontal or occipital) bilateral or lat-
ralized onsets are not infrequent, typically switching
ides in the same or subsequent recordings.
pike-and-wave discharges may be incompletely
eneralized or even focal, typically frontal or fron-
otemporal, but also posterior (occipital or parietal),
gain switching sides and location in the same or
ubsequent EEGs (Holmes et al., 1987; Mariani et al.,
011). Their topography may be similar to the regional
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

nset of the GSWD, but such concordance is not
uggestive of focal epilepsy with SBS as long as the
EG and clinical diagnostic criteria for the latter are
ot met (supplementary figure 3.01) (see also section
n SBS [2.2]).
IRDA is often closely associated with CAE, partic-

larly when fast at 3-4 Hz (Watemberg et al., 2007).
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t can be intermixed with “occult” spikes in at least
0% of children, enhances with HV, and sometimes
volves into the GSWD-associated TAs (supplementary
gure 3.02).
uring sleep

n general, sleep recordings in CAE are sparse as wak-
ng EEG with adequate HV is usually sufficient for
onfident diagnosis. GSWD become more frequent
nd brief (fragments of the longer discharges during
akefulness) in Stages 2 and 3, and may acquire a

lear polyspike component, although less than in JME.
ocal discharges may become more apparent during
leep (supplementary figure 3.03) (Koutroumanidis et
l., 2012).

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
ypical Absences (TAs). onset and morphology of the
ypical 3-4-Hz GSWD as above; it is emphasized that the
SWD may be faster, asymmetric or asynchronous in

he first 500 ms-2 sec, and sometimes with a polyspike
omponent with ≤three spikes, particularly at onset
supplementary figure 3.04).
A can “start” conceivably from the occipital areas, fol-
owing a run of OIRDA (supplementary figure 3.02), or
rom the frontal areas, not infrequently in the same
hild (supplementary figure 3.05).
he duration of absences varies from two to usu-
lly less than 20 seconds. Following the brief
pening phase, the intra-discharge frequency is
egular with gradual smooth decline; occasional
rief interruptions may occur spontaneously or in
esponse to auditory stimuli (supplementary fig-
re 3.06), however, no irregular fragmentations occur
s in JME. Sometimes the opening phase may
e more prolonged, or asymmetric (supplementary
gure 3.07).
or myoclonic seizures that may signal transition to
ME, see relevant chapter.

typical EEG/video EEG features.
(1) Generalized polyspike-wave discharges (with

three spikes per wave) during wakefulness.
(2) Marked variations of the intra-discharge fre-

uency or fragmentations during wakefulness.
(3) Prominent photosensitivity with photically-

nduced absences clearly outnumbering possible
pontaneous or HV-induced absences; consistent
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ssociated eye closure paroxysms.
(4) Prominent myoclonic features occurring through-
ut the absences (eyelid or other facial, head, body, or
xtremities), rhythmic or arrhythmic.

(5) Prominent tonic or atonic component associ-
ted with polyspikes or EEG flattening (shown by EMG
olygraphy).

b
B
r
i
a
f
f

role of EEG in the diagnosis and classification of the epilepsies

ecording protocols
asic level

In untreated children with CAE, absences are
xpected to occur during or immediately after HV. If
ideo is not available, EEG technologists should care-
ully observe the children throughout the absences
nd try to note any associated behavioural changes (for
ecommended stimulations during the absences, see
ssessment of consciousness/responsiveness below
nd box 2).

Activation: HV (with the child sitting up and arms
utstretched forwards) performed twice or more if
eeded using a toy windmill to blow on in younger
hildren; IPS.

Use bilateral deltoid EMG polygraphy if enough
hannels are available.
dvanced level

Activations: HV as in basic level; video record-
ng allows full documentation of the associated ictal
ehavioural changes; IPS.
Bilateral deltoid EMG polygraphy is mandatory.
As absences are easily provoked by HV, recordings

uring sleep are not required for the vast majority of
hildren with CAE. When needed (see main indica-
ions below), facilitate sleep by partial SD, attempt to
each Stage 2 for at least 15-20 minutes (if possible,
tage 3 also), then record for at least 30 minutes after
wakening, including HV and IPS, as above.
ssessment of consciousness/responsiveness during
SWD (box 2).
linical basic. Essential, and probably sufficient, as
AE is defined by absences associated with severe

oC/unresponsiveness.
linical advanced. This may be redundant for clinical
iagnostic purposes if basic assessment demonstrates
As. It is doable at both recording levels, with the addi-
ional benefit of detailed video analysis at advanced
evel.
mmediately after each absence, children should be
sked to repeat the given auditory stimuli and be ques-
ioned about possible symptoms.

evels of EEG diagnosis
) Confirmatory of CAE (based on clinical suspicion
f CAE in untreated children). Recording of TAs with

he typical ictal and interictal presentation; no atypical
linical or EEG features. There is no clinical need to
erform advanced sleep-deprived recording (for both
247

asic and advanced waking recordings).
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). No TAs
ecorded, but typical interictal presentation; no atyp-
cal clinical or EEG features (for both basic and
dvanced waking recordings). Note that it is unusual
or HV not to activate TA, unless if sub-optimally per-
ormed. In this scenario, findings are supportive of
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AE, but advanced recording during sleep after partial
leep deprivation (SDEEG) with >1 session of HV on
wakening is recommended to record and study TAs
nd move diagnostic certainty up to the confirmatory
evel A.

ote 1: if still no TAs are recorded during sleep-
eprived advanced EEG that contains typical interictal,
ith or without some atypical, EEG features, a diag-
osis of CAE is no longer acceptable. Findings may
till be consistent with GGE/IGE, including absences
given the history), but are not suggestive of CAE. In
ery young children, consider other diagnostic possi-
ilities, including glucose transporter type 1 deficiency
yndrome (see also chapter on absences with early
nset), especially if absences are drug resistant.
ote 2: In the untreated child with suspected absences,

he diagnosis of CAE can be excluded when the EEG
emains normal despite satisfactory HV, particularly
hen sleep-deprived recordings are concerned.

ndications for performing or repeating
leep-deprived advanced EEG or prolonged video
ecording.
(1) Failure to record absences (at basic and advanced

EG levels).
(2) Persistent occurrences of focal spikes and focal

nsets of absences over a single area.
(3) Atypical features during wakefulness (at basic

nd advanced EEG levels), particularly in very young
hildren.
(4) Resistance to appropriate AEDs (VPA, LTG, ESX).
(5) GTCS or MS of early onset, or a history of possible

ocal seizures.

.2. JUVENILE ABSENCE EPILEPSY (JAE)

verview
AE is the main absence syndrome of adolescence,
lthough onset can range from around eight years
therefore overlapping with that of CAE) to early adult-
ood. Onset peaks between 10 and 13 years of age.
oth sexes are equally affected. GTCS occur in the vast
ajority of patients, and MS in about 15%. JAE is not
self-limiting syndrome, but satisfactory seizure con-

rol with appropriate pharmacological treatment can
e achieved in the majority of patients (Trinka et al.,
004; Hirsch et al., 2007; Wirrell, 2013).
48

eizures: symptoms and semiology
s in CAE, absences are usually associated with
evere disturbance of consciousness/responsiveness
nd automatisms, and are provoked by HV, however,
hey occur less frequently than in CAE, and usually spo-
adically at any time of the day without tendency to
luster.

w
o
f
r
(
e
M

n contrast to CAE, GTCS often occur early during the
atural course, and may even be the first overt seizure.
hen present, MS are infrequent and usually occur

poradically any time during the day.

EG section
ackground. Normal.

nterictal paroxysmal abnormalities.
uring wakefulness
SWD, incompletely generalized and focal SWD with

ctivation by HV occur, as in CAE. There may be more
vident polyspike component (>3 spikes per wave),
ut a constant relationship with the associated slow
ave is usually maintained.
uring sleep
ischarges become more frequent and brief with an
nhanced polyspike component during Stages 1 and 2
f non-REM sleep (supplementary figure 3.08) and even
riefer, typically consisting of single spike/polyspike
nd wave complexes in Stage 3 (supplementary fig-
re 3.09) (Sadleir et al., 2009). GSWD attenuate
uring REM periods, but may persist, particularly in
atients with treatment-resistant JAE (supplementary
gure 3.10). Brief regular GSWD may occur during
leep, but the frequency is usually slower than in wake-
ulness (compare GSWD in supplementary figures 3.11
nd 3.12).

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
ypical absences. Onset, morphology of the associated
lassic 3-3.5-Hz GSWD, and termination occur as in
AE; duration varies but seizures may be longer than

n CAE, sometimes exceeding 30 sec (supplementary
gure 3.13).
bsences are associated with severe IoC (supplemen-

ary figure 3.13), but in general, they are considered
ess severe than in CAE (supplementary figure 3.11).
here may be a more evident polyspike component
>three spikes per wave), but unlike JME, a constant
elationship with the associated slow wave is usually

aintained (Panayiotopoulos et al., 1989a).
iven the typically long duration of absences in JAE,

utomatisms are frequent, as in CAE (supplementary
gure 3.14).
eneralized convulsions. These may occur indepen-
ently or follow an absence (absence-tonic-clonic
equence) with transition from the classic 3-Hz spike-
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ave GSWD to the pattern of generalized fast rhythms
f the GTCS (supplementary figure 3.15). The actual

requency of this sequence is uncertain because long
ecordings that are more likely to record a GTCS
such as inpatient video telemetry) are infrequently
mployed in patients with GGE/IGE.
yoclonic seizures: as in JME (see next section).
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typical EEG/video EEG features.
(1) Consistent irregular discharge fragmentations

uring wakefulness.
(2) Discharges of fast rhythms/polyspikes (either at

he onset, within the GSWD or independently) during
akefulness (supplementary figure 3.16).

(3) Prominent photosensitivity with photically-
nduced absences clearly outnumbering possible
pontaneous or HV-induced absences; consistent
ssociated eye closure paroxysms.
(4) Prominent myoclonic features occurring through-
ut the absences (eyelid or other facial, head, body or
xtremities), rhythmic or arrhythmic.
(5) Prominent tonic or atonic component (on video,

ut appropriately shown by EMG polygraphy), associ-
ted with polyspikes or EEG flattening.

ecording protocols
asic level
In untreated patients with JAE, absences or GSWD

re expected to occur during or immediately after HV,
erformed with the patient sitting up with arms out-
tretched or standing; the exercise can be performed
wice, or more if needed. If no absences occur, encour-
ge light sleep when time allows, and repeat HV after
wakening, as above. If video is not available, EEG
echnologists should carefully observe the patient for
he duration of the GSWD and annotate any asso-
iated behavioural changes as fully as possible (for
ecommended stimulations during the absences, see
ssessment of consciousness/responsiveness below
nd box 2).
IPS.
Use bilateral deltoid EMG polygraphy if enough

hannels are available.
dvanced level

At this level, and particularly for older patients
n treatment, SDEEG is recommended for initial
ssessment. If a waking recording has been already
lanned, encourage light sleep, provided that time
llows.
Bilateral deltoid EMG polygraphy is mandatory.
Activation with IPS and HVV as in basic level on

wakening : HV more than twice if needed. Assess
onsciousness/responsiveness during discharges (see
elow and box 2). In partially sleep-deprived EEG, try

o reach Stage 2 and maintain sleep for at least 15-20
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

inutes, if possible, record for at least 20-30 minutes
fter awakening, including HV.
n both recording levels, patients can be ques-
ioned about possible symptoms immediately after an
bsence.
ssessment of consciousness/responsiveness during
SWD (box 2).

w
–
–

I
–
l

role of EEG in the diagnosis and classification of the epilepsies

linical basic. Essential, and probably sufficient, as
AE is defined by absences associated with severe
oC/responsiveness. Immediately after each absence,
atients should be asked to repeat the given auditory
timuli (and be questioned about possible symptoms,
s above).
linical advanced. This may be a redundant step if
bsences are demonstrated by basic assessment, as
t usually happens in newly diagnosed, drug-naïve
atients. However, it may be useful in older adults, who
ay have milder/briefer absences, particularly when

hey are already on treatment.

evels of EEG diagnosis
) Confirmatory of JAE (based on clinical suspi-
ion of JAE in untreated children/adolescents/adults).
ecorded TAs with the typical ictal and interictal pre-
entation, without atypical clinical or EEG features.
here is no clinical need to perform advanced sleep-
eprived recording (for both basic and advanced
aking recordings), however, see clinical indications

or SDEEG below.
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). No TAs
ecorded, but typical interictal presentation; no atyp-
cal clinical or EEG features (for both basic and
dvanced waking recordings). Note that, in contrast to
AE, HV may not always activate TA in JAE; therefore, in

he presence of suggestive history and typical interictal
EG findings, the diagnosis of JAE is still highly prob-
ble. Nevertheless, advanced recording during sleep
fter partial SD with >1 session of HV on awakening
s recommended to record and study TAs and move
iagnostic certainty up to the confirmatory level A.
) Low diagnostic certainty (possible). Typical, but also
ny of the atypical, video-EEG/EEG features, as above
for both basic and advanced recording levels): find-
ngs are consistent with GGE/IGE, but not suggestive of
ypical JAE. An atypical presentation of JAE is still possi-
le, and prolonged advanced level SD EEG recording or
ideo telemetry is recommended to explore the whole
lectroclinical picture.
ote: normal basic or advanced level EEG does not
egate a diagnosis of JAE when clinical history is
uggestive. Proceed with, or repeat, advanced level
D EEG.

ndications for repeating advanced SD recording.
(1) Failure to record absences in basic or advanced
249

aking EEGs.
(2) Resistance to first-line AEDs (i.e. VPA, LTG).
(3) Clinical evidence of new-onset myoclonic jerks.

ndications for video telemetry.
(1) Failure to record absences in repeated advanced

evel SD EEG recordings.
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(2) Atypical presentation (see diagnosis level C
bove) or clinical suspicion of additional seizure type
i.e. with focal features).

(3) Clinical suspicion of non-convulsive (absence)
tatus.

.3. JUVENILE MYOCLONIC EPILEPSY (JME)

verview
ME is the main myoclonic syndrome of adolescence
nd one of the most typical epilepsy syndromes. Onset
an range from before the age of 10 (therefore over-
apping with that of CAE) to mid-20s, or even later.

S, typically occurring on or after awakening, are the
efining seizure and can be the only seizure type in
ome patients. GTCS occur in most patients and mild
bsences in about a third when video-EEG is opti-
ally used. SD, early or forced awakening, and stress

re principle precipitants for MS and GTCS. In many
atients, JME is not self-limiting; response to appro-
riate antiepileptic medication is in most patients
atisfactory, although it is generally deemed inferior to
hat of JAE with a probably greater risk for relapse when
ntiepileptic treatment is stopped (Panayiotopoulos et
l., 1994; Kasteleijn-Nolst Trenité et al., 2013).

eizures: symptoms and semiology
he characteristic spontaneous MS are typically
escribed as more or less symmetric brief sudden

erks of mainly the shoulders and upper arms, which
when strong - may cause abduction and flexion of

he upper limbs at the elbow and of the lower limbs
when involved) at the hip and knee, with associ-
ted extension of the neck (supplementary figure 3.17).
owever, topography and laterality may vary and MS
ay be mild and only felt rather than seen, predomi-

ate on one side, or involve the distal parts of the upper
imbs. Indeed, some patients describe their jerks as
nilateral or even focal, not infrequently misleading

o a diagnosis of focal epilepsy, particularly when
n EEG is not performed, is sub-optimally recorded
r poorly interpreted. Typically, MS occur within the
rst couple of hours after awakening, either in the
orning or after a daytime nap; they occur as soli-

ary events or in clusters, particularly upon early or
orced awakening after a night of short or poor sleep,
r during evening relaxation. Triggers include move-
ents (praxis-induced) in a sizable number of patients,
50

hotic stimulation in a tenth, and reading or other lin-
uistic activities in a few (Oguni et al., 1994; Genton
t al., 2013).
TCS typically start soon after the onset of MS and
sually follow a cluster of MS (clonic-tonic-clonic
equence) (supplementary figure 3.18); their diurnal
istribution is similar to that of MS.

D
G
b
p
m
o
A

bsences are usually infrequent, brief and mild,
eported by only a tenth of patients. However,
ideo-EEG recordings with appropriate assessment of
ognition during GSWD identify mild absences in
ore than a third of patients (Panayiotopoulos et

l., 1989b), including phantom absences (supplemen-
ary figure 3.19). Absences starting in childhood may
e more severe or prolonged in the beginning, but
ecome milder and less frequent with age (see also

ransition of CAE to JME in the section on CAE [3.1]).

EG section
ackground. Within normal limits.

nterictal paroxysmal abnormalities.
uring wakefulness

ypical generalized pattern:
eneralized polyspike-wave discharges with anterior
redominance and more than three spikes in the
olyspike component (supplementary figure 3.20B)
an be asymmetric with lateralized onset, frequently
witching sides in the same or sequential recordings
supplementary figure 3.21A and C; supplementary
gure 3.22A and C); intra-discharge frequency is

ast but frequently unstable, showing irregular frag-
entations (supplementary figure 3.23A). GSWD of

pparently posterior lead-in can occur (supplementary
gure 3.21A) (Serafini et al., 2013).
ther generalized patterns:
(1) Classic (3-3.5-Hz) GSWD

supplementary figure 3.22A); this is most likely to asso-
iate with brief and mild IoC (see absences below).
(2) Fast pattern (>4-Hz) GSWD

supplementary figure 3.20A).
ll generalized patterns tend to occur more in the
orning than in the evening, are brief, and are acti-

ated by HV. Photoparoxysmal responses (PPRs) to IPS
re elicited in >35% of patients with or without clinical
hotosensitivity.

Non-localizing) focal spikes, typically frontal or
rontotemporal (supplementary figure 3.21D; sup-
lementary figure 3.22B and D), but also posterior

supplementary figure 3.21B), unilateral or bilateral,
ave been reported in up to 40% of patients (Serafini
t al., 2013) and represent a major EEG factor for mis-
iagnosis of JME as focal epilepsy, along with the
symmetric/lateralized GPSWD and the lateralization
f the myoclonic jerks.
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

uring sleep
eneralized discharges become more frequent and
riefer in slow sleep, with increased number of spikes
er discharge (supplementary figure 3.20C; supple-
entary figure 3.23C). They tend to occur in phases

f enhanced vigilance (cyclical alternating pattern
; CAP A) and may initiate such phases in patients
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ith poorly controlled seizures (Serafini et al., 2013),
r during brief arousals (supplementary figure 3.24).
ocal spikes tend to occur in phases of reduced
lertness (CAP B) (supplementary figure 3.22D). All
atterns of generalized discharge attenuate or are

nhibited during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep
supplementary figure 3.25).

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
yoclonic seizures (MS). Brief, generalized high-

mplitude polyspike-wave discharges with multiple
pikes (>5) in the polyspike component; symmetric or
symmetric (supplementary figure 3.17). Some patients
or bed partners) may report myoclonus during sleep,
ut this is usually hypnagogic. Typically, MS occur fol-

owing arousals (supplementary figure 3.26).
bsences. Brief, usually 3-5 sec, associated with the
classic” 3-4-Hz GSWD pattern; typically mild and sim-
le. HV with breath counting may also reveal phantom
bsences (supplementary figure 3.19).
eneralized convulsions. These may occur indepen-
ently of MS or immediately follow a cluster of MS,
howing the typical clonic-tonic-clonic sequence in
hich discrete generalized bursts of polyspike-wave
recede the pattern of generalized fast rhythms of the
TCS (clonic-tonic-clonic sequence) (supplementary
gure 3.18).

ecording protocols
asic level
Time: morning (first appointment of the day, if pos-

ible).
Activation: HV: In untreated patients with JME, the

bove described interictal spike-wave discharges are
ery likely to occur during or immediately after HV,
erformed with the patient sitting up with arms out-
tretched or standing. HV can be performed twice
r more, if needed. If no discharges occur and time
llows, encourage light sleep and repeat HV after awak-
ning, as above. MS may occur in a small number of
atients. Possible absences are typically expected to be
rief and mild. Therefore, the clinical basic assessment
f consciousness/responsiveness during the classic 3-
.5-Hz or the faster (>4-Hz) GSW discharges is likely to
e unremarkable (supplementary figure 3.20A); clinical
dvanced assessment is recommended with annota-
ions by the physiologist on a digital or paper recording
supplementary figure 3.19), if video-EEG is not
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

vailable.
IPS

Polygraphy: bilateral deltoid EMG is very impor-
ant and, if not enough channels are available, it

ay be worth using two EEG channels for EMG
omitting the mastoid or mid-temporal, but not the
rontal).

c
p
C
l
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dvanced level
SDEEG are recommended for initial EEG assessment

s waking EEG can be normal or inconclusive, some-
imes more than once (Serafini et al., 2013); allow the
atient to reach Stage 2, or even 3 if possible, and main-

ain sleep for a minimum of 15-20 minutes; record for
t least 30 minutes after awakening, including activa-
ion. Note that the occasional noises in a busy EEG
epartment may not be avoided at all cost because
onsequent EEG arousals may activate ED!

Time: less important if SDEEG has been planned;
therwise offer first appointment of the day as in
asic level. If a waking recording has been already
lanned, encourage light sleep, provided that time
llows.

Activation: HV performed with the patient sitting
p, at least twice, with clinical advanced assessment of
ognition/responsiveness during classic 3-3.5-Hz and
he faster discharges (see CAE and box 2); test for
raxis- or reading-induced MS or ED, particularly if
uggested by history.
IPS
Polygraphy: bilateral deltoid EMG is mandatory; this

an record subtle MS that may defy visual detection
n video analysis, be ignored by the patient, or be

elt but not reported; consider using additional jaw
MG electrodes if reading-induced symptoms are sug-
ested by history (see also section on reading epilepsy
4.2]).

evels of EEG diagnosis
) Confirmatory of JME (based on clinical suspicion of

ME in untreated children/adolescents/young adults).
ecorded typical MS with the typical ictal and interictal
resentation.
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). No typical MS
ecorded, but typical interictal presentation (particu-
arly with GPSWD, but also with classic 3-Hz GSWD
nd fast pattern of GSWD; for both basic and advanced
aking recordings). A diagnosis of JME is still highly
robable and diagnostic value is almost equal to level
(above).

n both levels A and B, advanced recording during
leep after partial SD with >1 session of HV on awak-
ning is important to 1) evaluate sleep and possible
pileptic arousals that could impact on responsive-
ess to treatment (Bonakis and Koutroumanidis, 2009;
erafini et al., 2013), and 2) record and study possible
251

oexistent TAs to obtain the full expression in a given
atient.
) Low diagnostic certainty (possible). Focal, non-

ocalizing spikes, without interictal generalized dis-
harges (for both basic and advanced waking
ecordings). Findings are still in keeping with a diag-
osis of JME (in the presence of suggestive clinical
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Table 2. Epilepsy with GTCS alone, absence status epilepsy and epilepsy with phantom absences:
distinguishing and overlapping features.

GTCS-a ASE E-PA

Age at onset Childhood to early-mid
adulthood; typically peaks
in adolescence/early
adulthood.

Adolescence to early-mid
adulthood

Adolescence to
mid-adulthood; typically
peaks in early adulthood*

GTCS Defining seizure type In most patients In most patients

Absence status (AS) In a few patients -
infrequent

Defining seizure type In up to 50% (variable
frequency)

Phantom absences** Exclusion criterion Not reported yet Defining seizure type

Absences Exclusion criterion Infrequent*** Exclusion criterion

Myoclonic seizures Exclusion criterion Not reported yet Exclusion criterion

N
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PPR Up to 30%

refers to the first GTCS or episode of AS, as the age at PA onset is
ext for appropriate methodology); ***not classifiable as childho

vidence), but advanced level SDEEG recording is rec-
mmended to activate interictal GSWD/GPSWD and
ove diagnostic certainty up to level B (or to level A

f MS occur on awakening). Evaluation of sleep and
ossible coexistent absences are additional reasons.
ote 1: normal basic or advanced level waking and

ometimes SDEEG do not negate a diagnosis of JME
hen clinical history is suggestive. Proceed with, or

epeat, advanced level SD EEG.
ote 2: It is important to emphasize once more that

ll IGE syndromes show polyspike-wave during sleep
nd therefore, as readers have already noticed, none
f the indications for advanced SDEEG in this section
efer to recording GPSWD for the purpose of JME
iagnosis.

ndications for repeating SD recording level 2.
(1) First EEG(s) (basic or advanced) is normal or incon-

lusive.
(2) Resistance to appropriate AEDs (VPA, LEV).
(3) Suspected cognitive deterioration, particularly if

here is a hint of mild diffuse background slowing; clin-
cal suspicion of action myoclonus (AM) (see chapter 6
n progressive myoclonic epilepsies)
52

ndications for video telemetry.
(1) Clinical suspicion of additional seizure type (i.e.
ith focal features).
(2) Clinical suspicion of myoclonic or non-convulsive

tatus.

A
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ot reported yet Infrequent

efinition, impossible to ascertain; **diagnosed only by EEG (see
juvenile absence epilepsy; PPR: photoparoxysmal response.

.4. OTHER GENETIC AND PROBABLY GENETIC
ENERALIZED EPILEPSIES

he following section examines three GGE/IGE syn-
romes that mainly manifest in the second and third
ecades of life, clinically with GTCS and variably with
pisodes of absence status (AS) and GSWD on the EEG.
nly the syndrome of GTCS-a has been formally rec-

gnized by the ILAE. The term E-PA emphasizes the
haracteristic seizure type (phantom absences [PA]),
dentified only by appropriate EEG methodology, while
he term ASE emphasizes the clinically most prominent
eizure type (AS), identified by good history taking
nd EEG. Table 2 provides an overview of the three
yndromes, illustrating their distinguishing and also
verlapping features. The following EEG diagnostic cri-

eria and protocols are based on the currently available
vidence, but are subject to modifications pending fur-
her clinical research.

pilepsy with GTCS alone (GTCS-a) (previously
nown as IGE with GTCS on awakening)

verview.
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

s the name indicates, GTCS are the defining (and
ole) seizure type; absences and MS (either as part
f the clinical picture or identified on EEG) are not
onstituents of this syndrome. Therefore, diagnosis of
TCS-a in patients with history of GTCS and GSWD
n the EEG effectively relies on the exclusion of both
S and TAs (including phantom absences), and by
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mplication, on the extent and thoroughness of the
nitial clinical and EEG assessment and subsequent
linical/EEG follow-up. Despite the lack of absences,
nfrequent episodes of absences status (AS) have been
eported in some patients. The age at onset of GTCS-
ranges from childhood to mid adulthood, peaking

uring the second decade. The syndrome is not self-
imiting; response to antiepileptic medication is in

ost patients satisfactory, although efficacy is diffi-
ult to ascertain in patients with infrequent GTCS.
eizure frequency is generally low (Camfield and
amfield, 2010).

eizures: symptoms and semiology.
TCS typically occur within 1-2 hours of awakening,
ut may also infrequently occur during periods of
elaxation and in some patients randomly. SD, early
orced awakening particularly after short or poor sleep,
iredness, and stress are principle precipitants (Janz,
000; Unterberger et al., 2001).
pisodes of AS can occur in up to 20% of these patients
nd are not clinically different to those of any other
yndrome of GGE/IGE (Koutroumanidis et al., 2008).
s a rule, they are infrequent and do not dominate

he clinical picture, as in absence status epilepsy (ASE)
Genton et al., 2008), from which GTCS-a should be
ifferentiated (see section on ASE [5.3] and table 2).
TCS-a should also be differentiated from the epilepsy
ith phantom absences (E-PA) (Koutroumanidis et al.,

008), in which phantom absences (inconspicuous to
atients and observers, and therefore not a reported
linical feature of the syndrome) are recorded on the
EG, are the only type of absence, and combine with
TCS and often with episodes of AS. Differential diag-
osis relies mainly on EEG studies that can identify or
xclude phantom absences (see also section on E-PA
3.4] and table 2).

EG section.
ackground. Normal.

nterictal paroxysms.
uring wakefulness
(1) Generalized spike/polyspike-wave discharges as

n JAE; brief, usually up to 3-4 sec and exceptionally
onger. GSWD can be activated by HV but do not
mount to absences, including PA (supplementary fig-
re 3.27B and C, supplementary figure 3.28A).
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

(2) Incompletely generalized SWD and focal SWD, as
n JAE (supplementary figure 3.28C and D).

(3) PPRs may occur in 25-30% of these patients.
uring sleep

n non-REM sleep, GSWD may become more frequent,
riefer and incomplete (supplementary figure 3.27A,
upplementary figure 3.28B and D) and may acquire a

a
2
o
d
t
t
G
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olyspike component, or importantly, may appear for
he first time; GSWD typically attenuate during REM
eriods, although they may still occur (supplementary
gure 3.29).

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
eneralized convulsions (tonic-clonic). Sudden onset
f low-voltage generalized fast rhythms (epileptic
ecruiting rhythm); a brief lead-in of generalized
-4-Hz spike-wave discharges (absence-tonic-clonic
equence) or of generalized polyspike-wave dis-
harges (clonic-tonic-clonic sequence) may be in
eeping with the diagnosis of GTCS-a, provided that
o independent absences or MS occur. EEG changes
re usually obscured by diffuse tonic muscle activity.
bsence status. EEG features are not different to AS
f other GGE/IGE syndromes (see section on E-PA and
SE below and box 3).
ote: absences (including phantom absences) and MS
o not feature in GTCS-a (exclusion criteria).

ecording protocols.
ote: the diagnosis of GTCS-a in a patient with a his-

ory of GTCS as the only seizure type requires: (1) EEG
emonstration of the typical interictal GSWD, and (2)
bsence of any behavioural evidence of IoC in associ-
tion with them.
egarding the first requirement, and as routine EEGs
ay be normal or inconclusive, sleep recordings after

artial sleep deprivation (SDEEG) increase the possi-
ility of recovering GSWD by employing three potent
ctivators: SD, sleep itself, and awakening (Genton
t al., 2005; Koutroumanidis et al., 2008) (supplemen-
ary figure 3.27). At the advanced recording level, it
s strongly recommended to begin patients’ assess-

ent with a SDEEG straightaway rather than resorting
o it after an inconclusive routine recording. At the
asic level, when a sleep EEG is impractical to orga-
ize, it is recommended to encourage a brief light
leep, provided that time allows; although less sat-
sfactory, such methodology still makes some use of
wo GSWD activators, sleep and awakening, missing
ut SD.
s to the second requirement, SDEEG with HV and
reath counting on awakening has been shown to suc-
essfully activate GSWD, but not phantom or other
bsences, in patients with GTCS-a (supplementary fig-
re 3.30), while at the same time it can detect phantom
253

bsences in patients with E-PA (Koutroumanidis et al.,
008). Therefore, SDEEG with appropriate activation
n awakening is the most important tool for effective
ifferentiation between the two syndromes (see also

he section on epilepsy with E-PA below). It follows
hat consciousness and responsiveness during the
SWDs should be thoroughly assessed, not only by
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Box 3. Typical absence status (AS)
Typical AS is a state of variably altered consciousness, responsiveness, and behaviour, observable or subjec-
tively perceived that occurs in patients with GGE/IGE and is associated with continuous or sub-continuous,
rhythmic or arrhythmic ≥2.5-Hz generalized spike or polyspike-wave EEG activity. This lies in contrast to the
atypical AS which is associated with slower spike wave discharges (table 1). Episodes of typical AS (or AS
hereafter in this section) can last from several minutes to days, or rarely weeks, and can be punctuated by, or
terminate with, GTCS. Subtle eyelid myoclonus is frequently noticeable. No syndrome of GGE/IGE is immune
to AS, but frequency of occurrence and clinical features can be syndrome-related (Agathonikou et al., 1998). AS
is a type of generalized seizure and can occur spontaneously, sharing with the other seizure types of GGE/IGE
the same facilitating factors, or be caused by inappropriate use of AEDs (Thomas et al., 2006).

Diagnosis of AS can be either direct, when actually recorded on video-EEG/EEG, or indirect, when clear his-
tory of prolonged episode(s) of confusion is available for patients with clinical and EEG evidence of GGE/IGE
(absences, myoclonic jerks or GTCS, associated with GSWD on the EEG) (Andermann and Robb, 1972). Record-
ing of AS should not necessarily be left to chance. Given the long duration and recurrent nature often associated
with recurrent AS episodes, patients with suggestive history may be brought by specifically instructed relatives
to the EEG department for acute recordings, which can be diagnostic. Alternatively, home video telemetry,
available in some tertiary epilepsy centres, can be used (figure 3.46). AS should be differentiated from the
situation-related de novo AS of late onset.

De novo absence status of late onset (dnASLO)
dnASLO is a situation-related (or acute symptomatic; Beghi et al., 2010) prolonged epileptic confusional state
that may be fairly similar to AS in terms of ictal symptoms and EEG findings (figures 3.47 and 3.48). However,
like any other acute symptomatic seizure, dnASLO is not considered as a seizure-symptom of an epilepsy
syndrome or type.

dnASLO occurs in middle-aged or elderly patients with no previous history of epilepsy, and is characteristically
precipitated by toxic or metabolic factors. Patients often have a history of psychiatric illness, treated with
multiple psychotropic drugs.
Emergency EEG is diagnostic. However, only rarely does the ictal activity occur at precisely 3 Hz; in most cases,
the frequency of spike-wave or polyspike-wave discharges ranges from 1-2.5 Hz. (Granner and Lee, 1994). IV
injection of benzodiazepines (BZD) should prove EEG and clinical normalization (figure 3.48).

IV administration of anti-seizure medication is necessary to confirm the ictal nature of the episode, because,
due to the frequently slow intra-discharge frequency, it may be difficult to distinguish true ictal epileptic EEG
patterns from interictal or non-ictal EEG discharges such as, for example, runs of triphasic sharp waves in
hepatic encephalopathy (Kaplan, 2002) or in drug-induced encephalopathy. In such cases, IV BZD may or may
not produce resolution of the epileptiform discharges, but -even when it does- emerging background rhythms
will be abnormal and there will be no clinical improvement (figures 3.49, 3.50 and 3.51). However, it appears
that some drugs (such as cefepime) can both induce toxic encephalopathy and in rarer but well-documented
instances, dnASLO.
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dnASLO is an acute symptomatic seizure and may n
corrected. Therefore, long-term treatment with AED
requires: (1) emergency EEG with IV BZD trial; (2)
psychotropic drug withdrawal and acute metabolic o
history or during prospective clinical EEGs performed

asic clinical protocol (in any case applicable only for
ischarges of ∼4 sec or longer), but by clinical
dvanced protocols (box 2). The latter can be used
ven in basic level EEG 1 (without video capabilities),
rovided that EEG technologists are suitably trained.
54

asic level
Time: first recording of the day (particularly, if occur-

ence of GTCS on awakening is suggested by history)
Activation: as for JAE and JME.

ncourage light sleep as above, and repeat HV with
reath counting or another clinical advanced protocol

–
c
A
–
–
i

ecur if the triggering factors can be identified and
ay not be needed (Thomas et al., 1992). Diagnosis
uivocal evidence of an exogenous trigger, mainly
ic insults; and (3) no evidence of GGE/IGE based on
ring follow-up.

n awakening. If no video is available, EEG technol-
gists must observe the patient carefully and timely
nnotate possible behavioural changes on digital and
aper recordings.
IPS.
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

Use bilateral deltoid EMG polygraphy when suffi-
ient electrode channels are available.
dvanced level
Time: same as in basic level.
Activation: as for JAE and JME; avoid routine record-

ngs and perform SDEEG straightaway with at least
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wo sessions of HV after awakening, with assessment
or IoC according to clinical advanced protocol (box
). As cited in the preceding text, lack of any clini-
al evidence of IoC associated with GSWD strongly
ushes diagnosis towards GTCS-a, and away from

he syndrome of E-PA (see also section on E-PA
elow).
ote: The actual length of the GSWD cannot substi-

ute clinical advanced protocol as measure of IoC; it is
mphasized that GSWD of 4 sec or even lengthier may
e subclinical, while GSWD of 2 sec can be associated
ith fleeting IoC (box 2).
IPS.
Bilateral deltoid EMG polygraphy is mandatory.

evels of EEG diagnosis.
) Confirmatory of GTCS-a in patients with GTCS with-
ut history of earlier vacant spells or myoclonic jerks.
ecording the typical GSWD without evidence of asso-
iated IoC by clinical advanced assessment with a
ufficient number of GSWD (for advanced SDEEG, but
lso for basic level recordings that contain a period
f sleep).
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). Recording the

ypical GSWD without evidence of IoC by clinical basic
r advanced assessment (for both basic and advanced
EG levels without sleep or SD). SDEEG advanced level
ecording is recommended to assess IoC with a suffi-
ient number of GSWD and move diagnostic certainty
p to confirmatory level A, by excluding mild IoC asso-
iated with the discharges (or alternatively indicate
-PA by detecting PA). If an advanced level recording
s not available, repeat basic level including sleep with
ppropriate activation and assessment on awakening.
ote 1: Normal waking EEG should prompt SDEEG

dvanced level to record GSWD and move diagnostic
ertainty to at least level 2 (probable GTCS-a).
ote 2: Diagnosing GTCS-a in the absence of the
enetic EEG trait of GSWD is not appropriate, par-
icularly when patients are likely to participate in
linical/genetic studies. Patients with GTCS and per-
istently normal or inconclusive EEG, including long
ecordings (see indications below), should be clas-
ified (on clinical grounds only) as having epilepsy
ith generalized convulsive seizures of unknown

etiology.
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ndications for video telemetry/ambulatory EEG.
(1) Failure to record GSWD in sequential advanced

evel SDEEGs.
(2) Clinical suspicion of additional seizure type (i.e.
ith focal features).
(3) Clinical suspicion of non-convulsive (absence)

tatus (AS).
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PILEPSY WITH PHANTOM ABSENCES (E-PA)

verview.
he key diagnostic feature and the defining seizure
ype is phantom absences (PA), as the only type of
bsence on the EEG of typically young adults, who
resent with a first GTCS, or with an episode of AS

requently culminating in a GTCS. There is no past
istory of absences or myoclonic jerks, including child-
ood and early adolescence. All patients have GTCS
nd half of them may have one or more episodes
f AS that do not dominate the clinical presenta-

ion. Absences (apart from phantom) and MS are not
arts of this syndrome. Photosensitivity is rare. The
yndrome is not self-limiting, but response to appro-
riate antiepileptic medication is satisfactory in most
atients (Panayiotopoulos et al., 1997; Koutroumanidis
t al., 2008).

eizures: symptoms and semiology.
ote: Phantom absences have been recognized as
distinct type of TA (Engel, 2006), associated with

ery mild IoC that is imperceptible to patients and
bservers alike and detectable only with EEG record-

ngs when clinical advanced protocols for detection
f IoC during GSWD are used (box 2). As a type of
eizure in GGE/IGE, PA can occur in the context of any
bsence syndrome, but it is the only type of absence
n the syndrome of E-PA.
hantom absences clinically manifest as brief hesita-

ions, omissions or repetitions of a number or any
ther mistake during HV with breath counting (sup-
lementary figure 3.31), a fleeting behavioural arrest

such as a momentary interruption of the respira-
ory rhythm during HV (supplementary figure 3.32), or
rrors detected by any method of clinical advanced
ssessment (box 2), which coincide with a 3-4-Hz
SWD, and reflect impaired concentration, motor
xecution, or both. Because of their clinical impercep-
iveness, the age of their onset cannot be ascertained,
nd therefore the onset of E-PA has to be defined by the
rst overt clinical manifestation, usually a GTCS or an
pisode of AS that typically ends with, or is punctuated
y, a GTCS.
TCS occur in all patients, as in GTCS-a, but are gen-
rally more frequent and of later onset. Although they
an also occur early after morning awakening, their cir-
adian distribution varies more than in GTCS-a, as they
ay punctuate, or more frequently conclude variably

ong episodes of AS (Koutroumanidis et al., 2008).
255

pisodes of AS can occur in about 50% of these patients
nd are not clinically different to those of any other
yndrome of GGE/IGE (supplementary figure 3.33).
hey are more frequent than in GTCS-a, but do not
ominate the clinical picture, as in the syndrome of
SE (see section on ASE and table 2).
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D, tiredness, and stress are principle precipitants for
ll seizure types.

EG section.
ackground. Normal.

nterictal paroxysms.
uring wakefulness
eneralized spike/polyspike-wave discharges.

ncompletely generalized SWD.
ocal SWD.
ll types of discharge are activated by HV (sup-
lementary figure 3.34), particularly on awakening

supplementary figure 3.35B).
uring sleep
ischarges are activated during non-REM sleep (sup-
lementary figure 3.35).

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
hantom absences. GSWD, usually with a polyspike
omponent (GPSWD), from two to several seconds.
ote: it is important to bear in mind that PA are defined
y the mild/clinically imperceptible IoC and not by

heir (brief as a rule) duration: a long GSWD that
ppears subclinical to basic conventional testing, but
s associated with mild IoC to clinical advanced testing
box 2), is still a phantom absence and does not indi-
ate another absence syndrome, such as JAE, unless
f course the patient has also other absences of overt
linical presentation, either by history or recorded on
he EEG (supplementary figures 3.36 and 3.37).
TCS may punctuate or conclude an episode of ASE,
r occur independently.
SE (box 3).
bsences (other than phantom) and MS are not parts
f this syndrome.

ecording protocols.
ote: the diagnosis of E-PA in a patient with GTCS
ithout history of absences or MS requires the EEG
emonstration of phantom absences as described
bove, but not of conventional absences and MS. PA
ay be demonstrable on routine EEGs, but for the

easons stated in the section of GTCS-a, it is rec-
mmended to encourage light sleep, even in level 1

ecordings, provided that time allows. Consciousness
uring the typically brief GSWDs should be thoroughly
ssessed by clinical advanced protocols (box 2) on
56

oth basic and advanced recordings, provided that
EG technologists are suitably trained (see also note
n recording recommendations for GTCS-a). Phantom
bsences may be associated with surprisingly brief dis-
harges (supplementary figure 3.38).
asic level
s for GTCS-a.

p
d
f
P
d
(
b

dvanced level
s for GTCS-a.

evels of EEG diagnosis.
) Confirmatory of E-PA in patients presenting with
TCS without history of earlier vacant spells or
yoclonic jerks. Most of such patients would suf-

er from GTCS-a, however, electroencephalographers
hould be aware of, and explore the alternative pos-
ibility of E-PA, particularly when there is evidence of
ossible episodes of AS.
ecording phantom absences using clinical advanced
ssessment with a sufficient number of GSWD, but
o conventional (clinically overt) absences or MS (for
oth SD advanced and basic EEG levels, particularly
hen the basic EEG contains spontaneous sleep).
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). For both
dvanced and basic EEG levels without sleep or SD:
ecording of the typical brief GSWD without evidence
f IoC by clinical basic or advanced assessment is
ighly supportive of GTCS-a, but still cannot rule out

he probability of E-PA (see levels of EEG diagnosis for
TCS-a). Advanced SDEEG is recommended to assess

oC with a sufficient number of GSWD and move dia-
nostic certainty up to level A by detecting PA (or push
iagnosis towards GTCS-a by excluding IoC in asso-
iation with the GSWD). If advanced SD EEG is not
vailable, repeat basic level including sleep with appro-
riate activation and assessment on awakening.

ote: Normal waking EEG (for both advanced and basic
EG levels) should prompt SDEEG advanced level to
ecord GSWD and allow testing of the possibility of
A (see also notes 1 and 2 in the relevant section of
TCS-a).

ndications for video telemetry/ambulatory EEG.
(1) Failure to record GSWD in sequential advanced

DEEGs, as in GTCS-a.
(2) Clinical suspicion of additional seizure type (i.e.
ith focal features).
(3) Clinical suspicion of non-convulsive (absence)

tatus.

BSENCE STATUS EPILEPSY (ASE)

verview.
s the term indicates, ASE is characterized by recur-

ent, unprovoked episodes of AS, which is the
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

redominant and defining seizure type for this syn-
rome. Most patients may have infrequent GTCS while

ew may have a history of, also infrequent, absences.
hantom absences and MS are not part of this syn-
rome, and photosensitivity has not been reported

table 2). In most patients, the syndrome starts
etween adolescence and early to mid-adulthood and,
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dence (Panayiotopoulos, 1998; Genton et al., 2008;
lthough it is not self-limiting, response to appro-
riate antiepileptic medication is usually satisfactory

Genton et al., 2008). As in the epilepsy with PA,
pisodes of AS occur without provocation and are not
erely due to the aggravating effects of AEDs inappro-

riate for GGE/IGE (Thomas et al., 2006).

eizures: symptoms and semiology.
ecurrent episodes of AS is the key diagnostic feature

table 2). The severity of clouding of conscious-
ess ranges from very mild to severe (supplementary
gure 3.39).
TCS occur in most patients, either in association with

n episode of AS, or independently; in some patients,
hey may be the first overt clinical manifestation, but
o not predominate the clinical presentation (supple-
entary figure 3.40).
bsences may occur in a few patients, either in child-
ood or later, but are infrequent and the whole clinical
rofile resists classification into the two recognized
bsence syndromes of CAE or JAE.
ndependent MS and phantom absences (using clin-
cal advanced protocols; box 2) are not parts of the
yndrome (Genton et al., 2008).

EG section.
ackground. Expected normal, or with non-specific
bnormalities.

nterictal paroxysms.
uring wakefulness
SWD are at 3 Hz and typically brief (2-4 sec), occa-

ionally reaching 5-6 sec. incompletely generalized
nd focal non-localizing discharges occur, as in other
GE/IGE (supplementary figure 3.41).
yperventilation can induce GSWD in some patients
ut not phantom absences (tested by clinical advanced
ethodology; box 2, supplementary figure 3.41, left

race and supplementary figure 3.42).
uring sleep
ischarges are activated during non-REM sleep (sup-
lementary figure 3.43) and awakening.

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
bsence status. For a description of the ictal EEG, the

eader is referred to box 3. It is important to emphasize
hat arrhythmic patterns and slower frequencies than
.5 Hz can occur late into the status and therefore do
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ot indicate atypical AS, but they are still compatible
ith GGE/IGE (supplementary figures 3.40 and 3.44).
eneralized convulsions. These may punctuate or

onclude an episode of AS (absence-tonic-clonic
equence; supplementary figure 3.40) (Genton et al.,
008), or occur independently (tonic-clonic sequence).
As are rare.

K
a
s
A
a
d

role of EEG in the diagnosis and classification of the epilepsies

ecording protocols.
ote 1: Diagnosis of AS as a seizure type in any given
atient does not necessarily require actual EEG/video-
EG recording of AS (box 3).
ote 2: No syndrome of GGE/IGE is immune to AS.
herefore, actual recording of AS at the basic or the
dvanced EEG level does not necessarily indicate the
iagnosis of the syndrome of ASE. The latter still
equires that AS is the main seizure type.
herefore, diagnosis of ASE requires the EEG demon-
tration of the typical interictal GSWD (or the actual
ecording of AS) in the appropriate clinical setting of
pisodes of AS, as the dominant seizure type. Gen-
on and colleagues (2008) indicate that, although TAs

ay infrequently occur in some patients, phantom
bsences (PA) are not a feature of ASE; therefore, their
xclusion as the sole type of absence is a secondary
iagnostic requirement to differentiate ASE from E-PA,
hich also manifests with GTCS and in some patients
ith episodes of AS. It follows that the recommended
iagnostic EEG strategy is identical to that described

n the GTCS-a section, as it also aims to exclude PA
supplementary figure 3.45).

evels of EEG diagnosis.
) Confirmatory of ASE in patients presenting with
history of prolonged episodes of impaired cog-

ition and GTCS. For both advanced SD and basic
EG levels when the latter include a period of
leep and awakening: Recording of the typical
SWD/GPSWD without evidence of IoC by advanced

ssessment.
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). For basic wak-

ng recordings: recording of the typical GSWD/GPSWD
ithout evidence of IoC by clinical basic or advanced

ssessment. Advanced SDEEG is recommended to rule
ut phantom absences with a sufficient number of
SWD and move diagnostic certainty up to level A. If

dvanced SDEEG is not available, repeat basic record-
ng, trying to include sleep with appropriate activation
n awakening and advanced assessment of cognition
uring GSWD.
ote 1: Normal waking EEG for both basic and

dvanced EEG levels should prompt advanced level
DEEG and assessment as above (see also notes in the
elevant sections for GTCS-a and E-PA [3.4]).
ote 2: Although not indicated by the current evi-
257

outroumanidis et al., 2008), an overlap between ASE
nd E-PA may exist. It is possible, for instance, that
ome patients with clinically prominent episodes of
S may have phantom absences with advanced SDEEG
nd appropriate activation and testing of cognition
uring brief GSWD. This is an area where further
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linical EEG studies, using SDEEG with HV on awaken-
ng and any type of clinically assessment of cognition
uring GSWD, are needed.

ndications for video telemetry/ambulatory EEG.
(1) Failure to record GSWD in sequential SDEEGs

evel 2, as in GTCS-a.
(2) Clinical suspicion of additional seizure type (i.e.
ith focal features).

.5. EYELID MYOCLONIA WITH or WITHOUT
BSENCES or Jeavons syndrome

verview
escribed by Jeavons in 1977, this syndrome is char-

cterized by eyelid myoclonia, a distinctive type of
egional epileptic myoclonus that is typically induced
y eye closure in a sufficiently lit environment and
an be associated with brief impairment of aware-
ess (ELMA) and photosensitivity. Eyelid myoclonia

s associated with eye closure EEG abnormalities,
hich are posterior or generalized with frequent

ccentuation over the occipital areas and typically
isappear in darkness. Onset occurs in childhood
ith peak between six and eight years. Girls are

ffected 3-4 times more than boys. Most patients
ay have infrequent GTCS, while episodes of AS can

ccur in 20-25% of cases. Neurological examination
nd intellect are normal and neuroimaging is unre-
arkable. Jeavons syndrome may partially overlap
ith JME.
he clinical and EEG attributes of Jeavons syndrome
lace it within the spectrum of GGE/IGE with a defining
trong reflexive component. Although photosensitiv-
ty can subside and even disappear with time and/or
reatment, mainly with VPA, Jeavons syndrome is
ot self-limiting. It is probably the most pharma-
oresistant of all the GGE/IGE with most patients
mproving on appropriate antiepileptic drugs (AEDs),
ut rarely attaining seizure freedom on moderate
oses (Giannakodimos and Panayiotopoulos, 1996;
adleir et al., 2012).
ote: Eyelid myoclonia has been officially recog-
ized by the ILAE as a distinctive type of epileptic
eizure (Engel, 2006), but it must not be equalled to
eavons syndrome. Some children (most with onset
58

efore the age of three years) and adults with typi-
al eyelid myoclonia remain refractory to antiepileptic
reatment and develop mild-to-moderate intellectual
isability; some of them may have GTCS arising

rom sleep, or additional focal seizures. Presently,
t is uncertain whether such phenotypes constitute
ariants of the eyelid myoclonia syndrome or are

e
s
I
i
m
o
q

istinct conditions (Capovilla et al., 2009; Caraballo
t al., 2009).

eizures: symptoms and semiology
yelid myoclonia is the defining seizure type. It con-
ists of marked repetitive jerking of the eyelids often
ssociated with upward eye movements and retropul-
ion of the head, and sometimes with jerks of the
houlders/upper limbs, head, or axial. There may be
n associated tonic component, which may force
he eyelids into a dystonic semi-open position. Eye-
id myoclonia is typically activated by eye closure
not simple blinking) in well-lit environments, becom-
ng maximal upon direct exposure to bright light,
or instance, on bright sunny days, and to IPS. On
he other hand, the electroclinical response atten-
ates in dim lighting and is abolished in darkness.
eizures may last for up to 5-6 seconds and can be
ssociated with typically brief and subtle impairment
f awareness (ELMA). Liability to eyelid myoclonia
ith or without absences is highest on awaken-

ng and typically increases by HV, SD, tiredness,
nd stress. Children and adults, when newly diag-
osed or misdiagnosed and treated with AEDs suitable

or focal seizures, may have hundreds of episodes
er day.
ote: As an epileptic seizure, eyelid myoclonia is

ssociated with eye-closure ED, described in the EEG
ection below. After many years of treatment, particu-
arly with VPA, some adults may still exhibit episodes
f eyelid myoclonia but without eye-closure epileptic
EG discharges. In such patients, paroxysmal clinical
henomena may be identical to the epileptic eye-

id myoclonus, but cannot be classified as epileptic
eizures.
pisodes of absence status may occur in about a fifth
f patients, particularly those who are untreated, or

reated with inappropriate AEDs, usually in the pres-
nce of facilitating conditions, such as awakening, SD,
tress, alcohol, etc. Such patients report days with
lmost continuous eyelid jerking (and sometimes body
erks), associated with difficulty with concentration
nd other higher cognitive functions; some of these
pisodes of AS may end with a GTCS (supplementary
gure 3.52).

nfrequent GTCS probably occur in most patients, fol-
owing direct photic stimulation, in association with an
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

pisode of AS, or spontaneously. Precipitants are the
ame as for AS.
ndependent TAs (not associated with eye-closure-
nduced eyelid myoclonia) may occur in some patients,

ainly during HV and photic stimulation with eyes
pen, but also spontaneously. As a rule, they are infre-
uent and brief (supplementary figure 3.53).
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ndependent MS occur infrequently in patients with
eavons syndrome (overlap with JME)

EG section
ote: The EEG, particularly with video, is indispens-

ble for the diagnosis and follow-up of people with
eavons syndrome. From the preceding discussion
n eyelid myoclonia as distinctive MS, it follows that
atients with Jeavons syndrome can have three possi-
le eye-closure electroclinical associations: (1) eyelid
yoclonia, associated with eye-closure epileptic EEG

ctivity with or without absences; (2) eye-closure
pileptic EEG activity without associated obvious clin-

cal changes (eyelid myoclonia or absences); and
3) eyelid myoclonia without associated eye-closure
pileptic activity. (1) is the overt epileptic seizure and

s treated in the section of ictal paroxysmal find-
ngs, (2) represents subclinical interictal activity and
s described under the section of interictal abnormali-
ies, while (3) is a non-epileptic event.
ackground. Expected normal (or with non-specific
bnormalities).

nterictal paroxysms.
uring wakefulness

ye-closure abnormalities occur within the first couple
f seconds after the actual closure of the eyes and are
rief, consisting of generalized spike/polyspike-wave
ischarges, frequently with occipital onset or accen-

uation (supplementary figure 3.54). The polyspike
omponent is usually less prominent than in the (ictal)
yelid myoclonia in the same subject (see ictal EEG
eatures below).
nterictal paroxysmal abnormalities not associated with
ye-closure include:

Generalized and incompletely generalized SWD,
ith anterior (supplementary figure 3.55) or posterior

ccentuation.
Focal SWD, mainly occipital but also frontal (supple-
entary figures 3.56 and 3.57).
yperventilation can activate interictal generalized

nd focal SWD (supplementary figure 3.58), and
pisodes of eyelid myoclonia with or without absences
see ictal EEG findings below).
ntermittent photic stimulation (IPS) is most likely
o induce eye-closure abnormalities, associated with
yelid myoclonia (see ictal EEG findings below). Sub-
linical generalized PPRs may occur in treated patients;
ome adults on chronic treatment with VPA may have
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ainly posterior PPRs only or (after many years) no
PRs at all.
uring sleep
eneralized and focal discharges are activated during
on-REM sleep, with anterior or posterior topography

supplementary figure 3.59 and right panel of supple-
entary figure 3.60).

e
i
fi
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role of EEG in the diagnosis and classification of the epilepsies

wakening activates discharges and susceptibility to
yelid myoclonia on eye closure (see ictal findings
elow).

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.

yelid myoclonia with or without absences.
ctal discharges occur within the first second after
ye closure, typically with an obvious onset dur-

ng the ascending slope of the positive eye-closure
ovement artefact. On occasions, the onset of the

pileptic activity occurs just before the onset of the
escending (positive) slope of the eye movement
rtefact, indicating the possibility that the eye clo-
ure itself could be part of the ictal manifestations
ather than merely the seizure trigger (supplementary
gure 3.61).
he typical discharge associated with marked eye-

id myoclonia consists of high-voltage polyspikes or
olyspikes-and-wave complexes and is generalized,
ccupying the whole of the cerebrum (supplementary
gure 3.62).
less common, paroxysmal pattern consists of dif-

use low-voltage fast rhythms, also generated by eye
losure. This may also give way to brief generalized
classic” 3-Hz spike-wave discharges that can be asso-
iated with mild impairment of awareness (ELMA)
supplementary figure 3.60)
he clinical/EEG ictal phenomena are typically short-

ived even when eyes remain closed for longer
supplementary figure 3.63).

ctivation and inhibition.
he occurrence of eyelid myoclonia requires that
rightness of the environmental lighting is above a
ritical level for the epileptogenic threshold of the
ndividual patient at a given time. The threshold is
etermined by the combined facilitating function of
xternal factors (including SD and stress) on the inher-
nt epileptic pressure, keeping also in mind that the

atter fluctuates during the day (maximal on awak-
ning); on the other hand, both clinical and EEG
esponses attenuate in dim lighting and disappear in
arkness, or by any means that reduce the amount of

ight stimulation, for instance simple sunglasses (sup-
lementary figure 3.64).
he susceptibility to eyelid myoclonia with or with-
ut absences is enhanced by hyperventilation when
259

pisodes can occur if eye closure is attempted dur-
ng or immediately after the exercise (supplementary
gure 3.65).
usceptibility is maximal on awakening and for some
ime after, usually several minutes; during this period,
ye closure is very likely to trigger eyelid myoclonia
ith or without absences.
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ntermittent photic stimulation can trigger eyelid
yoclonia, sometimes associated with axial jerks

supplementary figure 3.66), particularly in untreated
atients or in those treated with the inappropriate AED.
nless PPRs occur when eyes are open, it is very
ifficult to convincingly distinguish the effect of eye
losure from that of photic stimulation, which in
ost photosensitive patients tends to occur upon

ye closure (see section on photosensitivity [4.1]).
ccasionally, a dual response can be seen, proba-

ly reflecting eye closure/photosensitivity dissociation
supplementary figure 3.67).

ther seizures.
bsence status (see also box 3) may occur under
onditions of extreme excitability with features char-
cteristic for the syndrome (Agathonikou et al., 1998).
ctal recordings have shown repetitive (every 2 to
sec) generalized discharges of polyspikes and slow
aves, associated with marked eyelid myoclonia. The
icker effect of the protracted eyelid jerking/tonic
ontraction and the associated movements of the eyes
pwards (Evans-Mulholland effect) may kindle spike-
ave discharges and patients appear unable to control

heir eyes open for several seconds. When they finally
o manage to hold their eyes open, discharges may
lock with EEG normalization only until the next eye
losure that will trigger a new cluster of eyelid myoclo-
ia. Therefore, the electrographic pattern of AS is

ypically discontinuous with brief epochs of normal
ctivity (supplementary figure 3.52).
eneralized convulsions may punctuate or conclude
pisodes of AS, but there is insufficient evidence
o establish which of the sequences (absence-tonic-
lonic, clonic-tonic-clonic, or tonic-clonic) is the
ommonest, if any.
bsences are associated with regular or irregular 3-4-
z GSWD (supplementary figure 3.53).
S are associated with high-voltage spike/polyspike-
ave discharges (supplementary figure 3.64) (see also

ection on JME [3.3]).

note on self-induction (SI).
I is not part of Jeavons syndrome, but it may occur
nd complicate treatment if not identified. As SI may
ot be clinically suspected before the first EEG, a brief
escription of suggestive electroclinical features is
60

rovided here.
here are two principal eyelid/eye movement-related
anoeuvres that, in the presence of adequate light,

an induce spike-wave activity, and can be suspected
rom the EEG and video EEG: (1) fast blinking, and (2)
oluntary, prolonged eye closure with extreme rolling
f the eyes upwards. It is conceivable that the former

–
–
t
u
c
A
–

ims to produce a fast flicker-like effect, while the lat-
er increases alpha activity more than a normal eye
losure (such as an eye closure on command), facil-
tating paroxysmal activity. A combination of both is
ommonly employed.
n terms of EEG, volitional fast blinking may produce
ome identifiable eye movement artefacts and can be
ecorded on video when the patient is left alone and
ored (supplementary figure 3.68).
he voluntary prolonged eye closure differs from
he eye closure on command in that the pro-
uced positive biphasic eye closure artefact is longer
nd followed by a high-voltage negative deflection
responsible for the Evans-Mulholland effect) that
orresponds to the upwards rolling of the eyeballs
supplementary figure 3.69). As with fast blinking,
he complex manoeuvre of slow eye closure and
pward rolling of the eyeball can be more easily

dentified when patients are inactive and bored, par-
icularly in a moderately lit EEG room (supplementary
gure 3.70).
and-waving is the preferred manoeuvre for SI of pho-

osensitive patients with learning disabilities and is not
een in patients with Jeavons syndrome.

ecording protocols
asic level

Time: morning (first appointment of the day,
f possible).

Activation:
ncourage light sleep, if the patient appears drowsy
nd time allows. Record a number of eye closures
n command before HV with the room well-lit and

n relative darkness. Repeat a number of eye clo-
ures on command on awakening (if sleep is achieved)
nd after HV, again with good ambient light and
n relative darkness. If eyelid myoclonia occurs, ask
he patient to close their eyes several times while
ounting to assess for IoC (ELMA). As eye closure
bnormalities are brief, clinical basic assessment of
onsciousness/responsiveness (for instance, by loudly
roviding numbers or names by the technologist)

s likely to be negative and breath counting is
ecommended instead. It is also advisable to use
his method in case absences occur during HV, as
hey are typically brief and mild (supplementary
gure 3.53).
IPS as per photosensitivity protocols (see section 4.1).
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

Polygraphy: bilateral deltoid EMG is important if
here is a history of limb jerking, and it may be worth
sing one or two EEG channels for EMG if additional
hannels are not available.
dvanced level
Time: first appointment of the day.
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figure 4.01).
– (3) Posterior stimulus-dependent response, repre-
Sleep recordings after partial SD are recommended
or initial EEG assessment; allow the patient to reach
tage 2 and maintain sleep for at least 15-20 minutes;
ecord for at least 30 minutes after awakening, includ-
ng activation.
f two video cameras are available, one should focus
n the patient’s eyes/face and the other should include

he whole body.
Activation: as per basic level (above), before sleep

nd on awakening. If overlap with JME is suspected,
roceed according to the relevant chapter.
Polygraphy: bilateral deltoid EMG, even without his-

ory of limb jerking (see also JME [3.3]).
f self-induction is suspected based on history or
EG findings, compare voluntary eye closures to
hose on command, and if possible, leave the
atient alone in the recording room under video
onitoring.

evels of EEG diagnosis
) Confirmatory based on clinical suspicion of eye-

id myoclonia with or without absences. (For both
asic and advanced recordings): recording of typical
pisodes of eyelid myoclonia consistently associated
ith eye closure paroxysms (with absences if there is
vidence of IoC based on clinical advanced assess-
ent). As for the other GGE/IGE syndromes, initial

ssessment at the advanced level should employ
DEEG. Nevertheless, there is no clinical need to per-
orm SDEEG if a basic level waking EEG is already
iagnostic of the syndrome. For overlap with JME, see
ection 3.3.
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). For basic level:
ecording of the typical “interictal” and consistent eye
losure paroxysms without associated eyelid myoclo-
ia. Advanced level SDEEG may record the clinical
allmark of the syndrome (eyelid myoclonia) and move
iagnostic certainty up to level A. If advanced level
DEEG is not available, repeat basic EEG, trying to

nclude sleep with appropriate activation and assess-
ent on awakening.
) Low diagnostic certainty (possible). For both basic
nd advanced EEG levels: inconsistent eye closure
aroxysms (for example, based on a few eye closures
n command only) with photosensitivity without eye-

id myoclonia. Findings are indicative of photosensitive
pilepsy, but not sufficiently supportive of Jeavons
yndrome, and should prompt advanced SDEEG, as
bove.
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ndications for video telemetry/ambulatory EEG.
(1) Clinical suspicion of additional seizure type (i.e.
ith focal features).
(2) Suspicion of self-induction from EEG level 1 or 2.

s
p
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. Reflex epilepsies

.1. PHOTOSENSITIVITY and VISUAL SENSITIVITY

verview
isually-induced seizures are by far the most common

ype of reflex seizures and they can be observed in
wide spectrum of epilepsy types and epilepsy syn-
romes. Visually-induced seizures can be triggered
y IPS in the EEG laboratory, as well as by envi-
onmental stimuli. Environmental precipitating factors
nclude flickering sunlight, artificial intermittent lights,
elevision, computer screens, and striped black and
hite patterns. Videogames (VG) can also precipitate

eizures and indeed VG-induced seizures can reveal
hotosensitivity in the age groups that are most likely

o use VG, or in subjects that never had seizures before.
distinction has been made between the epileptiform

EG response to IPS, i.e. the PPR (see below for the def-
nition), and the clinical manifestations evoked by IPS
nd/or other types of visual stimuli. The detection of an
PS-induced PPR defines the patient as IPS-positive or
hotosensitive, whereas visual sensitivity refers to the
usceptibility toward experiencing seizures that are
riggered by IPS or by the physical properties of other
ypes of visual stimuli, and not by their perceptual
roperties (i.e. reflex seizures induced by the cogni-

ive effects of visual stimuli) (Kasteleijn-Nolst Trenité
t al., 2001, 2012a).

lassification of EEG responses to IPS
PS can elicit a variety of EEG responses, with
ifferent clinical significance. Since methodological
spects are crucial, efforts have been made in recent
ears to standardize the methods and the interpre-
ation of the results of IPS (Kasteleijn-Nolst Trenité
t al., 2012b). A recent classification proposal has

dentified the following types of IPS-induced EEG
esponses (Kasteleijn-Nolst Trenité et al., 2001; Rubboli
t al., 2004):

(1) Photic following: a normal response that ends
ith termination of the stimulation.
(2) Orbitofrontal photomyoclonus: a mainly elec-

romyographic (although a frontal cortical component
as been hypothesized) response occurring at the
ame flash frequency, terminating at the end of
timulation or when the eyes open (supplementary
261

enting an anomalous unusually sharp visual evoked
otential of high amplitude, at the stimulus frequency.
(4) Posterior stimulus-independent response, which

ncludes theta-delta activity, and clear-cut epileptiform
atterns, not following the flash frequency or its
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armonics, with two subtypes: (a) limited to the stimu-
us train, or (b) self-sustained; the latter may evolve to
n overt seizure.
(5) Generalized PPR, consisting of multiple spikes or

pike-wave activity, apparently generalized, with ante-
ior predominance. This can be limited to the stimulus
rain or be self-sustaining (i.e. continuing after stim-
lation). This response is considered to be linked to
pilepsy and visually induced seizures (Waltz et al.,
992; Kastelijen-Nolst Trenité et al., 2001) (supplemen-
ary figure 4.02).
(6) Activation of pre-existing epileptogenic areas: this

efers to the rare possibility of the activation of a spon-
aneously, posteriorly located, epileptogenic cortex. Its
ignificance as a PPR is still debated.

he photoparoxysmal response (PPR).
he PPR is an epileptiform EEG response to IPS, related
o epilepsy and visually induced seizures (Waltz et al.,
992; Kastelijen-Nolst Trenité et al., 2001). PPR is char-
cterized by multiple spikes or by spike-wave activity,
pparently generalized, with anterior voltage predom-
nance and not infrequently posterior lead-in, limited
o the stimulus train or self-sustaining (i.e. continuing
fter stimulation) (supplementary figure 4.02). It must
e pointed out that, depending on the flash frequency
sed, age at investigation, use of medication, and pos-
ibly sleep adequacy, the topography of the PPR can
ary even in the same patient, being posterior with vari-
ble forward spread or generalized (Koutroumanidis et
l., 2015). A PPR has been reported in normal subjects
ith prevalence rates varying from 1.4% to 8.9%. In

ddition, a PPR has been found in up to 30% of patients
ith migraine with aura (Kasteleeijn-Nolst Trenité et

l., 2012a).

eizures: symptoms and semiology
linical manifestations associated with visual sensitiv-

ty, either related to IPS or other types of visual stimuli
an be (Kasteleijn-Nolts Trenité et al., 2001):
Mild subjective symptoms, such as seeing coloured

ines or colours, dizziness, eye pain, epigastric discom-
ort, nausea, or simple visual hallucinations.

Orbitofrontal photo myoclonus (OPM) (also called
rontopolar or photomyogenic, or photo-oculoclonic
esponse): rapid myoclonic jerking of the periorbital

uscles, producing eyelid fluttering and blinking (sup-
lementary figure 4.01); induced only when eyes are
62

losed, and blocked by eye opening or cessation of
timulation. If IPS continues, myoclonia can spread to
ther muscles. It is more common in adults and older
ubjects.

Eyelid myoclonus: this can be a very short phe-
omenon, lasting 1-2 seconds or more prolonged, and
ssociated with an absence seizure as in “absences

–

ith eyelid myoclonia” (section 3.5). At variance with
PM, the delay between triggering stimulus and ensu-

ng eyelid myoclonia is longer. Deliberate fluttering of
he eyelids associated with hyperextension of the head
n front of intense light occurs in the context of self-
nduction (see relevant section on eyelid myoclonia -
eavons syndrome [3.5]).

Generalized myoclonus: this predominates in the
pper limbs and can be asymmetric (supplementary
gure 4.03). Rhythmic jerks at the same frequency of

PS have been reported in the context of photic reflex
yoclonus (Rubboli et al., 1999); if IPS is protracted, a
TCS may ensue.
Absence seizures: absences may be triggered by IPS

r by other visual stimuli (supplementary figure 4.04).
Tonic versive seizure: eye and head deviation

nduced by IPS have been described as a feature of sim-
le partial seizures that can evolve to complex partial
eizures or eventually to GTCS.

Partial seizures: an occipital onset can be detected
n up to 65% of the patients with visually induced
eizures. Symptoms often consist of a sequence of
isual and vegetative phenomena, sometimes accom-
anied by headache. Visual symptoms include both
imple (bright, multicoloured rings, continuous or
ashing geometric forms, followed by amaurosis or
evere blurring of vision, located in a quadrant, hemi-
eld or entire field) as well as complex visual symptoms

macropsia, micropsia, and a wide range of visual
allucinations or illusions). Rapid spread, as well
s a remarkably slow propagation with ictal activity
onfined to the occipital regions for minutes, have
een described (Guerrini et al., 1995) (supplementary
gure 4.05).

GTCS: these occur usually, but not always, after
rolonged exposure to visual stimuli, and can be pre-
eded by an absence, myoclonic jerks, or by a partial
eizure.

hotosensitivity, visually induced seizures and
pilepsy.
wide spectrum of epileptic conditions with different

etiologies (i.e. idiopathic, cryptogenic, and symp-
omatic) can show a photosensitivity trait and visual
ensitivity (Kasteleijn-Nolst Trenité et al., 2012a).
he epilepsy types and syndromes in which photo-
ensitivity and visually induced seizures are predomi-
antly found are:
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

In idiopathic generalized epilepsies:
• Benign myoclonic epilepsy in infancy
• Childhood absence epilepsy
• JAE
• JME
• GTCS on awakening
• Primary reading epilepsy
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• Visually sensitive IGE (that include pure photo-
sensitive IGE, in which seizures are triggered only
by visual stimuli, and ELMA)

In other epilepsies with or without
ncephalopathies:
• Myoclonic-astatic epilepsy
• Dravet syndrome
• Progressive myoclonus epilepsies
In focal epilepsies:
• Idiopathic photosensitive occipital lobe epilepsy
(OLE)
• Non-idiopathic photosensitive OLE
In patients with self-induction behaviour: this phe-

omenon is observed in photosensitive patients who
eliberately perform certain manoeuvres (such as wav-

ng one’s hand rhythmically in front of the eyes or eye
linking, or looking at a bright light) or expose them-
elves to certain situations (such as looking closely at a
V set) that are effective in eliciting their own seizures.
ome data suggest that self-induction behaviour can
e observed in up to 30% of visually-sensitive patients.
ideo-EEG recording can be extremely useful to detect

his phenomenon (see also the note on self induction
n the preceding section).

EG section
ackground. Depends on the epilepsy syndrome or

ype.

nterictal paroxysms during wakefulness and sleep.
s above, occurrence and features of interictal ED is

elated to the epilepsy syndrome or epilepsy type.
uring IPS, the EEG responses listed above can be
bserved.

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events (after
isual activation).
ctal EEG features of visually induced seizures are pri-

arily related to the seizure type. For example:
An IPS-induced absence seizure occurring in a

isually-sensitive patient with GGE/IGE can show a typ-
cal 3-Hz spike-and-wave discharge triggered by the
timulus train (supplementary figure 4.04).

An IPS-induced MS is characterized by a myoclonic
MG burst associated with an irregular spike-
olyspike-wave discharge, triggered by the visual
timulus (supplementary figure 4.03).
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

An occipital seizure, as in idiopathic photosensitive
ccipital epilepsy, can be characterized by a prolonged

ocal discharge that is initially confined to the poste-
ior areas, for up to several minutes, but can eventually
ecome more diffuse, or even evolve into a GTCS

supplementary figure 4.05). Onset of the ictal dis-
harge over the temporal-parietal-occipital regions,

–
s
–
g
fl
–
w

role of EEG in the diagnosis and classification of the epilepsies

ith spread to other areas and eventually evolution
o a GTCS, has also been reported.

A visually-induced GTCS can show an abrupt onset
ith a diffuse tonic contraction (often preceded by

ome myoclonic bursts, the EMG correlate of which
ay mask the initial EEG) (supplementary figure 4.06).
n some occasions, an onset characterized by a burst

f slow waves or of diffuse polyspike-slow wave activ-
ty, or even by a brief posterior discharge, can be
bserved.

ecording protocols
s previously mentioned, the detection of photosensi-

ivity in the EEG laboratory can be significantly affected
y the visual stimulation methods. A European algo-
ithm that includes a basic level (level 1) and a higher
evel of sophistication (level 2) for the IPS procedure
as been recently proposed (Kasteijn-Nolst Trenité et
l., 2012b). We outline here the main features of the two
evels (for further details see Kasteleijn-Nolst Trenité et
l. [2012b]).
evel 1 aims to gather as much information as possi-
le and in a concise way for clinical purposes, without

he goal to lower the epilepsy threshold but simply
o assess whether there is a susceptibility to visual
timuli in daily life. Assessment of photosensitivity at
evel 1 should be performed according to the following
rocedure:

Collect relevant clinical information before start-
ng IPS: the probability to obtain a PPR is affected by
everal factors, such as SD, alcohol abuse, and drug
ithdrawal. Previous occurrence of seizures provoked
y TV, sunlight, or computers, and history of visually

nduced seizures in family members should be inves-
igated.

Perform simultaneous video-EEG recording, if possi-
le.
Record EMG activity from both deltoids to detect

ubtle myoclonic phenomena, if adequate channels
re available.
Perform IPS at least 3 mins after HV or before HV.
Use dim room lighting with the patient sitting

pright.
For patients with suspected fixation-off sensitivity

FOS), perform additional testing (see section 4.3).
Record at least for 2.5 mins with eyes open and

.5 mins with eyes closed before starting the actual IPS
rocedure.
263

Use a lamp with a circular reflector (with flash inten-
ity of at least 0.70 Joule) and viewing distance of 30 cm.

Stop the visual stimulus immediately as soon as
eneralized epileptiform discharges occur during any
ash frequency.
Determine IPS sensitivity in three eye conditions

ith separate trains of flashes of 5-sec duration each
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uring eyes open, eye closure, and eyes closed. If there
s not enough time, choose eye closure (closure of
he eyes on command at the start of a flash train) and
timulate for 7 secs per flash frequency.
Use the following flash frequencies separately. Rec-

mmended IPS frequencies and order of stimulus
elivery are: 1 - 2 - 8 - 10 - 15 - 18 - 20 - 25 - 40 - 50 - 60 Hz.

f there is a generalized PPR at a certain frequency
lower threshold), skip the remaining frequencies of
he series and start again from 60 Hz with subsequent
ecrease (60 - 50 - 40 - 25 Hz- . . .) until again a gener-
lized PPR occurs (upper threshold). Self-limiting and
elf-sustaining PPR have the same clinical significance
nd therefore both can define the upper and lower
hresholds. When in doubt whether a particular fre-
uency has provoked a generalized PPR, repeat the

requency after a pause of 10 sec or use a frequency
ith a difference of 1 Hz.
Whenever possible, test other known precipitating

timuli (for instance, the patient’s own videogame).
Test the protective effects of coloured lenses

Capovilla et al., 2006); sometimes patients’ own ordi-
ary sunglasses may also be effective.
Observe clinical signs during the PPRs and ask the

atient about any complaints he/she might have felt.
he procedure described above requires 5 mins of IPS
t maximum when the patient is either not sensitive
r sensitive to only one frequency; in this case, all fre-
uencies are performed only once and upon reaching
0 Hz, the stimulation can be stopped. Otherwise, the
uration will be shorter; in fact, the more sensitive a
atient, the less time it will take, because stimulation
tops at the lower and upper threshold frequencies.
his procedure allows the identification of a sensitiv-

ty range for the individual patient that relates to their
ikelihood of seizures in daily life, and can be modified
ccording to age and use of AEDs.
evel 2 aims to gather as much information as possi-
le either for clinical or research purposes. By using
greater range of visual stimuli, a more precise indi-

idualized advice about potential provocative visual
timuli and therapeutic measures can be given. This
evel should be performed in patients with a history of
eizures, possibly precipitated by visual stimuli other
han flickering lights (such as patterns, videogames, or
V), in particular if they resulted negative to level 1

nvestigations, and also as a further step in the investi-
ation of photosensitivity/visual sensitivity in patients
hat resulted photosensitive in level 1.
64

evel 2 assessment should be performed according to
he following procedure:

Allow extra time, as adequate number of tri-
ls and additional stimulation procedures will be
erformed. This might also require recording after
leep-deprivation.

a
d
p
s
i
v

The whole recording procedure must be performed
ith video-EEG recording.
Use electrodes for recording eye movements. This
ay allow more precise discrimination between the

ifferent eye conditions and might also help to detect
elf-induction with slow eye closures.

Record surface EMG activity electrodes from the
eltoids. When necessary, other muscles may be
onitored to investigate topography and spread of

isually-induced myoclonic phenomena.
Test IPS sensitivity separately under three eye condi-

ions (eye closure, eyes closed, and eyes open).
Use the following flash frequencies in this order: 1 -
- 6- 8 - 9 - 10 - 13 - 15 - 18 - 20 - 23 - 25 - 30 - 40 - 50 -60 Hz.

f there is a generalized PPR at a certain frequency, skip
he remaining frequencies of the series and start again
rom 60 Hz with subsequent decrease (60 - 50 - 40 -
0 -25 Hz-. . .) until again a PPR occurs. Retesting the
hotosensitive patient with an expanded range of fre-
uency, as compared to level 1, allows for more precise
etermination of the photosensitivity range.
Perform stimulation sessions with coloured flashes

n patients with a history of TV and videogame seizures.
Perform pattern stimulation with black and white,

venly striped patterns (central fixation of gratings that
re circular in outline must be assured; spatial fre-
uency between 2 and 4 cycles per degree, Michelson
ontrast >0.8, mean luminance of at least 300 cd/m) in
well-lit room or on an LCD monitor with a steady

acklight. Present patterns of increasing size (radii
f 3, 6, 12, and 24 degrees); terminate the series if
PPR occurs. In one series, the stripes are black

nd white and in a second series they are red and
lue.
Test the patient with video games and cartoons on

V and computer screens, including the patient’s own
ideogame if appropriate.
As for level 1, test the protective effects of coloured

enses.
As for level 1, observe clinical signs during the PPRs

nd ask the patient about any complaints he/she might
ave felt.

evels of EEG diagnosis
) Confirmatory of photosensitivity (definite). (Both

ecording levels 1 and 2): detection of a PPR to IPS
llows the patient to be diagnosed as photosensitive.
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

clear history of visually-induced seizures. However,
etection of a PPR can be an unexpected finding in a
atient not known to be photosensitive or visually sen-
itive; in this case, the clinical history should be further
nvestigated to search for unreported or unrecognized
isually-induced clinical manifestations or seizures.
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) High diagnostic certainty (probable) photosen-
itivity. (Recording level 1): detection of stimulus-
ndependent EEG responses, other than generalized
PR (for instance posterior), particularly when self-
ustained, in a patient with a history of seizures,
robably precipitated by visual stimuli. Level 2 record-

ng is recommended. Detection of a generalized PPR
t recording level 2 will provide level A diagnosis;
bsence of a generalized PPR will maintain a level B
iagnosis (probable).
) Low diagnostic certainty (possible) photosensi-

ivity. (Recording level 1): no detection of a PPR
nduced by IPS in subjects with a history of epileptic
eizures, probably or possibly precipitated by visual
timuli. Level 2 recording is recommended: as above,
ccurrence of a PPR will provide level A diagnostic evi-
ence (definite photosensitivity); absence of abnormal
esponse to IPS at level 2 rules out photosensitivity
Kasteleijn-Nolst Trenité et al., 2012b).
recipitation of clinical manifestations or seizures by
PS or other visual stimuli (recording levels 1 and 2) is
onfirmatory of visual sensitivity.

.2. READING EPILEPSY
including also language epilepsy)

verview
eading epilepsy is a distinct form of reflex epilepsy

n which all or almost all seizures are triggered by
eading. The term “language epilepsy” is appropri-
te when other linguistic activities, such as writing or
alking, are also consistent seizure triggers. The age
t onset of seizures ranges between 10 and 30 years,
nd up to a quarter of the affected people report
ositive family history of epilepsy, including reading-

nduced seizures. Reading-induced seizures include:
1) typically, brief myoclonic jerks/abnormal sensation
f jaw, tongue or perioral regions; (2) less frequently,
rolonged focal seizures, manifested by paroxys-
al alexia/dyslexia; and (3) occasionally, absences.

esting routine EEG is typically normal, showing
ocal, diffuse or even generalized sharp/spike-wave
ischarges only during activation with reading. Neu-
ological and neuropsychological examinations and
rain MRI are normal. There is variable and, not infre-
uently, limited response to antiepileptic treatment,
ut seizures tend to abate with age (Radhakrishnan
t al., 1995; Koutroumanidis et al., 1998). There-
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ore, reading or language-induced epilepsy is a
ossibly genetic form of reflex epilepsy with gen-
ralized and focal seizures (see also introduction);
ccasionally though, it may associate with a clear

ocal structural lesion, mainly involving the dominant
rontal areas.

V
E
e
x
V
n

role of EEG in the diagnosis and classification of the epilepsies

eizures: symptoms and semiology
yoclonic. Most frequently, reading-induced seizures

onsist of brief jaw or oro-facial myoclonus, or a
clicking sensation”, occurring in clear consciousness;
EG-polygraphy shows usually bilateral sharp/spike-
ave discharges of variable distribution (but often with

eft sided emphasis), associated with EMG potentials
rom the perioral or sub-mental muscles. Reading-
nduced perioral myoclonus may progress into GTCS
f reading continues (see below).
ocal seizures associated with alexia/dyslexia. Far
ess frequently, though, this may be underestimated,
eading-induced seizures are prolonged, associated
ith alexia and focal ictal EEG activity, typically involv-

ng the left posterior temporal/parietal areas. These
eizures can also evolve into GTCS.
bsences. Reading-induced absences are exceptional.
eneralized tonic-clonic seizures. These can either

ollow reading-induced MS or evolve from focal
eizures with ictal dyslexia of typically lateral-posterior
emporal onset.
ote: As in other complex reflex epilepsies, reading-

nduced seizures develop after a certain amount of
eading time, the duration of which may depend on the
verall hyperexcitability of the neuronal system that
erves language function in relation to other seizure
hreshold modulators (such as SD), at a given time.
ue to this latency and the need to assess possible

dditional language-related triggers, it is essential to
llow adequate time when planning diagnostic EEG
ecordings in patients with suspected reading-induced
eizures, employ partially sleep-deprived EEG, and
ctivate with reading after awakening (see recording
rotocols).
ther epilepsies with reading-induced seizures.

ome patients with JME may experience reading-
nduced MS that may also involve the upper limbs.
lso, there are very few reported patients with

eading-induced seizures or epilepsy of structural
etiology, typically with left frontal vascular lesions
Lee et al., 1980; Ritaccio et al., 1992; Radhakrishnan
t al., 1995).

EG section
ackground. Normal; possible focal disturbance when
etiology is structural.

nterictal paroxysms during wakefulness and sleep.
265

ariant with jaw myoclonus. Typically, there are no
D; occasionally, bilateral spike-wave discharges and
ven unilateral (mostly left-sided) spike-wave comple-
es can occur.
ariant with prolonged ictal alexia. Typically, there are
o ED; some patients may have left posterior temporal
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pikes (Radhakrishnan et al., 1995; Koutroumanidis et
l., 1998; Maillard et al., 2010) or fast rhythms during
leep (Koutroumanidis et al., 1998).

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events (activation
pon reading).
ariant with jaw myoclonus. Ictal discharges typ-

cally consist of mostly single sharp waves, or
harp-and-wave/spike-and-wave complexes that occur
ntermittently, punctuating the normal background
supplementary figure 4.07). Their topographic dis-
ribution may vary widely despite the remarkably
niform and stereotyped ictal manifestation (jaw
yoclonus); bilateral synchronous, symmetric or

symmetric, and strictly lateralized topographies
ave all been reported in fairly similar propor-

ions. Asymmetric or focal discharges are usually
emporal-parietal, more often lateralized to the
anguage-dominant hemisphere (Radhakrishnan et al.,
995; Koutroumanidis et al., 1998). Not all ictal dis-
harges are associated with EMG potentials from the
aw muscles (see recording recommendations below).
ariant with prolonged ictal alexia. Subclinical spike-
ave or delta wave activation of the left posterior

emporal areas may occur shortly after the onset
f reading (supplementary figure 4.08A), but actual
eizures typically occur after reading for longer with
eported times in the literature ranging from 3 to 19

inutes (supplementary figure 4.08B and C). To date,
hythmic spikes and theta and fast activities have been
ssociated with alexia in 14 reported seizures from
ight patients in separate publications; 11 seizures
ccurred on the left and three patients had bilateral

ndependent seizure onsets.

ecording protocols
eneral instructions applying to both basic and

dvanced levels
(1) Allow extra time.
(2) Before the actual EEG activation, technologists

hould interview the patient with suspected reading-
nduced seizures to compile a personalized working
ist of possible effective triggers to test in addition to
tandard testing (see basic level below), as well as pos-
ible reading-induced ictal symptoms which should be
nvestigated, in order to shape an optimal recording
trategy (position of EMG electrodes, close-up camera,
tc.).
66

(3) Technologists should also instruct patients to sig-
al their habitual symptoms; EEG discharges may or
ay not produce symptoms, and when they do they are

ot always associated with identifiable EMG potentials
supplementary figure 4.07C), for instance, in patients
ith mainly sensory - “clicking sensation” - symptoms,

hose with paroxysmal alexia, or simply in the case

m
i
i
B
e
l
s

f excessive perioral physiological EMG activity when
eading aloud.
asic level
Prolonged waking EEG with HV and photic stimula-

ion; include sleep if possible, in which case perform
ctivation with reading on awakening.

Specific activation with reading silently and aloud
or a few minutes aiming to induce asymptomatic ED
r reproduce the habitual reading-induced symptoms;
se the most provoking triggers, as reported by the
atient (for example, small prints or complex text).
epending on the particular clinical evidence, the

vailability of time, and the expertise of the technolo-
ist, modified versions of the full protocol, as proposed

n the advanced level below, can also be tested.
Polygraphy: sub-mental EMG if possible.

dvanced level
Prolonged EEG during wakefulness and sleep after

artial SD with HV, photic and, if possible, pattern
timulation.

Specific activation under continuous video-EEG
onitoring should be performed after awakening and

nclude: reading, silently and aloud, of material that
atients believe is most provocative (as in basic record-

ng above). Activation should also include reading of
imple and complex texts in the native and foreign lan-
uages, known and unknown, speaking and listening
o conversation, writing to dictation and performing
rossword puzzles, and drawing and copying geomet-
ical figure.

Subclinical focal or generalized EEG activation usu-
lly occurs soon after the onset of reading, therefore
ach of the above activities would require a few min-
tes to test, and screening of the full protocol may take

ess than 30-45 minutes to complete.
Polygraphy: sub-mental and deltoid EMG. Sub-

ental electrodes are mandatory even when video
onitoring is in use, while deltoid electrodes should

e used when overlap with JME is suspected by
istory.

evels of EEG diagnosis
Clinical suspicion of reading or language-induced
eizures/epilepsy]
) Confirmatory of the diagnosis of reading epilepsy

n untreated adolescents/young adults without (or
ith only rare) spontaneous seizures. (For both basic

nd advanced recording levels): recording of jaw
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

yoclonus or paroxysmal alexia with typical subclin-
cal build-up upon activation with reading, and typical
ctal EEG presentation.
) High diagnostic certainty (probable reading
pilepsy). (For both basic and advanced recording

evels): no reading-induced seizure recorded, but
ub-clinical activation of the EEG during reading (for
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xample, spikes over the left posterior temporal area;
upplementary figure 4.09).
ubclinical EEG activation can be operationally defined
s the consistent occurrence of paroxysmal activity
spikes, sharp or theta/delta) in response to reading or
ny other linguistic activity. Typically, the resting wak-
ng EEG is normal, but when it contains spontaneous
ischarges, a consistent clear increase of the spike den-
ity (spikes per minute) during the task may also be
onsidered as activation. Such findings support the
linical diagnosis with high diagnostic certainty. Pro-
eed with (or repeat) advanced EEG to trigger a seizure
nd move diagnostic certainty to level A.
) Low diagnostic certainty (possible). (For basic

ecording when the resting waking EEG contains
pileptiform discharges): no jaw myoclonus or parox-
smal alexia recorded, but increased density of
pileptic activity under provocation, although less
han twice the baseline rate. Reading epilepsy or
eading-induced seizures cannot be ruled out and
dvanced recording (under SD) is recommended. If
he latter does not fall within A or B, the diagnosis of
eading epilepsy is unlikely.

ndications for repeating advanced SD recording.
(1) Resistance to appropriate AED (VPA, LEV, CLZ,

BM).
(2) New trigger reported/suspected.

ndication for video telemetry.
linical suspicion of additional (spontaneous)

eizures.

.3. FIXATION-OFF SENSITIVITY (FOS)

verview
OS is a reflex EEG phenomenon triggered by elimi-
ation of visual fixation, which is mediated by central
ision (Panayiotopoulos, 1998). FOS can be suspected
rom the very first “pages” of the EEG when epilepti-
orm discharges constantly occur for as long as the eyes
re closed and substantially attenuate (or disappear)
pon eye opening; such behaviour should prompt for-
al testing. FOS is more pronounced after awakening

nd can habituate. FOS is considered as a mainly elec-
rographic phenomenon and seizures related to FOS
ave rarely been reported (supplementary figure 4.10).
OS is mainly encountered in Gastaut occipital
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

pilepsy and Panayiotopoulos syndrome (when the
atter is associated with occipital paroxysms) and in
GE/IGE, but only occasionally in occipital epilepsies
f structural/unknown aetiology (Gobbi, 2005; Ferlazzo
t al., 2010) (see also section on OLE [5.3]). FOS has also
een reported in generalized epilepsies of unknown
ause, and even in some children and adults without

c
“
s
e
p
p
m
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pileptic seizures. Despite the distinctly contrasting
onditions that are required for photosensitivity and
OS (PPRs depend on central vision and fixation),
he two occipitally-based reflex mechanisms may co-
xist in some patients with GGE/IGE (Koutroumanidis
t al., 2009).
iagnosis of FOS requires the demonstration of
pileptiform discharges in a well-lit EEG room, when
yes are open but visual fixation is impeded, for

nstance, by using translucent spherical lenses (sup-
lementary figure 4.11).

eizures: symptoms and semiology
ccipital and generalised FOS EEG discharges are typ-

cally subclinical and reports on patients with seizures
elated to FOS are rare. The type of seizure depends
n the syndrome or the epilepsy type: examples have

ncluded wandering and lack of balance/falls in Gastaut
ccipital epilepsy (Beaumanoir et al., 1989), multiple,
rratic and arrhythmic twitching in the face, head and

imbs in a patient with MERRF syndrome (Garcia Silva
t al., 1987), absences (Koutroumanidis et al., 2009)
nd AS (Ming and Kaplan, 1998) in GGE/IGEs with
bsences, and myoclonic jerks in JME (supplementary
gure 4.12).

EG section
ackground. Depends on the epilepsy syndrome or

ype; expected normal in most cases.

nterictal paroxysms during wakefulness and sleep.
epending on the epilepsy syndrome, ED can be gen-
ralized, often with posterior emphasis, or occipital
see relevant chapters).
ote 1: FOS occurs when volitional fixation is abol-

shed and appears to involve alpha rhythm generators
alpha can be induced by blocking fixation without
hanging the lighting conditions). It follows that FOS-
elated EEG abnormalities will not occur after alpha
ropout and throughout sleep. However, a sleep EEG

particularly after partial SD) is useful as, beyond the
dditional diagnostic information about the underly-
ng epilepsy syndrome or epilepsy type, it is expected
o augment FOS upon awakening (supplementary
gures 4.10 and 4.12).
ote 2: FOS is manifested with “eyes closed” EEG

bnormalities that appear after the eye closure arte-
act and continue to occur for as long as eyes remain
267

losed, while photosensitivity is often associated with
eye closure” abnormalities that are brief and tran-
ient and coincide with the positive deflection of the
ye closure artefact (see relevant chapter). Sometimes,
hotosensitivity and FOS may co-exist in the same
atient, resulting in complex EEG patterns (supple-
entary figure 4.13).
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EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events
activation with fixation-off).
OS-triggered seizures are rare, and ictal findings
epend on the underlying epilepsy syndrome (sup-
lementary figures 4.10 and 4.12; see also relevant
hapters).

ecording protocols
oth recording levels
llow extra time, as adequate number of eyes
pen/eyes closed trials with different goggles are
eeded to show consistency of the FOS-related
esponses.
nstruct patients with EEG evidence of FOS to report
ny symptoms when their eyes are shut or while gog-
les are “on”.
rials with different goggles are the same for both
evels.
omplete darkness can be achieved by common
nderwater goggles completely covered by black
dhesive tape; simply turning off the lights may still
llow fixation if a tiny spot of light is “on”. Underwater
oggles covered with common semitransparent adhe-
ive tape can be a simple, effective, and inexpensive
lternative to spherical lenses, while Ganzfeld stimu-
ation can be used in less co-operative patients.
asic level

Prolonged waking EEG with HV, and photic
timulation.
Polygraphy: bilateral (deltoid) EMG, if possible.

dvanced level
Record during sleep after partial SD with FOS assess-
ent on awakening; HV and photic stimulation.
Polygraphy: bilateral (deltoid) EMG.

evels of EEG diagnosis
ike photosensitivity, electrographic-only FOS can
ccur in a number of epilepsy syndromes, but also

n people without epileptic seizures; FOS-related
eizures can also be part of various epilepsy syn-
romes, but far less frequently relative to photically-

nduced seizures. There are only a handful of reported
atients with possible reflex FOS epilepsy, perhaps
ot only because of its rarity. A possible role of FOS
s a seizure trigger can be sought after the demon-
tration of the phenomenon on video-EEG and, unless
eizures occur during FOS testing, a clear cause-effect
68

elationship is difficult to establish based on history;
or instance, seizures occurring in periods of relative
nattention do not necessarily indicate FOS.
) Confirmatory of FOS. (Both recording levels): ED
onsistently occur only when volitional visual fixation
s prevented, as shown using dark and semitransparent
oggles, and allowing for a degree of habituation after

a
a
a
o
t
l
o

number of trials. FOS is considered clinical when
ssociated with seizure symptoms.
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). Basic level:
lear tendency of ED to occur when eyes are closed
r when semitransparent goggles are “on” and abate
isual fixation, but the effect is not entirely consistent.
roceed with sleep-deprived video-EEG (advanced

evel) with testing on awakening to improve consis-
ency and move diagnostic certainty up to level A.
) Low diagnostic certainty (possible). Basic level: clear

endency of ED to occur when eyes are closed and
bate when eyes are open (raising the suspicion of
OS). Repeat the EEG to assess with dark and semi-
ransparent goggles at basic level, or proceed with a
leep-deprived video-EEG (advanced level), as above.

. STRUCTURAL and GENETIC FOCAL
LOBAR) SYNDROMES

.1. TEMPORAL LOBE EPILEPSY (TLE)

.1.1. Adult mesial TLE (mTLE)

verview.
emporal lobe epilepsy is the most common focal
pilepsy in adults. Mesial TLE comprises the largest
roup of TLEs (table 3) with a distinct electroclinical
rofile, characteristic history, and clinical course.
irth history, development, cognition, and neurologi-
al examination are typically normal. The pathology is
ariable though many experience febrile seizures (FS)
n early childhood. Focal seizures, with and without
oC, often recur in early adolescence. Rare convul-
ive seizures occur. The cause is frequently structural
ue to hippocampal sclerosis (HS) (supplementary fig-
re 5.01). Anterior temporal epileptiform discharges
re often present on interictal EEG, supporting a clini-
al diagnosis of mTLE. Many patients become resistant
o anti-seizure drugs. Surgical therapy is a treatment of
hoice (Williamson et al., 1993).

eizures: symptoms and semiology.
ost patients with mTLE report an aura. Focal seizures

sually occur with an epigastric/viscerosensory experi-
ntial or psychic aura (e.g. déjà vu). Focal seizures that
volve to include IoC usually begin with a motionless
tare. Oroalimentary automatisms, such as lip licking
r smacking, chewing or swallowing motions, may be
rominent. The presence of unimpaired ictal speech
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

nd ictal vomiting or other autonomic signs suggests
non-dominant hemispheric origin, while postictal

phasia is associated with a dominant hemisphere
nset in mTLE. Unilateral eye blinking tends to localize

o the ipsilateral hemisphere. Manual automatisms are
ess localizing, though when they consistently involve
ne hand and occur in association with dystonic
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Table 3. Epilepsies of temporal lobe origin.

mTLE nTLE fmTLE

Age at onset Early adolescence-early
adulthood; typically follows
childhood FS

Adolescence to early-mid
adulthood

Adolescence to
mid-adulthood; typically
peaks in early adulthood

Focal seizures with and
without IoC

Primary seizure In most patients Yes

sec-GTC seizures Infrequent in some patients Primary seizure In up to 50% (variable
frequency)

Family History Exclusion criterion Not reported yet Defining feature

Risk Factors Often Rare Exclusion criterion

MRI Often MTS Often normal Normal

Interictal EEG Anterior-mid temporal Mid-posterior temporal
sp

Anterior temporal spikes
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spikes/TIRDA

Ictal EEG Anterior-mid temporal
theta/alpha

TLE: mesial temporal lobe epilepsy; nTLE: neo-cortical (lateral) t
S: febrile seizures; IoC: impairment of consciousness; sec-GTC:

osturing of the other upper limb, they are typically
psilateral to the site of seizure onset; dystonic pos-
uring is contralateral. While focal seizures that evolve
o convulsions are rare in mTLE, the signs associated
ith transition can be valuable clues for seizure lat-
ralization. Features, such as head version, unilateral
onic posturing, or clonic jerking, are most frequently
ontralateral to the seizure onset. Postictal manifes-
ations, including cough, may occur with right mTLE.
nilateral postictal nose wiping tends to be ipsilateral

o seizure onset. The importance of seizure symptoms
nd signs in mTLE is enhanced by a confluence of sev-
ral features. The value of semiology in the presurgical
valuation of mTLE cannot be over-emphasized (Gil-
agel and Risinger, 1997).

EG section.
ackground. The background is typically normal in
TLE or demonstrates non-specific slowing if anti-

eizure drug toxicity or a seizure has recently occurred
supplementary figure 5.02).

nterictal paroxysmal abnormalities.
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ntermittent slowing in the temporal derivations on
calp EEG is frequently encountered and accentuated
y drowsiness and HV. Focal slowing is commonly
ssociated with ED (supplementary figure 5.02). Tem-
oral interictal rhythmic delta activity (TIRDA) (Geyer
t al., 1999) (supplementary figure 5.03) may appear

n a significant minority of patients. It has localizing

R
s
a
q
b
a
t

ikes

id-temporal delta Rarely reported

ral lobe epilepsy; fmTLE: familial mesial temporal lobe epilepsy;
ndary generalized tonic-clonic.

apability despite the non-epileptiform morphology
nd may occur in prolonged runs of up to several
econds. Temporal slowing may become more pro-
ounced with longer bursts of TIRDA.
urface-negative anterior temporal ED are a char-
cteristic feature of mTLE. During prolonged EEG
ecording, >90% of patients with mTLE demonstrate
nterior temporal ED (Williamson et al., 1993). Spikes or
harp waves, with and without after-going slow waves,
ossess a regional temporal field (supplementary fig-
re 5.04). HV may accentuate focal slowing in mTLE.
hotic stimulation usually has no activating effect on
he interictal EEG.
he maximum voltage is expressed in the basal tem-
oral electrode derivations (T1/T2, FT 9/FT10; see

ecording recommendations below) or the anterior to
id-temporal electrodes (F7/8-T3/4) of the standard

0-20 system. Mid-temporal ED only should raise the
uspicion of non-mTLE. Strong localizing capability
f the seizure onset zone (SOZ) exists for unilateral

emporal ED on EEG and evidence of mesial tem-
oral sclerosis (MTS) on MRI. Topographic analysis
ay demonstrate contralateral central-parietal elec-

ropositivity. ED recorded during wakefulness (and
269

EM sleep) are more likely to be correctly lateralized,
how a more restricted field, and are more likely to be
ssociated with the SOZ. In N1 and N2 sleep, the fre-
uency of the ED may increase, discharges may appear
ilaterally, and in slow sleep the morphological appear-
nce of temporal spikes may change. Approximately a
hird to a half of patients with unilateral mTLE have
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itemporal ED (supplementary figure 5.05), especially
hen prolonged recording is performed (Williamson
t al., 1993). On the other hand, unilateral surface tem-
oral ED do not exclude the possibility of bilateral

ndependent ictal onset. In most cases of mTLE, scalp
EG with extra electrodes and evidence of MTS on
rain MRI will be adequate to localize seizures during
pre-surgical evaluation.

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
he EEG is often unremarkable during an aura. The
haracteristic ictal EEG finding in mTLE with recur-
ent focal seizures and dyscognitive features is an
volving unilateral temporal 5-9-Hz rhythmic ictal
heta or alpha pattern (supplementary figure 5.06)
hich is maximal over the anterior-inferior temporal

calp electrodes (F7/8 and T3/4 of the 10-20 system).
hen focal ictal EEG findings occur before the clin-

cal onset of symptoms and within 30 seconds after
he clinical onset, this feature has been reported
o lateralize the seizure with a specificity of nearly
5% in patients with mTLE (Williamson et al., 1993).
he overall accuracy of scalp lateralization has been
eported to be 60-83%. Seizures initially confined to
he hippocampus require recruitment of the inferior-
asal cortex to produce the scalp EEG correlate. Less
ommonly, when the maximum involvement of the
asal temporal neocortex occurs, vertex positivity
ay dominate the ictal activity that is seen (Ebersole

nd Pacia, 1996). Postictal slowing is seen in up to
0% of seizures and has been used to localize the
ite of seizure onset (Ebersole and Pacia, 1996). The
ntracranial EEG features of mTLE demonstrate high
requencies and oscillations at seizure onset in either
he hippocampal contacts of a depth electrode or
he mesial contacts of subtemporal subdural strips.
requencies higher than 5 Hz on scalp ictal EEG
ppeared only when propagation occurred outside of
he hippocampus to reach the inferior-basal temporal
eocortex on invasive EEG monitoring (Ebersole and
acia, 1996).

ecording protocols.
asic level
Attempt to partially sleep deprive, perform a sedated

leep EEG, or continue recording if possible to achieve
leep.

HV may accentuate focal slowing in cases of mTLE
70

nd may be useful to differentiate episodes of star-
ng by separating out GSWD in absence seizures from
hose with focal features in mTLE in clinically deceptive
ases.

Consider using extra electrodes (e.g. T1/T2 or
T9/FT10; see advanced level below) to facilitate dia-
nostic recovery of ED, if possible.

–
(

L
T
t

dvanced level
Recording sleep is mandatory either after partial SD

r using sedation.
HV (see basic level).
Repeated EEGs may increase the yield of demonstrat-

ng an epileptiform abnormality.
Consider using extra electrodes (supplementary fig-

re 5.07) placed in accordance with the 10-10 system
include midline sites to assess for vertex electroposi-
ivity), particularly in patients who are likely to become
andidates for epilepsy surgery.

ndications for prolonged EEG/video-EEG telemetry.
vernight EEG. For recovery of EDs, subclinical

eizures, or seizures without awareness and therefore
nreported by patients. More accurate localization of

nterictal ED is possible in REM sleep.
ideo-EEG monitoring. When episodes with impaired
onsciousness and normal interictal EEGs (basic or
dvanced) raise the suspicion of a non-epileptic ori-
in, or when the clinical history is not compatible with
pilepsy and temporal epileptiform activity (e.g. pos-
ible normal variant) is reported on EEG (differential
iagnosis).
o classify staring episodes for treatment purposes
absences vs. temporal lobe seizures).

hen patients with mTLE are unaware of their seizures
nd the semiology is subtle (for seizure quantification).

hen seizures associated with mTLE remain resistant
o anti-seizure drugs for seizure characterization/pre-
urgical evaluation.
nvasive EEG is performed when epilepsy surgery
s being considered and non-invasive tests during
resurgical evaluation reveal discordant results. Indi-
ations include the following:

(1) Non-lesional mTLE is suspected with localized
emporal electrophysiology (to distinguish mTLE from
on-mTLE).
(2) Severe HS and contralateral scalp electrophysiol-

gy (to address the possibility of false lateralization).
(3) When interictal EEG demonstrates posterior

emporal ED, polyspikes, or multi-focal hemispheric
pileptiform discharges.
(4) When the scalp ictal EEG demonstrates unilateral

epetitive interictal spiking at seizure onset, bilateral
ttenuation at seizure onset, or when bitemporal inde-
endent seizures or seizures that “switch” sides are
resent.
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

(5) When “temporal plus” epilepsies are suspected
e.g. dual pathology).

evels of EEG diagnosis.
he diagnosis of mTLE is readily made with interic-
al scalp EEG when TIRDA and unilateral or bilateral
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pileptiform discharges are present with typical clini-
al history and course.
) Confirmatory. Interictal ED unilaterally over one

emporal lobe at F7/F8 and T3/T4 (or T1/T2 and
T9/FT10), if additional derivations are used), or asym-
etrically lateralized to the most involved temporal

obe when they are bilaterally present (basic and
dvanced recording levels) in patients with evidence
f HS on brain MRI and the appropriate clinical semiol-
gy of mTLE. Focal seizures with a unilateral temporal
hythmic ictal discharge within the 5-9-Hz frequency
ange.
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). Intermittent
ilateral independent anterior-to-mid temporal inter-

ctal ED on EEG with equal distribution (basic and
dvanced recording levels). Unilateral HS on brain MRI
ith the appropriate history and semiology moves the
iagnostic certainty to confirmatory level.
) Low diagnostic certainty (possible). Repeatedly nor-
al interictal EEG, additional or solely extra-temporal

D, temporal polyspikes, or slowing in patients with
requent GTC seizures or prominent motor features
nd a lesion on brain MRI, not contained within the
emporal lobe or involving the lateral temporal neo-
ortex, should be red flags for non-mTLE.

.1.2. Adult neocortical (lateral) TLE (latTLE)

verview.
eocortical temporal lobe epilepsy (latTLE) arises in

he neocortex of the lateral surface of the temporal
obe of the brain. It comprises a heterogeneous group
f focal seizures characterized by language, auditory,
r somatosensory auras when they occur (Kennedy
nd Schuele, 2012). Early insults are less often encoun-
ered in latTLE. The typical semiology includes a

otionless stare and early contralateral clonic jerking,
volving into a convulsion. Neuroimaging is frequently
ormal or demonstrates lateral temporal structural
bnormalities. The electrophysiological features of
atTLE cannot reliably distinguish latTLE from mTLE,
owever, the interictal EEG may reveal mid-temporal

nterictal epileptiform discharges with an ictal pattern
hat consists of an irregular, hemispheric delta dis-
harge.

eizures: symptoms and semiology.
uras occur, as in mTLE, but reflect symptoms that

elate to the function of the lateral temporal neocortex
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

Gil-Nagel and Risinger, 1997). Auras may be character-
zed by involvement of language when the dominant
emisphere is involved (e.g. speech arrest aka apha-
ic seizures). Elemental auditory auras may suggest
he onset near Heschl’s gyrus. Somatosensory symp-
oms and psychic auras may reflect posterior or mesial
ropagation of neocortical onset to produce the

r
s
i
e
m
b
i

role of EEG in the diagnosis and classification of the epilepsies

ymptomatogenic source of the symptoms. Auras may
e followed subsequently by a motionless stare and
ontralateral clonic jerking that occurs early during the
ourse of the seizure. When this occurs, seizures fre-
uently evolve into a convulsion. Facial twitching and
rimacing may also occur early during seizures of lat-
ral temporal lobe origin. These signs are more likely
han the contralateral dystonic posturing that is seen in
atients with mTLE. Temporal lobe connections facil-

tate propagation to the mesial temporal area and, in
ddition, to the frontal neocortex and posterior cor-
ex, leading to a greater likelihood of focal seizures
volving into convulsions, in contrast to mTLE in which
onvulsions are rarely a prominent feature (O’Brien et
l., 1996).

EG section.
ackground. The background is typically normal in

atTLE or may demonstrate non-specific slowing if anti-
eizure drug toxicity or a seizure has recently occurred.

nterictal paroxysmal abnormalities.
ntermittent regional temporal slowing on scalp EEG
supplementary figure 5.08) is frequently encountered
nd accentuated by drowsiness and HV.
ocal slowing may or may not be associated with ED.
IRDA may appear in a minority of patients, how-
ver, this carries localizing potential. Surface-negative
id-temporal epileptiform discharges are the charac-

eristic feature on the interictal EEG (supplementary
gure 5.09). HV may accentuate focal slowing in latTLE.
hotic stimulation usually has no effect. Postictal slow-

ng may serve to localize the site of seizure onset in
atTLE, though seizure propagation or a “switch” from
nset to contralateral hemisphere is also possible.
o differences may be noted in the interictal EEG of
atients with latTLE and mTLE (Kennedy and Schuele,
012; Barba et al., 2007). Spikes or sharp waves with or
ithout after-going slow waves occur in a regional tem-
oral field. The maximum voltage is often expressed

n the mid-temporal electrode derivations (T7/T8 in
he 10-10 system or T3/T4 in the 10-20 system), and
his location should raise a suspicion of latTLE. Lat-
ralizing capability of the SOZ is often facilitated by
nilateral temporal epileptiform discharges on EEG.
requent temporal interictal spikes (>60 spikes/hour)
ppear to be more likely with latTLE, as opposed
o mTLE, probably because of the proximity to the
271

ecording electrodes (Kennedy and Schuele, 2012). In
ome cases, the interictal EEG may contain abnormal-
ties of greater localizing value than the ictal EEG in
xtrahippocampal epilepsy, including latTLE. Similar to
TLE, a significant number of patients manifest with

itemporal ED, especially when prolonged record-
ng is performed. N1 and N2 sleep often facilitates
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he appearance of ED and may increase their fre-
uency, while temporal slowing may become more
ronounced with longer bursts. Slow-wave sleep alters

he morphological appearance of temporal spikes.
EM is similar to wakefulness with epileptiform dis-
harges that appear less frequently; when they are
resent, they often lateralize the SOZ.

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
he characteristic ictal EEG in latTLE typically has a
lower discharge frequency than in mTLE (supplemen-
ary figure 5.10). In one intracranial surface-based EEG
tudy (Tao et al., 2005), an evolving irregular, poly-
orphic 2-5-Hz delta frequency at ictal onset was

haracteristic of latTLE.
he ictal EEG is lateralized, but less often localizing
ue to a broad hemispheric field. Morphology may
lso be suggestive of latTLE with ictal discharges that
ppear more irregular and less rhythmic. Crescendo
emi-periodic sharp waves at seizure onset appear
ore frequently than in patients with mTLE (Tao et

l., 2005). This study showed that seizures arising from
he lateral convexity and mesial temporal regions were
ifferentiated by a high incidence of repetitive epilep-

iform activity at ictal onset in the former and rhythmic
heta activity in the latter. The maximal activity was
een over the mid temporal scalp electrodes in lat-
LE. Patients with lesional latTLE may develop bilateral

ctal EEG changes more often than patients with mTLE
O’Brien et al., 1996). Ictal discharges were also likely to
ropagate more rapidly than those in mTLE and were
ore likely to spread bilaterally. Intracranial EEG may

e required if false temporal localization is suspected
n scalp EEG (Barba et al., 2007).

ecording protocols.
asic level

Attempt to partially sleep deprive or perform a
edated sleep EEG; if this is not possible, allow patients
o drowse/enter light sleep (N1/N2).

HV may accentuate focal slowing in latTLE.
Use extra electrodes (e.g. 10-10 system of electrode

lacement), if possible.
dvanced level
Recording sleep is mandatory either after partial SD

r using sedation (see basic level).
HV, as for basic level.
Use of extra electrodes is recommended (see basic
72

evel).
Repeating EEGs may increase the yield of demon-

trating an epileptiform abnormality.

ndications for prolonged EEG/video-EEG telemetry.
vernight EEG. For recovery of ED, subclinical seizures

r seizures without awareness.

n
h
t
C
m
b
S

ideo-EEG monitoring. When episodes with impaired
onsciousness and normal basic or advanced EEGs
uggest a non-epileptic aetiology, or when the clinical
istory is not compatible with epilepsy and temporal
pileptiform activity (e.g. possible normal variant) is
eported on EEG (supplementary figure 5.11).
taring episodes requiring classification for treatment
absences vs. complex partial seizures).

hen patients with latTLE are unaware of their seizures
nd the semiology is subtle (seizure quantification).

hen seizures remain resistant to antiseizure drugs,
r ongoing focal seizures with dyscognitive features

seizure characterization/pre-surgical evaluation).

ndications for invasive EEG.
(1) Non-lesional latTLE is suspected with localized

emporal electrophysiology in the dominant hemi-
phere (where language functional mapping may be
equired) or where >1 pathology is encountered (e.g.
S and cortical dysplasia).
(2) Clinical seizure onset prior to the first ictal

EG change or absent scalp ictal EEG changes
espite impaired consciousness on scalp pre-surgical
valuation.
(3) When interictal EEG demonstrates posterior tem-

oral ED, polyspikes, or multi-focal hemispheric ED,
r ictal EEG demonstrates unilateral repetitive inter-

ctal spiking at seizure onset, or bilateral attenuation
t seizure onset, or when there is bitemporal inde-
endent seizure onset, or when seizures that “switch”
ides are present on scalp EEG.

evels of EEG diagnosis (in patients with clinical
anifestations in keeping with latTLE).
) Confirmatory. Interictal ED unilaterally over one

emporal lobe in the T7/T8 (T3/T4) derivations or
symmetrically over both temporal derivations during
ight sleep (basic and advanced recording levels) and
egional temporal delta slowing in association with a
ateral temporal lesion on brain MRI.
ocal seizures with a lateralized hemispheric irregu-
ar polymorphic 2-5-Hz ictal discharge with a broad or
ilateral field of spread in the same clinical context.
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). Intermittent
symmetric bilateral mid-temporal interictal ED on
EG with equal distribution, or anterior or posterior-
emporal ED (basic and advanced recording levels). A
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

eocortical lesion on brain MRI with the appropriate
istory and semiology moves the diagnostic certainty

o level A.
) Low diagnostic certainty (possible). Repeatedly nor-
al interictal EEGs, extratemporal ED, and secondary

ilateral synchronous discharges on interictal EEG.
emiologies with frequent GTC seizures or prominent
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otor features with a lesion on brain MRI, not con-
ained within the temporal lobe.

.1.3. Familial mesial temporal lobe epilepsy
fmTLE)

verview.
he syndrome of fmTLE is more common than familial

ateral TLE. The family history is the defining char-
cteristic. Inheritance is autosomal dominant with
ncomplete penetrance (Hedera et al., 2007). A com-
lex inheritance exists in some families with a single
ene mutation being elusive (Crompton et al., 2010).
eizures begin in adolescence or early adulthood and
epresent a benign syndrome with late seizure onset,
bsence of FS, and normal mesial structures on brain
RI (Berkovic et al., 1996). Overall, fmTLE cannot be

eliably distinguished from the non-familial form on
he basis of semiology, MRI, or EEG features. Seizures
re usually subtle, infrequent, and responsive to anti-
eizure drugs, compared with other forms of mTLE
Berkovic et al., 1996). Brain MRI is usually normal
Kobayashi et al., 2003).

eizures: symptoms and semiology.
mTLE occurs with similar semiology to that of mTLE.
uras are far more common than focal seizures with

mpaired consciousness and may exist as the sole
eizure type. The symptoms associated with seizure
nset are typically subjective and non-lateralizing, and
eflect seizure onset in the mesial temporal lobe struc-
ures often with an aura of a psychic or an experiential
arning (Morita et al., 2012). Déjà-vu and jamais-vu are

he most common symptoms of seizure onset in fmTLE.
utonomic symptoms may coexist and be associated
ith fmTLE, including ictal fear and panic, reflecting

nvolvement of the mesial temporal lobe structures.
lteration in visual perception and auditory stimuli
ay also occur in fmTLE. The rising epigastric sensa-

ion that is characteristic of mTLE is uncommon as an
ctal symptom in fmTLE. Auras in fmTLE often evolve
nto focal seizures with impaired responsiveness and,
ess frequently, convulsions that occur in two thirds
f patients. Generalized seizures usually herald the
iagnosis in half of patients prior to treatment; sub-
equently, they are rarely encountered throughout
he clinical course that is punctuated primarily with
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

nfrequent focal seizures associated with impaired
onsciousness (Crompton et al., 2010).

EG section.
ackground. The background in fmTLE is usually
ormal. Abnormalities are typically composed of

i
t
c
–
p
–
e

role of EEG in the diagnosis and classification of the epilepsies

ntermittent temporal slowing that is usually mild if and
hen it occurs.

nterictal paroxysmal abnormalities.
sually, no epileptiform discharges (ED) are encoun-

ered on the EEG. Rare ED in the form of sharp-and-
low waves may be seen localized to the temporal
lectrode derivations in 22-39% of patients with a sim-

lar distribution between left and right hemispheric
nvolvement (Berkovic et al., 1996; Compton et al.,
010). When interictal ED occur in fmTLE, they are uni-
ateral, maximal in the mesiotemporal regions. Bilateral
D rarely occur.

hen EDs are seen, they are typically regional tempo-
al spikes or sharp waves, usually unilateral, and may
ccasionally be activated during sleep (supplemen-

ary figure 5.12). Co-existence with genetic generalized
pilepsy, JME, and generalized spike-and-polyspike
aves, as well as a PPR, has been reported in one
atient (Compton et al., 2010).

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
he ictal EEG is without unique features when
ompared with mTLE (see section on mTLE [5.1]). Ictal
ischarges are commonly regional temporal in onset,
lthough occasionally no scalp ictal EEG changes can
e recovered. Although the majority of patients with

mTLE have a benign clinical course including sponta-
eous remission, drug-resistant fmTLE may occur in
p to 29% of patients and prompt ictal recordings

n the context of pre-surgical evaluation (Kobayashi
t al., 2003). Ictal recordings on scalp EEG presented
s a unilateral temporal discharge in 13/19 patients in
ne study of two affected family members with fmTLE

Kobayashi et al., 2003). Recording with depth elec-
rodes, used for lateralization, has shown right mesial
ctal onset in the depth electrode and early ictal spread
o superior temporal and parietal subdural grid elec-
rodes.

ecording protocols.
asic level

Attempt to partially sleep deprive or perform a
edated EEG to achieve sleep.

Use extra electrodes (e.g. T1/T2 or FT9/FT10), if
ossible.
HV may accentuate focal slowing in cases of mTLE

nd may be useful to differentiate episodes of star-
273

ng by separating out GSWD in absence seizures from
hose with focal features in mTLE in clinically deceptive
ases.
Photic stimulation should be included to exclude the
resence of a PPR.
Repeating EEGs may increase the yield of eliciting

pileptiform discharges.
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dvanced level
s for basic level, plus:
btaining sleep is mandatory; it is important for

ecovering abnormal ED and separating them from
on-pathological temporal patterns such as wicket
aves, and for assessing the presence of subclinical

eizures or seizures without awareness.
erform continuous overnight EEG recording if possi-
le (ambulatory or video-EEG).

ndications for prolonged EEG/video-EEG telemetry.
Persistently normal/inconclusive EEGs.
Recurrent events not suggestive of epilepsy despite
family history of recurrent seizures (differential

iagnosis).
Staring episodes requiring classification for treat-
ent (absence vs. mTLE).

When patients with mTLE are unaware of
heir seizures and the semiology is subtle (for
uantification).
When patients are drug-resistant with ongoing focal

eizures associated with dyscognitive features (for
haracterization/pre-surgical evaluation).

ndications for invasive EEG.
Epilepsy surgery is being considered (rarely).
Non-lesional fmTLE is suspected with localized

emporal electrophysiology (distinguish mTLE from
on-mTLE).
Brain MRI with HS, contralateral electrophysiology

nd a family history of seizures not compatible with
utosomal dominant inheritance (to address the pos-
ibility of symptomatic mTLE and false lateralization).
When interictal EEG demonstrates posterior tempo-

al epileptiform discharges, polyspikes, or multi-focal
emispheric epileptiform discharges, or ictal EEG
emonstrates unilateral repetitive interictal spiking at
eizure onset or bilateral attenuation at seizure onset,
r in the presence of bitemporal independent seizure
nset or discharges that “switch” on scalp EEG in
atients with drug-resistant fmTLE.
When temporal plus epilepsies are suspected (e.g.

ual pathology) and patients are resistant to anti-
eizure drugs (pre-surgical assessment).

evels of EEG diagnosis.
In patients with typical of fmTLE focal seizures and
linical course and positive family history in which
74

n autosomal dominant inheritance pattern is estab-
ished.]
) Confirmatory. Anterior temporal spikes on interictal
EG; ictal recordings are unexpected (for both basic
nd advanced EEG).
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). Interictal EDs
ver the anterior temporal electrode derivations with

n
v
l
s
i
i
n

broad extratemporal field with or without associated
ocal temporal slow wave activity (for both basic and
dvanced EEG).
) Low diagnostic certainty (possible). Unilateral inter-

ctal extratemporal EDs without temporal regional
nvolvement but with a familial pattern of inheritance
onsistent with fmTLE (for both basic and advanced
EG). The interictal EEG in these cases does not sup-
ort a diagnosis of fmTLE but does not exclude it
ither. Proceed with, or repeat advanced or video-EEG
elemetry to record temporal lobe seizure onset and

ove diagnostic certainty to levels A or B. Similarly,
n absence of surface scalp ictal EEG changes during
uras should prompt advanced recording or video-EEG
elemetry.

.1.4. Autosomal dominant partial epilepsy with
uditory features

verview.
utosomal dominant partial epilepsy with auditory

eatures (ADPEAF) has also been referred to as the
ateral form of familial TLE. ADPEAF was the first non-
on channel familial localization-related epilepsy with a
ingle gene inherited by autosomal dominance linked
o the leucine-rich, glioma-inactivated 1 (LGI-1) gene
n chromosome 10 (Ottman et al., 2004). The onset is
uring teenage or early adult life, but may present ear-

ier or later (range: 4-50 years) in life. FS and other risk
actors for epilepsy are not expected. Seizures mani-
est primarily as simple auditory hallucinations, though
ther visual and olfactory symptoms may occur. Brain
RI and EEG are often normal. Like familial (mesial)

LE, seizures are usually mild and respond readily to
ntiseizure drugs.

eizures: symptoms and semiology.
DPEAF is characterized by focal seizures with sub-

ective symptoms. Auditory hallucinations are the
allmark (Michelucci et al., 2000). The typical symp-

oms include elemental sounds, such as buzzing,
licking, or ringing, which are usually referred to the
ontralateral ear, though may be bilateral. Less fre-
uently, ADPEAF may be composed mainly of brief
phasic seizures. The aphasia usually consists of a
udden onset of inability to understand language with-
ut confusion. A wide range of auras exist with other
pecial sensory symptoms that include visual halluci-
ations of colours, lights, or simple images. In addition,
ertigo, olfactory, and subjective, non-specific, non-
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ateralizing auras may also occur. Infrequently, these
ensations may progress to subtle focal seizures with
mpaired consciousness, though they typically occur
n isolation. Generalized seizures are usually rare with
octurnal predominance when they occur.
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EG section.
ackground. The background in ADPEAF is typically
ormal. When abnormalities in the background do
ccur, they are typically mild and non-specific and
omposed of intermittent temporal slowing.

nterictal paroxysmal abnormalities.
pileptiform discharges (ED) are encountered in up to
wo thirds of patients, and they are typically identi-
ed as regional mid-temporal spikes or sharp waves

Winawer et al., 2002) (supplementary figure 5.13).
lectrode derivations representing the regional lat-
ral temporal neocortex involve T7 (T3)/T8 (T4) and
he anterior and posterior electrode derivations are
ypically involved. When ED occur, they are usually uni-
ateral. Activation with HV may disclose enhancement
f intermittent temporal slowing. IPS is not expected

o activate ED. In ADPEAF, obtaining N1 and N2 sleep
s important in potentially activating interictal ED.

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
eizures are believed to originate at, or propa-
ate into, Heschl’s gyrus in the primary auditory
r the auditory association cortices. Only a few
ases have been described (Brodtkorb et al., 2002).

left hemispheric onset involving the anterior-mid
emporal or left frontotemporal region is the most
ommon ictal onset. Paroxysmal rhythmic ictal activ-
ty in the left frontotemporal region occurs during
utomatisms but generalized slowing is detected
hen IoC is demonstrable. Propagation recruits the
eocortical regions and may appear bilaterally with
osterior predominance as the focal seizures of
DPEAF intensify. Morphologically, seizure onset in
DPEAF has included low-voltage ictal fast activ-

ty, followed by delta activity and rhythmic sharp
aves when arising from the anterior-middle tem-
oral region (Di Bonaventura et al., 2009). Ictal
ischarges, initially regional temporal in onset, evolve

o become more widespread when seizures become
onvulsive.

ecording protocols.
asic level
Instruct patients to report any subjective symptoms

nd their duration that are typical of a seizure or aura
f they occur during the recording.

Enhanced recovery of interictal abnormalities may be
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

btained by applying extra electrodes over the tempo-
al regions.

Allow patients to drowse/enter light sleep (when a
outine EEG has been arranged) to facilitate recovery
f epileptiform discharges.
HV may induce focal temporal slowing. Polygraphy

s generally unnecessary in patients with ADPEAF.

5

O
T
I
m
1

role of EEG in the diagnosis and classification of the epilepsies

dvanced level
As for basic level.
If sleep is not obtained during an initial routine EEG,

hen repeat EEG with partial SD.
Sufficient periods of sleep recording maximize the

hance to recover interictal discharges or seizures.

ndications for prolonged video-EEG monitoring.
Scalp EEG is repeatedly normal and a non-epileptic

etiology is possible (differential diagnosis).
Drug-resistant focal seizures have a temporal lobe

emiology mimicking ADPEAF, necessitating a pre-
urgical evaluation.

ndications for invasive EEG monitoring.
nvasive EEG monitoring is rarely required for ADPEAF
iven that the syndrome is typically treatment-
esponsive and the brain MRI normal. Invasive EEG may
e required for a few patients that remain treatment-
esistant.

evels of EEG diagnosis (in patients with clinical
anifestations in keeping with ADPEAF).
ote: The use of interictal EEG in the diagnosis
f ADPEAF will be based upon the appropriate
ymptoms and clinical course (see overview) and sup-
orted by recovering temporal interictal epileptiform
ischarges.
) Confirmatory of ADPEAF. Appropriate clinical
ymptoms and family history/LGI-1 gene mutation with
nterictal epileptiform discharges in the frontotempo-
al regions (usually left) on scalp EEG.
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). (Both levels
f recording): clinical symptoms of auditory hallu-
inations or auras occur without EEG changes with
requent interictal epileptiform discharges in one or
oth temporal regions.
) Low diagnostic certainty (possible). A normal

nterictal EEG or focal temporal slowing with typical
uditory hallucination or aphasia. This should prompt
repeat advanced sleep-deprived recording or pur-

uit of prolonged video-EEG telemetry (see indications
bove). Unilateral or bilateral extratemporal or multi-
ocal interictal ED during routine scalp EEG, especially
hen they are frequent, should raise doubt of ADPEAF.

n these cases, proceed with advanced sleep-deprived
ecording.
275

.2. FRONTAL LOBE EPILEPSIES (FLE)

verview
he frontal lobe comprises a third of the brain.
t is anatomically subdivided into dorsolateral,

edial, and inferior orbital regions (Salanova et al.,
995). The diagnosis of FLE is largely based upon
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linical features. Various semiologies and electroclini-
al syndromes occur based upon seizure localization.
structural cause is present in a third of cases includ-

ng low grade tumours, cortical dysplasia, vascular
alformations, and trauma. However, aetiology also

ncludes genetic forms with a genetic defect isolated
o the gene CHRNA4, coding for the alpha4 subunit
f the neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, and
LE inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion. An
bnormal MRI involving the frontal lobe may be both
iagnostic and localizing in structural FLE, though
euroimaging is frequently normal. In addition, the

nterictal EEG and even ictal EEG may be unreveal-
ng. The treatment approach is appropriate for patients

ith focal seizures.

eizures: symptoms and semiology
n general, frontal lobe seizures are composed of

otor symptoms at the onset. An aura is typically a
on-specific or cephalic aura. Patients may experience
ymptoms of dizziness or an indescribable or vague
ensation before a seizure. Common symptoms that
rise from the dorsolateral frontal lobe include tonic
osturing and clonic jerking. GTCS are common in FLE.
ocal seizures may exhibit semiologies with lateralized
ead and eye version and unilateral or asymmetric
ilateral tonic extension. Contralateral dystonic pos-

uring also occurs in TLE but in FLE it occurs at seizure
nset. Consciousness may be seemingly unimpaired,
specially when seizures are brief. Loud vocalizations

ncluding swearing, yelling, and laughing may occur
ith bizarre automatisms such as biting, spitting, and
icking, especially when seizures arise from the sup-
lementary motor area. Very complex hypermotor
ehaviour without lateralizing or localizing signs may
ppear bizarre. Orbitofrontal seizure onset may mimic
LE and be difficult to separate. Frontal lobe seizures
re typically very brief and are activated by sleep
ith an absent or minimal postictal state (Jeha et al.,

007). When they are hypermotor and associated with
ocalizations or verbalization, frontal lobe seizures
re subject to misdiagnosis. They may be mistaken
or psychogenic non-epileptic attacks or paroxysmal
yperkinetic movement disorders during wakeful-
ess, and nocturnal FLE and sleep disorders during
leep (table 4). The behavioural patterns encountered
n NREM arousal parasomnias, REM behaviour dis-
rders, and nocturnal FLE may all appear similar in
emiology.
76

EG section
ackground. Normal or regionally abnormal, depend-

ng upon the presence of a structural lesion
supplementary figure 5.14).

l
t
d
8
fi
c

nterictal paroxysmal abnormalities.
he interictal EEG is often normal. Regional or uni-

ateral frontal theta or delta slowing is ipsilateral to
eizure onset, though frequently, bilateral abnormal-
ties are present. Frontal or frontopolar spikes are the
ypical interictal finding (supplementary figure 5.14),
ut in up to 40%, the EEG does not reveal epileptiform
ischarges (Bautista et al., 1998). Deep mesial frontal
ignals remote from the recoding scalp electrodes
ake recovery of ED challenging even with midline

nd closely spaced electrodes. Focal spikes and sharp
aves arising from the frontal midline typically exhibit
reatest amplitude at the vertex. SBS, focal paroxys-
al fast activity, and high-voltage rhythmic sharply

ontoured slow waves have a higher detection rate if
ntracranial subdural recordings are used (Salanova et
l., 1995). A burst of frontal or frontopolar high-voltage
harply contoured slow waves suggests orbitofrontal
pilepsy (supplementary figure 5.15).
hildren manifest with a variety of abnormalities

ncluding multifocal, bilateral synchronous and lat-
ralized discharges (supplementary figure 5.16), or
ay show normal features. An epileptogenic unilateral

ocus of the mesial or inferior frontal lobe may produce
ifrontal synchronous discharges (supplementary fig-
re 5.17). This pattern occurs in up to two thirds of
atients (see also section on SBS [2.2]).

nterictal high-frequency oscillations (HFO) have
ocalizing value in FLE with their pre-operative pres-
nce predicting a post-operative seizure-free outcome
hen seen in FLE (Wu et al., 2010).

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
atients with FLE have a non-localized ictal onset in
ore than 50% of cases (Salanova et al., 1995). Mesial

LE may be represented by generalized ED at onset
hat are maximal at the vertex. This is due to the
xtensive functional networks of the frontal lobe and

naccessibility to the recording electrodes to the deep
ulci and gyri of the frontal lobe. Myogenic artefact
uring hypermotor activity, rapid seizure propaga-

ion to the temporal regions (i.e. from orbitofrontal
r cingulate gyrus), and an absent scalp ictal EEG
hange (i.e. when seizures emanate from mesial and
rbitofrontal cortex) are limiting factors (supplemen-

ary figure 5.18). Non-localized seizures may manifest
s diffuse attenuation of the background activity and
on-localized rhythmic theta or delta at onset is due

o rapid propagation. Dorsolateral FLE is probably most
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ikely to be localized with scalp ictal EEG (supplemen-
ary figure 5.19). Focal rhythmic ictal fast activity in
orsolateral FLE has been reported to occur in up to
0% of patients (Bautista et al., 1998) (supplementary
gure 5.20). When present, it predicts a favourable out-
ome following resective surgery (Jeha et al., 2007).
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Table 4. Differential diagnosis of frontal lobe epilepsy.

Characteristics Frontal lobe epilepsy PNES REM Parasomnias NREM Parasomnias

Age at onset Any age Usually 20-40 years Children -
nightmares
elderly - RBD

Children

Family history Yes - in ADNFLE No No No

Psychiatric history May vary Frequent Not usually (but may
occur in
post-traumatic stress
disorder)

No (but frequency
may increase with
stress)

Event frequency Several / night Usually frequent Several / night Weekly or monthly

Event duration Brief (seconds) Long (min) Long (min) Long (min)

Clinical
manifestations

Stereotyped motor
pattern

Non-stereotyped
weeping, on-off, eyes
closed

Non-stereotyped,
goal-directed,
autonomic activation

Confusion,
disorientation

Stereotyped Yes No No No

MRI Often normal Normal Abnormal
degenerative
features

Normal

EEG pattern Ictal* Normal REM N3

Nocturnal Yes - Any time, Pseudo-sleep Last third of night First third of night

* l dire
f re; R
R 17).
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usually from Stage 2

Post-event recall Yes Variable

Ictal patterns may be absent and demonstrate abrupt arousa
rontal lobe epilepsy; PNES: psychogenic non-epileptic seizu
BD: REM behavioural disorder. Based on Tinuper and Bisulli (20

alse localization to the temporal lobe is not
ncommon due to rich frontotemporal connections.
hythmic epileptiform activity, rhythmic delta, and
uppression on ictal EEG have decreasing represen-
ation in FLE (Foldvary et al., 2001) (supplementary
gure 5.21).

ecording protocols
asic level
Attempt to partially sleep deprive or, when a routine

EG has been arranged, continue recording to ensure
leep has been obtained, if possible.
Use midline electrodes (Fz, CZ and PZ), if possible, to

nsure minimal coverage of midline and deep cortex.
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

Use deltoid or limb EMG, if possible, to identify sub-
le motor movements.

HV may accentuate focal slowing in cases of
tructural FLE and be useful to differentiate the char-
cteristic features of SBS and the GSWD in GGE/IGE
n clinically deceptive cases. Photic stimulation is not
xpected to elicit a PPR.

–
r
s
n
–
t
(

Yes (dream) No

ctly from sleep. Abbreviations: ADNFLE: autosomal dominant
EM: rapid eye movement; NREM: non-rapid eye movement;

dvanced level
Recording after partial SD to include sufficient peri-

ds of sleep Stage 2 is mandatory to maximize the
hance to record interictal and even subclinical ictal
ischarges or actual seizures.
Use deltoid EMG (mandatory).

Use extra electrodes placed in accordance
ith the 10-10 system (include midline sites), if
ossible.
Repeating SDEEG, particularly after a recent seizure

<24 hours), may increase the yield of demonstrating
n epileptiform abnormality.

ndications for prolonged EEG/video-EEG telemetry.
277

Employ overnight ambulatory EEG if available for
ecovery of ED during N3 and REM sleep, and record
ubclinical seizures or focal seizures without aware-
ess (supplementary figure 5.22).
When interictal EEG is repeatedly normal, or when

he diagnosis of psychogenic non-epileptic seizures
PNES) or of movement or a sleep disorder is suspected
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s part of the clinical differential diagnosis (supple-
entary figure 5.23).
Characterization of bizarre episodic behavioural

hanges when a frontal lesion is present on MRI.
Ancillary testing if documentation of the semiology

r number of seizures (quantification) is required.

ndications for invasive EEG.
During frontal lobe seizures, localized rhythmic

ctal beta, gamma, and HFO on subdural EEG may
haracterize the frontal lobe onset that is not detected
y scalp recording (Jeha et al., 2007). Intracranial (with
ubdural and depth electrodes) EEG recordings are
ften necessary to localize or lateralize frontal lobe
eizure onset when epilepsy surgery is being consid-
red (Bautista et al., 1998).
Invasive electrodes may be required for functional

rain mapping with electrocortical stimulation when
eizures arise close to eloquent cortex (e.g. motor or
anguage functional areas).

evels of EEG diagnosis (in patients with the
ppropriate clinical semiology of FLE)
ote: The use of interictal EEG in the diagnosis
f FLE has many challenges with the multiple clin-

cal subtypes and semiologies and the variety of
lectrographic presentations that range from normal
o lateralized or bilateral interictal epileptiform dis-
harges that may also include SBS. Even when a seizure
ccurs, obtaining a diagnostic EEG is extremely difficult
ue to the brief duration, lack of postictal changes, and
rominent motor activity during seizures that often
bscures the ictal EEG. The variety of findings in the

nterictal EEG from normal to lateralized, to bilateral
eatures often requires intracranial EEG if precise local-
zation is required for epilepsy surgery.
) Confirmatory. An ictal EEG demonstrating localized

rontal discharges, for instance lateralized low-voltage
ctal fast activity (>13 Hz).
nterictal epileptiform discharges unilaterally over one
r asymmetrically over both frontal regions (basic and
dvanced recording levels) associated with a frontal
obe lesion on brain MRI.
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). Intermittent
symmetric bifrontal interictal epileptiform EEG (basic
nd advanced recording levels).

brief hypermotor seizure that occurs directly out
78

f sleep and captured on video makes a strong case
or FLE with the appropriate semiology and moves the
iagnostic certainty to level A. Appropriate genetic
utations (gene mutations of nACHR, KCNT1, and
EPDC5), if accompanied by stereotyped noctur-
al focal seizures, move the diagnostic certainty to

evel A.

u
m
p
D
a
t
s

) Low diagnostic certainty (possible). Nocturnal
eizures based upon the clinical history and a nor-
al interictal EEG, with fronto-temporal epileptiform

ischarges with or without a lesion on brain MRI, not
ontained within the frontal lobe.

.3. OCCIPITAL LOBE EPILEPSIES

verview
ccipital lobe epilepsies (OLE) manifest with seizures

rising from the occipital cortex (occipital seizures)
nd include those of structural or yet unknown cause
nd Gastaut syndrome.
ccipital seizures also occur:
(1) In a subset of children with Panayiotopoulos syn-

rome;
(2) In other epilepsy syndromes of early onset (such

s the migrating focal seizures and benign familial or
on-familial neonatal-infantile seizures), in which they
re not the characteristic seizure type; and
(3) As a seizure symptom of some genetic (i.e. Lafora

isease, MELAS) or metabolic (i.e. Celiac disease) dis-
rders that can be associated with epilepsy.
inally, OS not requiring the diagnosis of epilepsy, can
ccur as acute reactive events, for instance, in pos-

erior leucoencephalopathy/eclampsia, in non-ketotic
yperglycaemia, and in hypercalcaemia.
his section deals with the OLEs of structural or
et unknown cause. The syndromes of Gastaut and
anayiotopoulos are described elsewhere.

eizures: symptoms and semiology
ote: Irrespective of aetiology, clinical ictal manifesta-

ions, indicative of occipital onset, are common in all
ypes of OLE:
nitial ictal symptoms are mainly visual hallucinations
typically contralateral to the occipital focus with fre-
uent movement across, or bilateral [Blume et al.,
991]) and sensations of eye movement or pulling,
scillopsia, and ocular pain that relate to oculo-
otor semiology (oculoclonic movements, blinking,

nd nystagmus). Elementary visual hallucinations are
haracteristic (Panayiotopoulos, 1999) and indicate
nvolvement of the primary visual cortex, while formed
allucinations and illusions reflect involvement of the
isual association areas. Conscious eye deviation to the
ide of the visual field that contains the visual halluci-
ations is one of the most typical motor phenomena,
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

sually with ipsilateral deviation of the head; of note, it
ay be ipsilateral to the occipital focus in a minority of

atients (Williamson et al. 1992; Salanova et al., 1992).
eficient visual symptoms, such as scotomata, hemi-

nopsias or transient amaurosis may follow, invading
he visual fields transiently and swiftly in contrast to the
low spread of the scintillating scotomas of migraine.
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Table 5. EEG findings in possibly genetic and structural OLE.

Occipital epilepsy
of Gastaut

Panayiotopoulos
syndrome with
occipital spikes

Structural OLE

Topography Occipital Occipital Occipital “plus” in 46-70%
(Salanova et al., 1992; Ibrahim
et al., 2012)

Electronegativity over
O1, O2

By default By default As low as 18% (Salanova et al.,
1992)

Laterality of occipital
spikes/paroxysms

Bilateral up to 60% Unilateral or bilateral Usually unilateral, overlying
the lesion

Regional slowing No No As a rule

Topography of
extra-occipital focal
spikes (when present)

Mostly centrotemporal
(up to 24%), less often
temporal or frontal

Typically multifocal Typically temporal, unilateral
or bilateral (Blume et al., 1991)

Generalized spike-wave In up to 1/3 Up to 25% Exceptional

Occipital ictal onset
(scalp EEG)

Typical occipital Occipital, but also
multifocal

In about 20%; mostly, onset
occurs over the wider
posterior quadrant or the
temporal lobe

Responsiveness to eye Typically block in up to Typically block when
occi
pres

May attenuate in some cases,

Exce
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opening and fixation-off
sensitivity (FOS)

90%; FOS is common

Photosensitivity In 11-15%

ome patients with definite OLE may never report
isual symptoms at seizure onset (Blume et al 1991).
apid or slow propagation below the sylvian fissure

o the mesial and lateral temporal areas may produce
he typical ictal symptoms of TLE that include experi-
ntial phenomena, epigastric sensation, automatisms,
educed responsiveness, vomiting, headaches, and
ther autonomic symptoms. Occasionally, patients
ith confirmed OLE have loss of consciousness at

eizure onset, consistently without warning (com-
lex partial seizures only), mimicking TLE (Blume et
l., 1991). Suprasylvian propagation to frontal (motor
nd supplementary motor) areas is typically swift,
eading to contralateral jerking/numbness or asym-

etric tonic posturing. Secondary generalization can
ccur.
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ostictal symptoms include blindness and migrainous
eadaches with the former specifically associated with
ccipital involvement.
ccipital seizures are typically brief, but simple visual

tatus epilepticus and status epilepticus amauroticus
ave been reported.

d
B
i
(
l
t

pital paroxysms are
ent; FOS is common

but FOS is exceptional (Gobbi,
2005; Koutroumanidis et al.,
2009; Ferlazzo et al., 2010)

ptional Exceptional

EG section
ote: Interictal occipital spikes are the cornerstone
f EEG diagnosis and occur in all syndromes of OLE.
owever, there are significant differences between

tructural and presumed genetic occipital epilepsies
hat mainly concern consistency of appearance, topog-
aphy, dependence on the condition of the eyes (open
r closed), and patterns of extra-occipital discharges
hen these occur. Of note, occipital spikes may also
ccur in children without epilepsy. Table 5 shows the
rincipal EEG differences between the two major types
f possible genetic (idiopathic) types of OLE and the
tructural occipital or posterior cortex epilepsy. The
EG findings of structural OLE, derived mainly from
he literature on surgery series, are detailed here, while
hose of Gastaut and Panayiotopoulos syndromes are
279

etailed in the relevant sections.
ackground. Normal or regionally abnormal depend-

ng on the type and extent of the underlying pathology
supplementary figures 5.24 and 5.25). Interictal uni-
ateral posterior slowing with or without distortion of
he regional physiological background rhythms (alpha,
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ambda, POSTS, and photic driving) is, as in TLE,
ommonly associated with ED.

nterictal paroxysms during wakefulness and sleep.
n general, the localization of interictal epileptiform
ctivity is inferior to that in mesial and lateral TLE.
etween 20 and 50% of patients with OLE may show no
osterior spikes (Salanova et al., 1992), whereas in the
emainder, posterior spike topography may be more
xtensive, propagating to neighbouring lobes, or bilat-
ral (Ibrahim et al., 2012) (supplementary figure 5.26).
roper occipital (electronegative over O1/O2) spikes
supplementary figures 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26) are rather
nusual (Salanova et al, 1992). Unilateral or bilateral
nterior to mid-temporal spikes have been described
n all surgical series, reaching 58% (Blume et al., 2005).
uch temporal lobe topography reflects interictal
ropagation rather than independent epileptogenic-

ty, and can be misleading in the absence of occipital
pikes in up to 20-25% of patients with OLE (Salanova
t al., 1992).
V does not seem to have an effect on posterior abnor-
alities, at least in the major surgical series, but sleep

oes activate posterior spikes (supplementary figures
.24, 5.26-5.28).

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
ctal discharges are commonly more widespread,
nvolving also parietal and posterior temporal elec-
rodes, and are therefore helpful in localizing the
egion of seizure origin in the wider “posterior cor-
ex” rather than in the occipital lobes (Blume et al.,
991; Salanova et al., 1992). Seizures with visual symp-
oms only (simple partial) may not be associated with
lear EEG changes.

ecording protocols
asic level
ttempt to include sleep by letting the patient drowse
ven when a sleep recording has not been sched-
led (see advanced level). Include HV and photic
timulation.
dvanced level
aking and sleep EEG after partial SD with HV and

hotic stimulation. Sleep Stages 1 and 2 are important
o activate ED, particularly when routine EEGs during
akefulness are normal (supplementary figure 5.29).
ccurrence of occipital or posterior ED only or pre-
80

ominantly when the eyes are closed should prompt
ssessment for FOS (see section 4.3).

evels of EEG diagnosis (based on clinical
uspicion of OLE)
) Confirmatory of diagnosis. For both recording lev-
ls: ictal recording with appropriate clinical symptoms

e
m
a
a
n
w
s

nd EEG discharge with onset over the posterior cor-
ex; typical interictal spikes.
) High diagnostic certainty (probable). For both
ecording levels: no occipital seizure recorded, but
ypical interictal ED over the posterior cortex, with or
ithout extra-occipital (temporal or frontal) spikes.
) Low diagnostic certainty (possible). For both record-

ng levels: unilateral interictal temporal, bi-temporal
r other extra-occipital ED without ED over the pos-

erior cortex. Per se, such findings do not support
clinical diagnosis of occipital or posterior cortex

pilepsy, but they do not rule it out either, particu-
arly when suggestive clinical symptoms are present.
mploy advanced level EEG or telemetry to record
osterior cortex seizures or ED and move diagnostic
ertainty up to either level A or B.
ote 1: A normal interictal basic or advanced EEG does
ot rule out OLE in the presence of convincing clinical
ymptoms. Proceed with, or repeat advanced SDEEG
supplementary figure 5.29), or telemetry.
ote 2: No EEG changes during a typical visual seizure
ithout IoC should also prompt recording level 2 or

elemetry.
ote 3: In patients with focal seizures and IoC from
nset (without visual or other initial symptoms sugges-

ive of posterior cortex onset), recording of posterior
D with or without associated temporal or other extra-
ccipital ED should raise the possibility of posterior
ortex epilepsy.

ndications for video telemetry.
(1) Repeatedly normal or with only extra-occipital ED

EGs in clinically suggested OLE/occipital seizures.
(2) Normal EEG during visual symptoms suggestive

f OLE.

. PROGRESSIVE MYOCLONUS
PILEPSIES (PMEs)

ME occur in the context of rare genetic neurode-
enerative disorders, most of which are inherited as
utosomal recessive traits. They are generally char-
cterized by: (1) action, but also resting, myoclonus;
2) generalized tonic-clonic or clonic-tonic-clonic
eizures, but also clonic and focal seizures; and (3) pro-
ressive mental and motor deterioration, which mainly
onsists of cerebellar/extrapyramidal symptoms and
igns (Marseille Consensus Group, 1990; Franceschetti
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

t al., 2014). This section includes the comparatively
ore frequent Unverricht-Lundborg disease (ULD)

nd the Lafora disease (LD), in which epileptic seizures
re a core characteristic of the genetic disorder. Prog-
osis depends on the specific disease; LD is always fatal
hile ULD has a much slower progression. Diagno-

is is important for genetic counselling, psychosocial
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upport, and rehabilitation, but can be challenging
articularly during the initial stages when PME may
imic JME. Gene testing, when positive, confirms the

pecific disease. Genetic diagnostics are guided by a
onstellation of indicators that include age at onset,
linical symptoms including the order of their appear-
nce and course, ethnic and geographical background,
nd pattern of inheritance (when not sporadic). Spe-
ific investigations, such as enzyme measurements
nd skin/muscle biopsy, may also be helpful. Poly-
raphic EEG recordings during the clinical course can
rovide significant diagnostic information.

.1 Unverricht-Lundborg disease (ULD)

verview
LD (formerly called “Mediterranean” or “Baltic”
yoclonus) is an autosomal recessive disease that

as the highest incidence amongst PME (Marseille
onsensus Group, 1990). Dodecameric expansions of

he cystatin B gene, which is located on the 21q21.3
omain (EPM1), is the most classic genetic defect of
LD. The age at onset ranges between 6 and 18 years
ith a peak between 9 and 13 years of age. The cardinal

nd most disabling symptom is AM, which is, in the vast
ajority of cases, associated with epileptic seizures.

ubtle segmental, arrhythmic, and asynchronous AM,
ore evident in the morning after awakening, is

sually the presenting symptom. AM insidiously pro-
resses impairing daily activities, including eating and
rinking. Spontaneous (resting) myoclonus is rare.
yoclonus can also occur in response to stimuli such

s noise, mental tasks, and stress. Nocturnal gen-
ralized clonic (GC) or clonic-tonic-clonic (GCTC)
eizures are usually associated with AM, and a num-
er of patients are photosensitive. As a rule, cognition
emains grossly intact or becomes mildly affected
ither before the onset of motor symptoms or during
he course of the disease; in general, it is much less
mpaired than motor function, but reactive depression

ay be severe. Although action myoclonus and ataxia
rogressively get worse, epileptic seizures remain gen-
rally well controlled. Treatment of choice includes
PA, LEV and CLZ (Genton et al., 2012; Kälviäinen et
l., 2008). In a number of patients, high-dose piracetam
6-24 grams a day) may be very useful to control AM.

eizures: symptoms and semiology
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

yoclonic seizures. Action myoclonus (AM), mainly
nvolving distal parts of the limbs and sometimes the
ace, is induced or exacerbated by active movements
r intention of movement, and when maintaining a
osture. AM may develop into a sequence of clonic
eizures or status myoclonicus, or into a GTCS (clonic-
onic-clonic sequence). Myoclonus can also occur in

M
w
a
s
n
E
S

role of EEG in the diagnosis and classification of the epilepsies

esponse to stimuli such as light, touch, noise, and
ncreases with stress, while it tends to be less severe
r even absent at rest or during sleep.
hile resting, action and other reflex myoclonus are

ypically intermittent-erratic and multifocal, myoclonic
ctivity may sometimes appear rhythmical like a
remor. The condition is called “cortical tremor”
ecause it can be associated with high-frequency cor-

ical potentials (Rubboli et al., 2011). Cortical tremor
an be seen early during the course of the disease.
eneralized clonic (GC) or clonic-tonic-clonic (GCTC)

eizures. GTCS may or may not be preceded by
yoclonus and typically occur after awakening or

uring sleep. Often, clusters of MS and GCTC may
lternate with periods of lesser seizure activity.
bsences and focal seizures are not part of the disease.

EG section
ackground. Normal background activity is always
resent in the early stages and it may remain strictly
ormal for years. In some patients, moderate diffuse
lowing may occur with time, but background never
ecomes disorganized, which is characteristic in LD.

nterictal paroxysmal abnormalities.
uring wakefulness
rief epileptic paroxysms of fast spikes or polyspikes
ay occur, associated or not with spontaneous

solated myoclonic jerks on EMG polygraphy (supple-
entary figures 6.01 and 6.02).
uring sleep
hysiological sleep patterns are maintained unaffected

n most patients. ED are not particularly activated in
low sleep, but in REM, fast spikes and polyspikes occur
ver the vertex in a number of patients (Genton et al.,
012), which constitutes a clue for positive diagnosis
supplementary figure 6.03).

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
yoclonus. At rest, the EMG expression of myoclonus

s a burst of myoclonic potentials of brief (100±50 ms)
uration, typically occurring synchronously in agonist
nd antagonist muscles. The EMG correlate of a single
ction myoclonus is a potential of short duration (20 to
0 msec), which appears synchronously in agonist and
ntagonist muscles. It is usually followed by an EMG-
ilent period lasting 40 to 200 msec (post-myoclonic
nhibition; supplementary figure 6.04).
281

ost myoclonic jerks in ULD are not associated
ith obvious time-locked spikes or other paroxysmal

ctivity on the EEG. Spontaneous and action-induced
egmental myoclonic jerks that comprise the promi-
ent symptoms are typically unrelated to obvious
EG epileptic paroxysms (supplementary figure 6.01).
ometimes, the individual cortical EEG paroxysm that
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rives the myoclonus may be difficult to notice with-
ut guidance from concurrent EMG polygraphy, or

s not detectable on visual inspection at all. In rare
nstances, massive myoclonic jerks are associated with
ast generalized spike waves or polyspike waves on the
EG. Therefore, myoclonic jerks can only be studied
y concurrent EEG/EMG-polygraphy, the importance
f which cannot be overemphasized (Avanzini et al.,
016).

ecording protocols
asic level
In untreated children or adolescents with a suspicion
f ULD (suggestive symptoms, or ethnic/geographical
ackground and positive family history), an attempt

o provoke and record AM with video-EEG and EMG
olygraphy using bilateral deltoid/distal electrodes is
trongly recommended. If channel availability is lim-
ted, EMG recording of the clinically relevant muscles
those which twitch) is advisable. If video is not avail-
ble, close observation and accurate annotations by
he EEG technologist are important.

Activation methods include:
HV and IPS to show EEG and possible clinical photo-

ensitivity.
Ask the patient to perform volitional movements;

ttempt to trigger segmental myoclonus with passive
ovements of the limbs, touching, and noises. As MS

re activated by awakening, it is advisable to encour-
ge a brief nap even when a routine EEG has been
cheduled.
dvanced level
It is mandatory that video-EEG includes sleep, and

MG polygraphy from proximal (deltoid) and distal,
linically relevant muscles, agonists and antagonists,
nd on both sides. Activation of AM is easier on awak-
ning and should be performed, as for the basic level.
EG and clinical photosensitivity are also easier to elicit
fter awakening.

Advanced level neurophysiological diagnostics
hould include somatosensory evoked potentials
SSEPs). In PME patients, early SSEP components
re typically enlarged (giant potentials), with major
mphasis of the P25-N33 waves, which are thought to
e related to the occurrence of reflex myoclonus.

evels of EEG diagnosis
ote: Diagnosis of ULD can only be confirmed by
82

enetic testing. Clinical and neurophysiological evi-
ence has a complementary diagnostic role and guides
enetic tests. Technically, therefore, the highest dia-
nostic certainty in this section is “probable ULD” and
ot “confirmatory of ULD”.
ull assessment of the EEG, video-EEG/EMG polygra-
hy, and SSEPs (with evaluation of changes over time)

a
a
a
w
m
e
m

s important to differentiate ULD from JME at a rela-
ively early stage; erroneous diagnosis of the latter may
e suspected when patients appear resistant to treat-
ent with appropriate AEDs, EEG/EMG polygraphy

emonstrates segmental multifocal action myoclonus,
r when spike-wave discharges become less frequent
r abate during sleep.
europhysiological studies may also help distinguish
LD from other adolescent-onset PME, such as Lafora
isease, in which EEG changes are much more florid

see below).
igh diagnostic certainty (probable ULD) (based on

linical suspicion of PME in untreated children)
ecording of typical action myoclonus with EMG
olygraphy, and of the typical interictal spike-wave
ischarges and EEG photosensitivity; a mildly slow
ackground may not be possible to appreciate early.

n such cases, there is no need to perform diagnostic
dvanced sleep-deprived recordings.

ndications for performing or repeating
leep-deprived advanced EEG or prolonged video
ecording.
ailure to record action myoclonus in patients with sus-
ected ULD. The degree of diagnostic certainty relies
ignificantly on the longitudinal evaluation of the neu-
ophysiological evidence.
lso, in patients with an initial working diagnosis of

ME, who have, however, shown poor response to
ppropriate AED treatment (see also section on JME
3.3]).

.2 Lafora disease (LD)

verview
D is a devastating autosomal recessive disease,
aused by mutations in one of two known genes:
PM2A and EPM2B (NHLRC1). A third gene (PRDM8)
ay cause an early onset form of the disease. EPM2A

ncodes the protein laforin, while EPM2B encodes the
rotein malin. All three discovered genes are present
n chromosome 6p23-27 in humans. Age at onset is
imilar to that of ULD (6-19 years), but in contrast to
he latter, LD is associated with medication-refractory
eneralized clonic (GC), clonic-tonic-clonic (GCTC)
nd visual seizures, rapidly progressive dementia, and
isual loss. Cognitive impairment progresses over
onths or years into an irreversible dementia. Resting
Epileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

nd action myoclonus are severe, rapidly progressive,
nd typically resistant to anti-myoclonus treatment,
nd patients inevitably become bedridden and die
ithin a decade from symptom onset. Nevertheless,
ild forms of LD have also been described (Ferlazzo

t al., 2014). As in ULD, the initial EEG presentation
ay be similar to that in JME, but becomes rapidly
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haracteristic with diffuse slowing of background
hythms, distortion of sleep patterns, and increase
f generalized spike/polyspike-wave discharges that
arallels the progressive worsening of myoclonus.
hotosensitivity and multifocal, mainly posterior, ED
ypically occur. Therefore, the diagnostic yield pro-
ided by the EEG is timely and important, and in some
linically typical cases it can suggest the diagnosis with
high degree of certainty. However, in view of the

nvariably dismal outcome, the diagnosis of LD needs
o be secured with axillar skin biopsy, in search of
AS+ Lafora bodies in eccrine sweat gland ducts (sup-
lementary figure 6.05), and genetic tests (EPM2A and
PM2B mutations).

eizures: symptoms and semiology
S. At first, MS are usually misdiagnosed as JME symp-

oms. Severe, intractable resting and AM then rapidly
rogress. Positive myoclonus is frequently associated
ith negative myoclonus. The latter is a brief involun-

ary jerky movement that is compensatory to a sudden
ostural lapse (due to a brief interruption of muscle

one). Negative myoclonus is associated with a sudden
rief (100 to 500 msec) loss of the ongoing EMG signal

rom a muscle, which is tonically contracted at the time
o maintain an antigravity posture, without antecedent

yoclonus (supplementary figure 6.06).
eneralized clonic (GC) or clonic-tonic-clonic

GCTC) seizures. GC seizures are associated with
SWD/GPSWD at fast frequency. GCTC seizures are

requently the initial clinical manifestation of LD
ogether with visual seizures (see below); they soon
ecome resistant to anti-seizure treatment.
isual seizures. These occur in half of the patients and
re manifested with simple and complex hallucima-
ions or scotomas. Their existence in the appropriate
linical context are highly suggestive of LD (Roger et
l., 1983).

EG section
ackground. Normal in the early stages; in contrast

o ULD, the EEG becomes rapidly diffusely slow and
isorganised, sometimes within a few months (supple-
entary figure 6.06).

nterictal paroxysmal abnormalities.
uring wakefulness
pileptic Disord, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2017

ilateral frontal-central, incompletely generalized and
eneralized spike and polyspike-wave discharges, iso-

ated and singular or brief in the early stages of the
isease course, become progressively longer and tend

o cluster, and eventually become almost continuous
supplementary figure 6.07).

a
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ocal/multifocal SWD occur, including the occipital
reas (supplementary figure 6.08; left panel).
uring sleep

n contrast to ULD, physiological sleep patterns
ecome distorted early during the course of the dis-
ase and eventually disappear. In contrast to GGE/IGE,
aroxysmal discharges including generalized spike-
ave or polyspikes wave do not appear to increase

n sleep. Diffuse multiple fast spikes show variable
mplitude and topography and can be intermixed with
ast activity, while posterior spikes persist during slow
leep and can appear enhanced during REM sleep.

EG paroxysms that accompany ictal events.
S. As in ULD (supplementary figure 6.06).

isual seizures. In the few documented occipital
eizures, onset with rhythmic spikes over the occipital
reas has been described (Tinuper et al., 1983).
ecording protocols are the same as in ULD for both

he basic and the advanced level.

evels of EEG diagnosis
ote: The diagnostic role of the EEG in LD is the same

s in ULD (see above). The early background deteriora-
ion and the posterior spikes in combination with the
arly cognitive changes and possible visual seizures
rovide strong corroborative evidence for LD.
igh diagnostic certainty (probable LD) (based on clin-

cal suspicion of PME in untreated children)
ecording of the typical action myoclonus with
MG polygraphy, and of the typical interictal spike-
ave discharges, including posterior spikes and

EG photosensitivity; early slowing/disorganization
f background rhythms. In such cases, there is no
eed to perform diagnostic advanced sleep-deprived
ecordings.

ndications for performing or repeating
leep-deprived advanced EEG or prolonged video
ecording.
ailure to record action myoclonus; preserved back-
round rhythms at initial EEG. As in ULD, the degree
f diagnostic certainty relies on the longitudinal eval-
ation of the neurophysiological evidence.
lso, in patients with an initial working diagnosis of

ME, who have, however, shown poor response to
ppropriate AED treatment (see chapter on JME).
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The role of EEG in the diagnosis and classification of the epilepsies
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Figure 2.05. SBS: Almost continuous pseudo-rhythmic theta and delta activity with intermixed sharp waves
over the right anterior temporal inferior frontal area, leading to a high voltage, apparently generalized
polyspikes-and-wave discharge (temporal constraint). Note the different morphology of the “triggering” focal
ED compared to that of the SBS-GSWD.
Figure 2.06. SBS in a child with atypical absences and generalized convulsions: continuous sharp theta-fast
delta activity over the right frontal area (arrows), leading to a high-voltage, apparently generalized 2.5-Hz
spike-and-wave discharge (temporal constraint). As in figure 2.04, the morphology of the “triggering” focal ED
is different to that of the SBS-GSWD.
Figure 2.07. A 22-year-old woman referred for “absences” that last for 1-2 mins, followed by some confusion
and generalized convulsions. (A) Left temporal spikes during wakefulness; (B) left temporal sharp and slow
waves during Stage 2 sleep, giving way to apparently generalized polyspike-wave discharges that cause epileptic
arousal. The MRI scan showed left temporal cortical dysplasia involving the mesial neocortex and the temporal
pole.
Figure 2.08. Long, 23-second GSWD of bilateral and synchronous onset, associated with motionless staring
during a positron emission tomography (PET) scan. There are no “triggering” focal ED leading to the GSWD
(the criteria of spatial and temporal constraints), but SBS can be assumed from the faster activities over the left
temporal-parietal areas compared to the right in the first four seconds of the GSWD. The PET scan revealed
left frontal hypometabolism (from Barrington et al., [1998]).
Figure 3.01. Focal spike-wave discharge over the right frontal area without associated regional back-
ground disturbance (left trace) and right frontal onset of a 3-Hz GSWD of a typical absence (right
trace) in a girl with CAE (video-EEG; 1998). Such topographic correlation does not meet the diagnostic
EEG criteria of SBS; the locations of both the focal spike-wave and the onset of GSWD switched sides
during the recording (see spatial constraint for SBS), while their morphology is similar to that of the
“bi-synchronous paroxysm”, the GSWD of the typical absence and the lead-in is short (see temporal con-
straint for SBS). The clinical picture was typical for CAE without features to suspect SBS. TA remitted
at the age of 11 years and she has remained completely seizure-free and off antiepileptic treatment to
date.
Figure 3.02. Complex TA during hyperventilation with breath counting in a girl with CAE (video-EEG): she stops
over breathing and counting in the second of the GSWD (grey vertical arrow) and then engages in perioral
automatisms until the end. The absence appears to end by hand clapping (white arrow). Note the bilateral
OIRDA that becomes “spiky” before the onset of the GSWD (black arrow).
Figure 3.03. Focal spike-wave discharges during Stage 2 of sleep: (A) bi-frontal with the right side leading
and skipping the mid-frontal position (Fz); (B) bi-occipital; (C) bilateral synchronous discharge, followed by a
run of spike-wave complexes over the left frontal area and (D) bi-occipital (as in [B]), this time “triggering” a
generalized polyspike-wave discharge.
Figure 3.04. Complex TA in a child with CAE (de novo bilateral hand automatisms on video-EEG). Note the
asymmetric (in terms of voltage) onset of the GSWD with a prominent polyspike component within the first
500 ms over the right frontal areas. Note also the bilateral activation of the temporalis muscle, indicated by
muscle artefact over the temporal areas.
Figure 3.05. Same girl as in figure 3.04 following hyperventilation. She stopped ongoing motor activities (moving
her hands) at onset and stares. She then swallows (vertical arrow) and presents hand automatisms during the
last third of the absence. Note the bilateral frontal onset (more pronounced over the left frontal on this
occasion) and the late occurrence of the manual automatisms.
Figure 3.06. Hyperventilation with breath counting in a boy with CAE (video-EEG): he swallows shortly
after onset (vertical grey arrow) and 4 seconds later whistles for about 5 seconds; a rare de novo automa-
tism (horizontal grey arrow). Note the temporary discontinuation of the GSWD, caused by noises made
by the EEG technologist (white arrow). The GSWD resumed for a while until its spontaneous termination.
Also, note a focal spike-wave discharge over the left frontal area 2 seconds before the absence started
(black arrow).
Figure 3.07. Spontaneous TA with lateralized de novo automatisms 6 seconds from onset (grey arrow).
The black arrow indicates the exact time of the video screen shot. Note the fast frequency and
asymmetry of the GSWD during the initial 2 seconds (opening phase) before it becomes regular at
3-4 Hz.
Figure 3.08. Video-EEG of a 50-year-old woman with JAE and persisting absences (but not GTCS). Note the
polyspike component in both discharges, which are subclinical.
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Figure 3.09. Full EEG montage polysomnography of the same patient as in figure 3.08. Note the single
spike/polyspike-wave discharges during Stage 3 (timing shown by the red arrow in the hypnogram), which
do not appear to cause any EEG or autonomic arousal. The top two channels record eye movements; montage:
longitudinal bipolar (double banana); 20 sec per page.
Figure 3.10. Full montage polysomnography of a 45-year-old woman with JAE and persisting absences and
GTCS despite treatment with VPA and LTG. GSWD and bursts of polyspike-wave occurred during all periods
of REM sleep (red arrows in top right panels in both [A] and [B] showing different REM phases). Montage:
double banana; (A) 60 seconds per page; (B) 30 sec per page. The top two channels record eye movements;
other channels have been omitted.
Figure 3.11. Typical absence during hyperventilation with breath counting in a 46-year-old man with JAE; he
started having absences at the age of 11 years and GTCS in his early teens. He seems to maintain a minimum
level of awareness during the absence as he restarted hyperventilation after being prompted by the EEG
technologist (with some delay), and at the end of the seizure he appears to recall the last number he had
pronounced when the absence occurred.
Figure 3.12. Light sleep of the patient in figure 3.11. Note on the left part of the trace the brevity of the
regular GSWD that have slowed down in frequency compared to the absences while awake (figure 3.11), the
emergence of polyspikes, and the “degradation” into solitary brief bursts of GSWD in the right half of the
trace.
Figure 3.13. Long absence in an untreated 18-year-old woman with JAE. The patient remained completely
unresponsive throughout the seizure that lasted 25 seconds (grey arrow). She had five long absences during
this video recording, with the longest lasting 45 seconds (black arrow).
Figure 3.14. Video-EEG of the patient in figures 3.13, showing a variety of de novo motor automatisms.
Figure 3.15. Transition from an absence seizure to generalized tonic-clonic seizure (modified from
Panayiotopoulos [2000]).
Figure 3.16. This brief diffuse burst of polyspikes-fast rhythm activity that precedes an otherwise regular 3-Hz
GSWD is amongst the atypical JAE EEG features (see text).
Figure 3.17. Massive MS associated with generalized polyspike-wave discharge in a 22-year-old patient with
drug-naïve JME. Note the abduction of both arms and legs and their flexion at the elbows, hips, and knees, as
well as the slight extension of the neck. The patient hiccups loudly and his eyes open appearing blank for a
split second.
Figure 3.18. Onset of a generalized clonic-tonic-clonic seizure in the patient presented in figure 3.17 (same
recording). A cluster of three massive MS precedes the onset of the tonic phase of the convulsion.
Figure 3.19. Phantom absence in a 32-year-old woman with JME: a 3.5-second GSWD is associated with hesi-
tation in sequential breath counting; the patient still continues with the correct number but slightly later (at
the time marked with the red arrow compared to that marked with the grey arrow). In all probability, she
would have recalled a number or a word given by the EEG technologist during the GSWD (as she did on other
occasions in that recording).
Figure 3.20. Video-EEG of a 28-year-old woman with resistant JME. (A) Fast GSWD pattern at 4-5 Hz. The
arrow marks the time when a number was given by the EEG technologist, which the patient was perfectly
able to recall. (B) Polyspike-and-wave discharge on eye closure a few seconds later (A). Note the slight
right frontal predominance. (C) Generalized polyspike-wave during light slow sleep, again with right frontal
emphasis.
Figure 3.21. SD video-EEG of a 26-year-old woman with JME; she had visual seizures at the age of 3.5 years,
which stopped a few years later. She then suffered a GTCS on awakening at 11 years of age, and continued
with early morning MS and brief absences soon thereafter. (A) Brief GSWD in early drowsiness, showing right
posterior “onset”. (B) Focal right occipital and left frontal spikes. (C) GSWD during light slow sleep, this time
with left frontal “onset”. (D) Right frontal spike-wave discharges during light slow sleep.
Figure 3.22. (A) Classic 3-Hz GSWD during wakefulness in a 34-year-old woman with JME. Note the right frontal
emphasis of the GSWD at onset. (B) Focal right frontal spike-wave in the same patient. (C) GSWD during Stage
2 of sleep in the same patient. Note the left frontal emphasis of the discharge on this occasion. (D) Focal,
non-localizing spikes in a 37-year-old man with JME.
Figure 3.23. SD video-EEG of a 50-year-old woman with JME. (A) GSWD during wakefulness showing typical JME
fragmentations; the GSWD on the right side of (A) is independent, separated from the fragmented GSWD by
clear normal background rhythms. (B) Fast brief GSWD during early drowsiness. (C) Brief spike and polyspike-
wave discharges during Stage 2 sleep (same patient).
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Figure 3.24. Generalized polyspike-wave discharge in a 27-year-old man with JME, which occurs following a
spontaneous arousal. Note the fast rhythms and the bursts of EMG activity that immediately precede and
follow the epileptic discharge.
Figure 3.25. Full EEG montage video polysomnography of the patient presented in figure 3.22D. Note the
occurrence of GSWD during REM (shown by the white arrow in the hypnogram).
Figure 3.26. Full EEG montage video polysomnography of a 19-year-old man with JME. Repetitive GSWD during
“sleep” (A) evolving into myoclonic status (B); note the spontaneous high-voltage delta arousal from Stage 3
of sleep (blue arrow), followed by the appearance of fast rhythms (green arrow) that precedes the first GSWD.
Therefore, despite the apparent occurrence of the MS out of sleep (as a bed-partner would indicate), MS
actually occurred post arousal. Also, note that despite their rhythmicity, GSWD are not at 3 Hz but consist of
discrete discharges with clear biological activity between them.
Figure 3.27. Video-EEG after partial sleep deprivation in a 36-year-old woman with GTCS-a. (A) Light sleep; (B,
C) hyperventilation (HV) with breath counting. During HV, GSWD were activated and became longer (2 sec in
[B] and 2.5 sec in [C]) but were not associated with any hesitation or mistake in breath counting (see also box
2). This patient previously had a normal routine EEG during wakefulness, including HV.
Figure 3.28. Video-EEG after partial sleep deprivation in a 41-year-old man with GTCS-a. (A) Brief GSWD during
wakefulness; (B) incompletely generalized GSWD during light sleep. Note the right frontal emphasis; (C) focal
non-localizing spike-wave discharge over the right superior frontal (F4) electrode; (D) focal non-localizing
spike-wave discharge, this time over the left superior frontal electrode (F3) during light sleep. The term “non-
localizing” expresses the topographic versatility of the GSWD to “fragment” into focal spike-wave discharges
in GGE/IGE (see also introduction on GGE/IGE and SBS).
Figure 3.29. Generalized polyspikes-and-wave discharge during tonic REM sleep in a 45-year-old man with
valproate-resistant GTCS-a. Note the absence of rapid eye movements from the top two channels in the left
half of the trace and the appearance of phasic REM in the right half of the trace.
Figure 3.30. Breath counting during HV on awakening in a 35-year-old woman with GTCS-a. Sleep had been
achieved after partial sleep deprivation the night before this video-EEG. Sequential counting (arrows) showed
no mistakes or hesitations.
Figure 3.31. SD video-EEG of a 31-year-old man with six GTCS since the age of 19 years and two episodes of
absence status within a week that both ended in GTCS at the age of 26 when he came under our care. He had
no history of absences or myoclonic seizures. In this first SDEEG, he had a number of phantom absences after
awakening, which manifested with hesitations and mistakes in serial breath counting. In this example, note the
brief duration of the GSWD which occurred within the first few seconds of HV, and resulted in clear hesitation
(“10” would be expected around the time point indicated by the green arrow). Follow-up EEGs showed the
occasional GSWD but no phantom absences. On valproate acid 300 mg bd, he has remained without any
seizures during the six years of follow-up.
Figure 3.32. SDEEG of a 35-year-old man with a single episode of absence status (AS) that ended in GTCS
at age 26 and a second GTCS a month later. HV after awakening with breath counting activated a number
of brief GSWD that were associated with cessation of breathing but no errors in counting. He had no past
history of previous absences, myoclonic seizures or prolonged dyscognitive episodes. On valproate acid,
he has remained free of GTCS and episodes of AS for nine years, although follow-up EEGs have shown
ongoing GSWD and a few PA, but never overt absences. He also reported no absences during these nine
years.
Figure 3.33. Video-EEG of a 64-year-old woman with about 35 GTCS since the age of 30. This patient is in AS with
moderate clouding of consciousness and is fully ambulatory. The AS was successfully treated with valproate
acid and a follow-up video-EEG showed PA. The patient had been treated with carbamazepine for a number
of years; she became seizure-free when carbamazepine was replaced by valproate acid.
Figure 3.34. Activation of brief GSWD by HV in E-PA. The patient (same as in figure 3.32) counts his breaths.
The discharge on the left is subclinical while that on the right corresponds to a phantom absence.
Figure 3.35. (A) Long GSWD in early drowsiness in a 30-year-old woman with three GTCS, the first at age 18.
She had no history of absences, myoclonic seizures or episodes of confusion or difficulty in concentration to
suggest AS. (B) Incomplete GSWD on awakening prior to starting HV (same montage and calibration as in [A]).
Figure 3.36. A long, ∼7-second GSWD during HV, performed after awakening in the patient in figure 3.35. The
technologist calls loudly and clearly the number “four”, which the patient recalled and repeated after the end
of the GSWD. She showed no clear behavioural change during the GSWD. During this HV session, the patient
was not counting her breaths.
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Figure 3.37. Phantom absence in the same patient as in figures 3.35 and 3.36. In this second HV session, the
patient counts her breaths aloud (arrows). Note the hesitation that is apparently due to the second GSWD,
which is shorter than the GSWD in figure 3.36. This was the only behavioural change, and the patient continued
counting correctly. One would have expected similar hesitation during the GSWD of figure 3.36 had the patient
been counting her breaths on that occasion.
Figure 3.38. HV with breath counting in a 27-year-old woman with three GTCS during a period of seven years.
She had no history of absences, myoclonic jerks or long dyscognitive periods suggestive of absence status
(AS). Note the hesitation in breath counting before repeating the same number, caused by a GSWD of less
than 2 seconds (phantom absence). She had no overt absences, while previous EEGs elsewhere had revealed
subclinical 3-Hz GSWD.
Figure 3.39. Home video telemetry of a 50-year-old woman with monthly episodes of AS, probably since her
early 20s. She had infrequent absences as a child, and four GTCS in total, the first at age 17 and three within
one month at age 47. Note that the pattern is discontinuous and arrhythmic. She was able to perform all her
usual activities at home (here she irons), including socializing with relatives in the evening, apparently without
any undue behavioural changes. However, on other occasions, she reported mild difficulty in maintaining
concentration.
Figure 3.40. Absence status ending in GTCS in a 39-year-old woman with absence status epilepsy manifesting
with recurrent monthly confusional episodes lasting 3-24 hours. Left trace: ictal EEG showing continuous
generalized spike-wave discharges at 2 Hz while the patient shows a moderate confusional state with slurred
speech and temporo-spatial disorientation. Right trace: after 88 min of recording, a generalized tonic-clonic
seizure occurs starting with a recruiting 7-Hz spike activity that interrupts the AS. The time between the two
traces is 23 minutes.
Figure 3.41. Video-EEG of a 63-year-old man with a history of at least 10 prolonged episodes of reduced
awareness since the age of 16 years, some of which ended in a GTCS. Left trace: a subclinical GSWD during
HV with breath counting. The patient did not hesitate or make any counting error, therefore this is not a PA.
Right trace: incomplete GSWD during light slow sleep.
Figure 3.42. Video-EEG of the same patient as in figure 3.41, two years later. GSWD are activated during HV,
again without any mistakes or hesitations during breath counting (in two HV sessions).
Figure 3.43. SDEEG of the patient in figure 3.39 (different recording). Brief GSWD during Stage 1 of sleep are
followed by a brief delta hypersynchrony and emergence of alpha activity (epileptic arousal).
Figure 3.44. Video-EEG showing AS in a 59-year-old woman with frequent attendances to the emergency
department for episodes of prolonged confusion. Throughout this EEG, performed several hours after the
onset of AS, she remained in a sitting position with her eyes open and was unresponsive to commands,
though she seemed vaguely aware of the presence of people around her. She had some semi-purposeful
movements and at times slight shaking of the hands and feet. Note the arrhythmic pattern of the generalized
discharge, the frequency of which ranges from ≤2 Hz to 4 Hz.
Figure 3.45. Video-EEG of a 29-year-old woman with a history of a single GTCS at age 23, terminating a two-hour
period of severely clouded consciousness. She had several episodes of difficulty in concentration since then
that became almost weekly over the three months preceding this recording. She had no history of absences
or myoclonic seizures during her childhood or adolescence. Note the brief GSWD that are activated during
HV, however, these did not disrupt correct and timely sequential breath counting.
Figure 3.46. Absence status (AS) in a 30-year-old woman with absences since the age of seven years and GTCS
since her teens (three-day long home video telemetry). The test recorded a small number of mild fleeting
absences and a 34-minute long episode of AS that was not associated with clinically overt behavioural changes
or symptoms that would prompt her to activate the event marker. During the AS, she had a sensible conversation
with her mother without either of them signalling that something was not right. Consciousness was reportedly
more affected in other episodes of AS with the patient not being able to finish sentences, giving the wrong
answers to simple questions, perseverating in her speech, and feeling “wobbly” with her body twitching and
eyes “wondering off”. (A) Onset of AS at 7.16 am; (B-C) at 7.41 am; (D) spontaneous termination of AS at 7.49 am
([B] and [C]) are continuous).
Figure 3.47. De novo absence status in a 72-year-old woman after benzodiazepine withdrawal. IV levetiracetam
resulted in clinical and EEG normalization. She had no past history of epileptic seizures, including prolonged
states of confusion. She had no further symptoms and her follow-up EEG six months later was normal. Note
that the continuous GSWD has maximal amplitude over the anterior areas and its frequency is 2.5 Hz (at the
lower end of the GGE/IGE range).
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Figure 3.48. De novo absence status of late onset in a 83-year-old woman after non-ketotic hyperglycaemia
and multiple drug withdrawal. (A) Continuous, frontally accentuated 1.5-2-Hz GPSWD. (B) IV 1-mg clonazepam
produces perfect EEG normalization and a clear clinical improvement.
Figure 3.49. This 81-year-old woman with no previous neurological problem had a false diagnosis of dnASLO
with a progressive confusion shortly after she was treated for a systemic infection with IV cefepime. EEG shows
diffuse 2.5-3-Hz triphasic sharp waves. IV 1-mg clonazepam, as well as various IV antiepileptic drug trials (IV
fosphenytoin and IV levetiracetam), had no effect. Complete resolution occurred three days after cefepime
discontinuation.
Figure 3.50. Semi-continuous rhythmic triphasic waves at around 2 Hz in a patient with hepatic encephalopathy.
Figure 3.51. Diffuse rhythmic triphasic waves at 1.5-2 Hz in a patient with hypoxic encephalopathy.
Figure 3.52. Video-EEG showing absence status in a 34-year-old man with eyelid myoclonia with absences (from
Agathonikou et al. [1998]).
Figure 3.53. Video-EEG of the patient in figure 3.52. The typical absence on the left half of the trace occurs
when eyes are open and is associated with regular 2.7-Hz GSWD. Note the eye closure-induced GSWD on the
right end of the trace, which is associated with eyelid myoclonia.
Figure 3.54. Video-EEG of a 43-year-old woman with eyelid myoclonia with absences, showing interictal eye
closure abnormalities with posterior emphasis in the first discharge on the left, and posterior “lead-in” of the
GSWD on the right, which is of maximal voltage over the frontal areas.
Figure 3.55. Video-EEG of the patient in figure 3.52, showing interictal, frontally predominant GSWD in brief
distinctive bursts (A) and repetitive/confluent GSWD.
Figure 3.56. Video-EEG of a 12-year-old girl with eyelid myoclonia with absences. Note the left posterior focal
spikes in (A) and (B) and the right lateral temporal spikes in (C). Note that the GSWD in (A) is prompted by eye
closure.
Figure 3.57. Same patient as in figure 3.56. Two eye closure EEG abnormalities were observed at commonly
used sensitivity (A) and at higher sensitivity (B). In (A), the first discharge appears as abortive (incompletely)
generalized with posterior emphasis, while the second appears generalized. At higher sensitivity, it becomes
clear that both are more restricted; the first is posterior focal and the second incompletely generalized with
posterior emphasis.
Figure 3.58. Video-EEG of the patient in figure 3.54. Note the activation of subclinical eye closure abnormalities
during HV.
Figure 3.59. (A) 3-Hz incompletely generalized spike/polyspike-wave discharges during Stage 2 of sleep in a
22-year-old man with Jeavons syndrome; (B) occipital spike-wave discharges during Stage 1 of sleep in the
patient in figures 3.56 and 3.57.
Figure 3.60. Video-EEG of a 64-year-old man with episodes of eyelid myoclonia and absences since child-
hood and sporadic GTCS. Left trace: diffuse recruiting rhythm giving way to 3-Hz GSWD; right trace: frontally
predominant generalized polyspike-wave discharges during Stage 2 of sleep.
Figure 3.61. Video-EEG of the patient in figure 3.52, showing an episode of eyelid myoclonia. Note the GSWD
that occurs just before the eye closure (arrow).
Figure 3.62. Typical ictal irregular GSWD/GPSWD in the patient of figure 3.52.
Figure 3.63. Patient of figure 3.52; showing eye closure abnormalities that do not persist over the whole period,
during which eyes remain closed. This is in contrast to fixation-off sensitivity (FOS), in which discharges
continue for as long as eyes remain closed (see also chapter on FOS).
Figure 3.64. Left trace: episodes of eyelid myoclonia in a 29-year-old woman, facilitated by bright sunlight
that may also include a component of pattern effect (window blinds). Right trace: only a few seconds later,
dark sunglasses completely abolished the clinical/EEG phenomenon by reducing the amount of epileptogenic
stimulus; note that the orientation of the patient towards the sunlight and the shape of the eye closure artefact
remained the same.
Figure 3.65. HV with breath counting performed after awakening during SDEEG in a 21-year-old woman with
Jeavons syndrome and infrequent independent early morning myoclonic jerks. The patient stops counting in
each episode of eyelid myoclonia (eyelid myoclonia with absences).
Figure 3.66. Patient of figures 3.56 and 3.57. Left side of the trace: prolonged eye closure provokes bilateral runs
of fast occipital spikes ending with a spike-wave, but does not trigger eyelid myoclonia. Right side of trace:
monocular IPS at 30 Hz, performed after awakening and HV. Note that the photoparoxysmal response is far
more substantial and appears to be temporarily inhibited by brief eye opening (white arrow), but resumes
promptly on the second eye closure, and is also associated with an axial jerk (black arrow).
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Figure 3.67. Dissociated response to eye closure and IPS in a 20-year-old woman with eyelid myoclonia with
absences. A brief GSWD of posterior emphasis occurs during the ascending (positive) deflection of the eye
closure artefact, coinciding with the onset of the IPS (black arrow); a second regular 3-Hz GSWD occurs
probably after adequate temporal summation of IPS, showing posterior lead-in (white arrow).
Figure 3.68. Video-EEG day telemetry of a 20-year-old man with eyelid myoclonia with absences and additional
SI. Note the “attempts” to induce absences by multiple voluntary eye blinks.
Figure 3.69. Video-EEG of the patient in figure 3.66. Left side of the trace: eye closures on command generate
only brief traces of fast alpha activity. Right side of trace: self-motivated eye closures are longer and generate
brief bursts of occipital spikes. Pronounced rolling of the eyeball upwards (Evans-Mulholland effect) occurs
in both types.
Figure 3.70. Video-EEG day telemetry of a 28-year-old woman with eyelid myoclonia, absences, and infrequent
GTCS. She made a few unsuccessful long eye closures (producing only alpha activity but no spikes) after she was
left alone for some time reading a magazine. (A) and (B) show the same eye closure at different times (arrows).
Note the muscle activity in the frontal channels that reflects eyelid flickering and the substantial upward rolling
of her eyeballs indicated by the high-voltage positive deflection following the negative deflection of the eye
closure. The complex eye movement is associated with head turning upwards, appreciated on the video (B).
The EEG room is moderately lit.
Figure 4.01. Orbitofrontal photomyoclonus. Note the self-limiting EMG response that is induced when eyes
are closed, which is maximal frontally and has the same frequency as the IPS.
Figure 4.02. Photoparoxysmal response to IPS when eyes are open.
Figure 4.03. Generalized photoparoxysmal responses associated with symmetric (left) or asymmetric (right)
myoclonic jerks.
Figure 4.04. A typical absence provoked by IPS at 8 Hz. The patient remained unresponsive throughout the
seizure.
Figure 4.05. IPS-provoked occipital seizure evolving into GTCS.
Figure 4.06. Generalized PPR at 8-Hz IPS, evolving into a GTCS in a patient with a history of photically-induced
generalized seizures. Note the asymmetric tonic posturing at the time point marked by the green arrow.
Figure 4.07. Reading-induced jaw myoclonus, associated with left-sided ictal sharp wave discharge in trace (A)
and with bilateral synchronous low-voltage spike-wave discharges with left-sided emphasis in traces (B) and
(C). Note that while both ictal discharges in traces (B) and (C) correlate with clinically evident jaw jerks, only
the ictal discharge in trace (B) appears to associate with a brief EMG potential (from Koutroumanidis et al.
[1998], with permission).
Figure 4.08. Reading-induced interictal activation (A) and focal seizure manifesting with alexia and dysphasia (B
and C). (A) Reading induces subclinical delta transients over the left (dominant) temporal areas (red arrows),
which abate as soon as the patient ceases to read (blue arrow). (B) Soon after the patient started reading
aloud, rhythmic monomorphic delta activity at 0.8-1 Hz appeared over the left temporal area (red arrows).
The patient was still able to read until he suddenly hesitated and repeated a word for a couple of times
(green arrow) as though he tried to understand it, and pressed the event button (black arrow). The EEG
normalized for few seconds and then an irregular low-voltage 3.5-5-Hz activity appeared over the left temporal
areas (right end of trace [B]), followed by a sharpened rhythmic theta activity at 5 Hz (beginning of trace
[C]). The electrical seizure ceased 94 seconds after the onset of the first behavioural changes, followed by
a short period of postictal suppression on the left. The patient remained conscious throughout and able to
understand simple questions and execute simple commands (yellow arrow), but was unable to make sense of
the text and showed expressive dysphasia responding only by nodding of his head. The seizure is depicted in
a discontinuous manner to include only the periods during which distinct behavioural and electrical changes
occurred (modified from Koutroumanidis et al. [1998], with permission).
Figure 4.09. Video-EEG activated by reading of a 25-year-old student of English literature with reading-induced
paroxysmal dyslexia. He had his first generalized convulsion while reading on a train. Treatment with carba-
mazepine for three years has prevented further GTCS, but reading for a long time still induces episodes of
dyslexia. He now reads taking short breaks. Resting EEG is entirely normal, while reading aloud induces brief
episodic stuttering, associated with brief runs of left mid- to posterior temporal spike-wave discharges (double
arrows) and subclinical discharges (single arrows).
Figure 4.10. Myoclonic seizures associated with solitary and 3-Hz generalized spike/polyspike-wave discharges
in a 20-year-old woman with first GTCS. Note the associated deltoid EMG potentials (arrows). No discharges
occurred while her eyes remained open fixating, and formal testing revealed FOS (HFF: 70 Hz; TC: 0.3 sec).
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Figure 4.11. Diagnostic process in FOS. Top left trace: bilateral synchronous occipital paroxysms (OP), occur-
ring when eyes are closed are promptly inhibited by eye opening and visual fixation; this pattern should
arouse suspicion of FOS. Top right trace: ongoing OP when dark goggles are “on” irrespective of whether
eyes are open or shut; such reaction suggests that FOS is highly probable, but cannot rule out pure sco-
tosensitivity (scotos: darkness). Lower trace: FOS is demonstrated using translucent goggles that let light
through but abolish fixation; eyes are open with dark goggles “on” (left third), dark goggles “off” and visual
fixation (middle third), and +10 translucent goggles “on” (right third). Sub-clinical generalised polyspikes-
wave discharges interspersing OP are marked with arrows (HFF: 70 Hz; TC: 0.3 sec) (from Koutroumanidis
et al. [2009]).
Figure 4.12. Generalized spike/polyspike-wave and 3-Hz spike-wave discharges shortly after awakening in the
patient of figure 4.10 with newly diagnosed JME and FOS (sleep-deprived video-EEG; HFF: 70 Hz, TC: 0.3 sec).
Note the associated myoclonic jerks on the EMG polygraphy (arrows)
Figure 4.13. FOS in an 18-year-old woman with IGE/GGE with absences and photosensitivity since age eight.
Top trace: “eyes closed”-related posterior high-voltage 3-4-Hz delta rhythm with intermixed spikes and more
generalised bursts of spike-wave activity (white arrows). Both types of discharge relate to FOS, appear >2
seconds after eye closure, occur while eyes remain closed, and block on eye opening and volitional visual
fixation. Note also the brief discharge of polyspike-wave that occurs upon “eye closure” (grey arrow) and
relates to her photoparoxysmal response (not shown here). Lower trace: the patient wears goggles completely
covered by black tape for absolute darkness. Both posterior high-voltage delta rhythm (black arrow) and
the generalised bursts of sharp activity (white arrows) also occur when eyes are open. Note that in complete
darkness, the eye closure (photosensitivity-related) paroxysms are blocked (grey arrow) (HFF: 70 Hz, TC: 0.3 sec)
(from Koutroumanidis et al. [2009]).
Figure 5.01. Coronal T1-weighted high-resolution brain MRI with (A) left hippocampal atrophy (circle) and
(B) high-signal lesion on coronal FLAIR sequences (arrow). Note the cavum septum vergae incidentally. This
patient subsequently underwent successful stereotactic laser ablation to become seizure-free.
Figure 5.02. Diffuse slowing of the posterior dominant rhythm to 6 Hz (red arrow) following a recent series
of focal seizures with impaired consciousness. Note the lateralized periodic right mid-temporal spikes (black
arrows). This patient had a lesion in the mid-hippocampus and was being evaluated for epilepsy surgery.
Figure 5.03. Right temporal intermittent rhythmic delta activity (TIRDA), augmented by hyperventilation. Depth
electrode recordings showed right hippocampal onset for his habitual seizures.
Figure 5.04. Right anterior temporal spike-and-slow-wave discharge (sixth second) with ipsilateral regional
temporal delta slowing in a patient with right mTLE due to HS.
Figure 5.05. Independent bitemporal epileptiform discharges with a regional temporal field (arrows). This
patient had mTLE due to HS and underwent successful laser ablation of the left amygdalohippocampal complex.
Figure 5.06. Scalp ictal EEG demonstrating a unilateral right temporal rhythmic ictal theta discharge in a patient
with right mTLE due to HS.
Figure 5.07. Change in electrode nomenclature (black) in the 10-10 system of electrode placement on scalp
EEG.
Figure 5.08. Focal right mid-temporal slowing in a male with post-infarction focal seizures after a right middle
cerebral artery stroke.
Figure 5.09. Interictal EEG with a right mid-temporal spike and slow wave in a patient with right temporal
neocortical epilepsy due to an arteriovenous malformation.
Figure 5.10. Aphasic status epilepticus in a 28-year-old with left neocortical temporal lobe epilepsy. Note the
rhythmic left regional temporal 1.5-2.5-Hz delta activity and intermixed lateralized periodic discharges (arrow)
and the interictal anterior temporal spike (seconds 7 and 12). Brain MRI was normal.
Figure 5.11. A left mid-temporal isolated wicket spike in a patient without epilepsy referred for an EEG due to
complaints of dizziness.
Figure 5.12. EEG with a single left anterior temporal spike-and-slow-wave during sleep in a 19-year-old with
episodes of déjà vu. The patient had normal brain MRI, and neurological examination, and three generations
of family members had similar symptoms.
Figure 5.13. Left mid-temporal spike with a regional temporal field in a patient with rare temporal lobe seizures
preceded by an aura of hearing crickets.
Figure 5.14. Frequent right fronto-polar spikes in a patient with post-traumatic epilepsy and bilateral
orbitofrontal encephalomalacia on brain MRI. Note the very focal field identified using a transverse bipolar
montage (arrows).
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Figure 5.15. Frontal intermittent rhythmic delta activity in a patient with orbitofrontal epilepsy.
Figure 5.16. Video-EEG obtained in a six-year-old girl demonstrating nearly continuous focal bilateral right>left
frontal-frontopolar spikes associated with right frontal cortical dysplasia that involves the superior and middle
frontal gyrus. This EEG was obtained during the “interictal” state.
Figure 5.17. Left frontal spike (third second) coupled with sleep elements prior to a generalized discharge
composed of mixed spikes and polyspike-and-slow waves in a patient with mesial frontal lobe epilepsy (SBS).
Figure 5.18. A 7-second right frontal lobe seizure in a 28-year-old female with left hemiparetic cerebral palsy,
manifesting as brief nocturnal left-sided tonic posturing. Note the superimposed myogenic artefact preventing
localization.
Figure 5.19. Right frontal seizure occurring in N3 in the girl of figure 5.16. Semiology is subtle with eye deviation
to the left and subtle eyelid clonus. Note the paucity of the nearly continuous right frontal spiking, a few seconds
prior to the electrographic onset (arrow).
Figure 5.20. Brief left frontal electrographic seizure in a 30-year-old man with left frontal epilepsy and
nocturnal seizures since childhood. MRI was normal. He remained unaware of this event. Note the ini-
tial attenuation prior to the low-voltage fast ictal discharge that progressively increases in amplitude
(arrow).
Figure 5.21. Left panel: ictal EEG with a right frontal lobe seizure in a patient with post-traumatic epilepsy.
Ictal symptoms included headache, gustatory hallucinations associated with “sickness” and “emptiness in his
head”. He remained conscious and responsive throughout the attack that lasted one minute. Right panel:
postictal slowing over the right anterior quadrant persisted for 20 minutes without any associated symptoms.
Interictal spikes occurred over the right central area (arrow).
Figure 5.22. Full montage polysomnography obtained for a man with medically intractable non-lesional FLE
with seizures arising exclusively from sleep. Note the localization of rhythmic spiking in the left frontal region
during REM sleep.
Figure 5.23. Diagnostic video telemetry of a 17-year-old woman with nocturnal “events” since her early teens.
Two previous EEGs had been unremarkable. (A) Rhythmic spiking over the left frontal area; the patient simply
wakes and sits up. (B) Interictal abnormalities were limited to occasional small spikes over F3. Brain MRI and
PET were normal.
Figure 5.24. Sleep-deprived video-EEG of a 28-year-old woman with right OLE since her early teens; brain
MRI was normal. During early drowsiness (A), right occipital spike-wave discharges intersperse on-going
regional irregular delta rhythm (green arrow). Brief bursts of low-voltage fast polyspike discharges occurred
over the right occipital area during sleep ([B]; red arrow). Note the different polarity of the physiological pos-
itive occipital transients of sleep (POSTs) (blue arrow), compared to the occipital negativity of the occipital
spikes.
Figure 5.25. Right occipital spikes diffusing to the left posterior areas and attenuating on eye opening in
a 19-year-old woman with right OLE. Note the occipital electronegativity of the spikes and the lack of
regional background disturbance despite the structural lesion. Brain MRI showed a sizable right dysem-
bryoblastic neuroepithelial tumour (DNET); (A) coronal FLAIR and (B) axial TW2 (from Koutroumanidis
et al. [2009]).
Figure 5.26. Sleep EEG of a 22-year-old man with right OLE. (A) High-voltage right occipital sharp waves followed
by polyspikes that appear to propagate anteriorly amidst sleep spindles. (B) Bilateral occipital high-voltage
“triphasic” sharp waves with a very short time lag between the sides (blue arrow), implying propagation to the
left occipital areas rather than “diffusion” as in figure 5.25. Note that occasional occipital sharp waves occur
independently on the left. Brain MRI was normal.
Figure 5.27. Preoperative (A) and post-operative (B) sleep EEG of the patient in figure 5.25 (both traces are from
sleep Stage 1). Note that, post-operatively, spikes do not appear to diffuse to the left posterior areas as they
did pre-operatively (see also figure 5.25) and also that their polarity has changed, now phase reversing over
the right temporal area (arrow). There is also some irregular delta activity in-between the spikes, which was
absent in all her pre-operative recordings.
Figure 5.28. Right occipital spikes of a 12-year-old boy with formed visual hallucinations during wakefulness
(A) and sleep Stages 1-3 (B, C and D). Brain MRI was normal.
Figure 5.29. Bilateral bursts of occipital polyspikes (centre of the trace) in a 28-year-old woman with
stereotyped formed visual hallucinations since age 14 years, previously misdiagnosed for psychogenic
non-epileptic seizures. She had several normal waking EEGs until this recording. Brain MRI was
normal.
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Figure 6.01. Action myoclonus in Unverricht-Lundborg disease (ULD). Left: this 23-year-old woman with
genetically-proven ULD has normal resting EEG. Voluntary movement induces marked action myoclonus super-
imposed on the EMG traces without associated EEG changes. Intermittent photic stimulation (ILS) triggers fast
generalized spike-waves with a posterior predominance and myoclonic jerks without clear EEG/EMG associ-
ations. Right: this 13-year-old girl has also genetically-proven ULD. (A) Fast generalized spike-waves with no
clinical correlate. (B) Left then right asynchronous myoclonic jerks are followed by bilateral, low-amplitude
myoclonus which coincides with a generalized polyspike and polyspike-wave discharge on the EEG (Courtesy
of Michelle Bureau, MD Centre Saint-Paul/Hôpital Henri Gastaut, Marseilles, France).
Figure 6.02. EEG/EMG correlates in Unverricht-Lundborg disease (ULD). Four different patients with genetically-
proven ULD. Left, middle-left, and middle-right samples show short bursts of 3-4-Hz generalized spike-waves
with a rolandic predominance against a normal background. These patients were initially diagnosed with idio-
pathic generalized epilepsy. Right sample shows left rolandic spike-wave activity that correlates with myoclonic
jerks of the right arm (Courtesy of Michelle Bureau, MD Centre Saint-Paul/Hôpital Henri Gastaut, Marseilles,
France).
Figure 6.03. Sleep EEG/EMG recording of a 21-year-old patient with ULD, four years after onset. During REM
sleep, long bursts of fast, semi-rhythmic, moderate-amplitude 4-5-Hz spike-waves are recorded over the vertex
and rolandic areas, with unrelated myoclonus of the chin (Mylo) (Courtesy of Michelle Bureau, MD Centre
Saint-Paul/Hôpital Henri Gastaut, Marseilles, France).
Figure 6.04. Post-myoclonic inhibition. These polygraphic examples show positive myoclonic jerks, time-locked
to polyspike-wave discharges and followed by a 150-ms EMG silent period, consistent with post-myoclonic
inhibition.
Figure 6.05. Axillar skin biopsy in Lafora disease. Electron microscopy of axillar skin biopsy showing character-
istic Lafora inclusion bodies (white arrow) in the cells of sweat gland ducts.
Figure 6.06. EEG/EMG correlates in Lafora disease. This EEG of a 14-year-old girl with cognitive decline and
myoclonic jerks related to Lafora disease (EPM2A) was recorded less than a year after the presumed onset of
the disease, which was initially diagnosed as juvenile myoclonic epilepsy. The patient was asked to raise and
keep her arms outstretched. Fast generalized spike-wave discharges of varying amplitude and frequency occur
against a slow, disorganized background. The EMG shows negative myoclonus of seemingly cortical origin.
Volleys of high-amplitude spike-wave discharges correlate with brief interruptions of muscular contraction
without immediate antecedent positive myoclonus (asterisks).
Figure 6.07. Progression of EEG changes in a patient with Lafora disease. (A) At the time of disease onset
(age 17 years), the EEG demonstrated normal to slightly slowed background activity. (B) Two years later (age
19 years), the EEG demonstrated asymmetric generalized spikes and polyspikes, maximum over the anterior
regions on a slowed background. (C) At age 20 years, the occurrence of fast (4-6 cycles per second) spike-
waves was concomitant with head drops. During the final stages of the disease, EEG recordings showed long
bursts of diffuse spike-waves and fast polyspikes associated with major volleys or massive myoclonic jerks (D),
dramatically enhanced by photic stimulation at low frequency (E) (from Turnbull et al., 2016).
Figure 6.08. A 13-year, four-month-old girl, presenting with Lafora disease. Left: discharges of spikes in the
posterior regions of both hemispheres during wakefulness. Centre: eyes closed with a discharge of diffuse
spike waves. Right: a posterior polyspike-wave discharge induced by photic stimulation (from Genton and
Bureau, 2006).
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